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One of the most modern plants in the U. S. A. Approximately 125,000 sq. ft.
32 years shipping only Quality Produce.

VALLEY FRUIT & VEGETABLE (0.
ROY WEIR - Owner
General Manager
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Phone ST 7-2725
L. D. ST 7-1136
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From the largest and most modern processing plant in the Lower Rio Grande Valley comes the "Cream
of the Crop" in Gift Fruit. This huge plant loads from 30 to 40 trucks and as many refrigerated box cars
in one day-hand-picking as many as 12,000 boxes of the finest Citrus Fruit. From this great volume
only the choicest is directed to packing Christmas Gift Packages. Write today for colored folder with
prices, P. 0. Box 777.
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Welcome ...

PRICE DANIEL
Governor of Texas

and A M ssage from the great State of Texas and especially from the Lower Rio Grande Valley, "The Garden
Spot of America." W e invite you to visit this land of vast spaces and
golden sunshine, a place for recreation and relaxation among the friendliest people on earth. Our recreational facilities are the greatest to be
found anywhere - because of our year 'round delectable climate. Any
thing you can find anywhere in this world you can find in Texas - and
in the Lower Valley of the Rio Grande. Visit the many towns that comprise "Texasc Fourth City'. - to view through these pages by actual
photographs and descriptions, some of the things which make up our
history, our economy, our recreational facilities, our sports and points
of interest - all of which make the "Magic Valley" such a wonderful
place to visit and a grand place in which to live.

PRICE DANIEL,
Governor of Texas

Gracious living - ability io play and live oui doors all year
'round_- io h~ve flowers --:- blue skies - and green velvety
lawns m ihe winier - are Jusi a few of ihe aiiraciions of the
Lower Valley of ihe Rio Grande.
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the Valley Yearbook is dedicated to Agriculture, which is the larg-

Edition of
THISest 22nd
producer of income in our Valley. Despite adversities, we have managed to keep
1951, cotton has been
the Valley 1st as an Agricultural Area in Texas! Since the freeze in
the leader of all our agricultural sources of income, with an income of more than 86 million
dollars per season. The farm income combined was in excess of $150,000,000.

Our thanks to our advertisers and to the various Chambers of Commerce for their
splendid co-operation these twenty-two years , in which the Yearbook has so faithfully
publicized Our Valley. We are also very grateful to the grand leaders who have so graciously written articles for our various issues. These articles have given prestige and authority to help the realization that all information in each copy of the Yearbook is true
and may b e relied on with confidence of the reader.
Keep a Yearbook in your home and office-mail one to a friend!
HELP US TO PUBLICIZE OUR VALLEY!

OUR TOWNS AND CITIES
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-------- 45

We _are indebted to The Valley Evening
Momtor and to Luis Garcia, Jr ., their photographer, for 40 of the beautiful Valley
scenes, all new, used in this 1961st Edition.

THE Valley is beautiful -

Palms line the highways and by-ways - Bougainvillea bloom the year 'round. The only Bougainvillea Trail in America. This page This page sponsored by

Bentsen Development Company
On Highway Between McAllen and Mission.
Mission, Texas

Write P. 0. Box 593
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The Yearbook of The Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texac and of
Northern Mexico each year tells the story in words and pictures of the
development of the resources of this wonderful region and the comprehensive summary of achievement of its citizens. Not only is it a
record of the marvelous progress, it is also a forecast of great things
b arely been scratched.
yet to be accomplished in a land so rich in opportunitie s and resources that the surface has act
ivitie s, make the ValColorful environment , an almost endless variety of Industrial, Agricultural, and Commercial
the d e e p alluvial soil,
ley a paradise of happy people living more luxuriously and graciously because of the climate,
by all w ho like outthe plentious supply of water, the ability to make more moriey, and the many pleasures e n joyed
land , e n j oy night
door sports - "Fun in the Sun." Then, too, living close to Mexico--one can shop in an exotic foTeign
three hours' drive see
clubs, unusual wild game dinners, cocktail lounges, see a thrilling bull fight in season or in that y ou'll come back
majestic mountain scenery. You will certainly enjoy a vacation in the Valley, and we k n ow
again and again-perha ps to live! We will welcome you with open arms and hearts.

This 1961 edition of The Yearbook
is dedicated to Agricultu re, the Valley's greatest source of income.

JACK DRAKE

THE VALLEY • • •
A Met rop olit an Are al
By JACK H. DRAKE
Executive Vice-President
VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

IFTEEN YEARS of frustration ended for the Lower Rio Grande Valley during 1960. That's the length of
time Valley people have been trying to get a Standard Metropolita n Area designation for this fifth-heaviest
populated area in Texas. Last summer, the Bureau of the Budget, which controls such matters, officially designated Cameron County a meb"opolitan area under the name "Brownsville-Harlingen-San Benito." By the time
this article is in print, Hidalgo County will undoubtedly be included. The Valley meb·opolitan area will then
be the fifth largest in Texas, ranking only below Houston, Dallas, San Antonio and Fort Worth.
But it was a long and frusb·ating battle. The Bureau of the Budget simply couldn't understand our situa(Continued on Page 6)
tion, and no wonder. There's nothing like the Valley anywhere.

F

Left: A Valley beauty displays her China Poblana costumeworn in Brownsville' s "Charro Days."

Below: Hiway passing through one of cities in our metropolitan
area.

?e

Thousands of acres of beautiful citrus orchards unroll
before your eyes, whether you travel highways or "byways."

theless, the Budget Bur au still had to
convinced
that the two cities are integrated economically and socially. It was the concerted effort of the Valley Chamber, the Harlingen and San Benito Chambers, U. S.
Representative Joe Kilgore and Senator Lyndon B.
Johnson, together with the support of all other chambers of commerce in the Valley, that finally turned
the h·ick.
Hidalgo County will undoubtedly be includ d,
and soon. The Budget Bureau is awaiting the final
analysis of the 1960 Census returns before making a
decision.
Considered as a metropolitan area, integrat d
socially aqd conomically, the Valley is impressive.
The Lower Rio Grande Valley is the four southernmost counties of Texas, Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr
and Willacy. It's all to itself. The Gulf of Mexico is
on the east, Mexico on the south, and the King Ranch
and other huge pastur s to the north and west. You
get mighty lonesome during the last 50 or 100 miles
(Continued on Page 7)

(C ontinued from Page 5)

I
I

Population totals 366,000. Communities are so
close togeth r you have to watch for the city limit
signs to see where Harlingen ends and San Benito
begins, or Pharr and McAllen, or McAllen and Mission, or Donna and W eslaco, or Weslaco and Mercedes.
Yet for years the Bureau of the Budget refused
Valley claims, while granting metropolitan designations to a nearby county, which has only 80,000
population.
The main stumbling block was the fact that the
Valley didn't have a focal point, which the Bureau
defin d as a city of at least 50,000 population. It still
doesn't, but two years ago the Bureau rewrote its
criteria so that two cities with contiguous boundaries
and combin d population of 50,000 could qualify.
Harlingen and San B nito have contiguous city
limits for a distance of nearly five miles, and the combined population considerably exceeds 50,000. ever-

DR.
RUTH B. McCHAREN

Chiropracti c
Health Service
New Location

614 SOUTH NEBRASKA
WESLACO, TEXAS
WO 8-2751

Closed Thursday - Sunday

Office Hours
By Appointment

I
I

I

Tune in on "Ty" on Channel 5

II

The radio and television programs of Moulton (Ty) Cobb of W eslaco have
been before the public in the Rio Grande Valley for 25 years. His cheery
"Hello Everybody" always brings personal and informative news.
Ty is probably the only Texan ever to have a daily show on radio and
on the same station for as long as 25 years.
His radio programs deal with local news and especially with names.
Usually, he will mention between 50 and 100 names of local citizens.
His television shows, heard daily at noon on KRGV Channel 5, combine
news, interviews and performances, from United States Senators to children
making their first appearances before the bright and scintillating lights of TV.

KRGV-TV

Conductor of one of the
State's most popular v ariety television shows.

WESLACO, TEXAS

*
MOULTON "TY"
Page 6
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(Continued from Page 6)
before getting to the Valley, coming from any direction.
There are 30 incorporated communities, ranging
from Resaca Village with 150 to Brownsville with 48,000, and another 40 places big enough to have names.
Although agriculture is still the big income producer,
the Valley's population is largely urban. More farmers
live within city limits than in the country. Towns along
U. S. Highway 83 and State Highway 107 are like
beads on a string, with some of the beads melted
together.
Actually, the Valley isn't a valley at all, but a
delta. During millions of years, the Rio Grande deposited a deep bed of alluvial soil over an area a hundred miles up from the mouth. Mixed with irrigation
water, this soil produces crops worth $180,000,000 a
year.
Although agriculture is the biggest single money
maker, it produces less than half the Valley's total
income. This is a versatile land. Industry ( much of it,
b·ue enough, geared to agriculture) brings in some
$80,000,000. Petroleum accounts for $60,000,000, national defense installations another $30,000,000 and
fishing ( mostly shrimp) $30,000,000.
Tourism is the apple of the Valley's eye. Today
bringing in $50,000,000 a year, the tourist industry
eventually will be the area's chief source of income,
many people believe. The Valley has climate, Old
Mexico, scenery, beach resorts, fishing, and in large
quantities.
Although there is naturally some rivalry between

MILTON D. RICHARDSON

Agency
INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE
"It's Right If We Write It' '
Monte Alto, Texas

Phone AM 2- 1432

Our citrus crop
is one of the largest we ever had
and the quality is
greatly improved. We have
oranges
earlier
than anywhere in
the world and
grapefruit sweeter and juicier
than any other
in the world.

communities, in many ways Valley people consider
themselves citizens of the Valley rather than of OW'
particular city. You ought to see them close ranks
when faced with a problem out~de. Just ask any
legislator.
They shop around a lot. People from Brownsville
will go to McAllen or Harlingen, and vice versa. They
go to movies in other towns, or restaurants.
The Valley is a land of commuters. No one has
ever figured out how many people work in one town
and live in another, but the total must be large. To
commute between, say, Brownsville and Weslaco is
a matter of 45 minutes, and how many city dwellers
can get to work in 45 minutes?
There are scores of Valley-wide organizations.
The Valley Chamber tried to list the organizations,
A, B, C, and so forth. The Chamber ran out of alphabet on the trade and agricultural associations
alone, before coming to the professional, women's,
civic, cultural, fraternal, and other Valley-wide organizations.

(Continued on Page 8)

HERB'S SUPER MARKETS
The Valley' s J?inest Indepe ndent Food Stores
Harlingen
East Highway 77

T h e beautiful
new lie,r b's Super Market East
on Highway 77,
Harlingen,
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WE GIVE S & H GREEN STAMPS

McAllen

100 N. 10th St.

By BILL WATTS
Assistant Manager
Valley Chamber of Commerce
YOU planning a winter vacation, a few weeks
AREor months
in a warmer climate where you don't
have to shovel three feetof snow out of the driveway
before going to the comer drug store?
Try the Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas. It has
more variety to offer the winter visitor than any other
warm-climate vacation spot in the nation.
Climate? Just about perfect. In January, normal
maximum temperature is 69.6 degrees, and normal
minimum 51.4. Winter months constitute the Valley's
"dry" season. Normal rainfall for December, January
and February totals 3.72 inches.
The Weather Bureau shows zero in the column
"Snow, Sleet, 1.0 inch or more," based on records from
1921 through 1960.
Scenery? Yes; the Valley is part of Texas' coastal
plain, and as such is flat as the proverbial pancake.
Nevertheless, man has been busy over the years and
as a result the landscape is a riot of towering Washingtonian palms, deep green orange and grapefruit
trees perfuming the air during the blossom season of
late February and early March; red and purple bougainvillea; the incomparable flame-orange royal poinciana; hibiscus; red poinsettia during the Christmas
season; and nearly any kind of tropical or semi-tropical
plant you can name.
Accommodations? There are more than 200 hotels
and motels in the Valley. These vary from modest
places to luxury establishments. Many, even the mo(Continued on Page 13)

A beautiful China Poblana costume worn in
Charro Days Fiesta in Brownsville.

VALLEY -WIDE SERVICE

Our experience and our facilities can be used to your advantage

• Residential

• Commercial

• Business

• Industrial

• Appraisals

• Loans

• Property
Management

;r r. rJr:

i

• Farms, Groves
and Ranches

VAN GROVE REALTY COMPANY
1310 Chicago

McALLEN
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MU6-7424

(Continued from Page 7)
.
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In addition to 19 local chambers of commerce, the
Valley Chamber represents the area as a whole, dealing only with Valley-wide problems. The Valley
Chamber ranks with the East Texas, West Texas and
South Texas Chambers as one of the four regional
chambers of commerce in Texas. Together, these four
regional chambers have formed the Texas State
Chamber of Commerce.
Many inter-city problems are amicably ironed
out at meetings of the Valley Chamber of Commerce
Managers Association. Likewise, city officials have
their Valley-wide organization, as do bankers, shippers and growers, lumbermen, milk producers, citrus
growers, hotel and motel men, restaurants, and many
other classifications.
The two telephone companies operating in the
area have gone together to produce a Valley-wide
telephone directory. Area service is in operation over
large parts of the Valley; for instance, from Edinburg
you can call eight other Valley cities without charge,
by simply dialing the number you want.
The Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas regularly
reports banking statistics for the Valley as a unit. A
bank clearing house association serves the entire fourcounty area. The U. S. Department of Agriculture
b·eats the Valley as a unit when issuing many of its
reports. The Bureau of Business Research at Austin
reports the Valley as a unit in its farm income reports.
And so on.
But riders get 30-minute service along Highway
83. Two television stations and seven radio stations
blanket the area. The four daily and 14 weekly newspapers give prominence to news of Valley-wide importance.
Effective buying income for the four Valley counties totals $434,465,000, and total retail sales $307,242,000. There are 105,000 automobiles and trucks,
47,500 gas connections, 88,000 elecb·ic connections, and 70,000 telephones. Deposits in commercial
banks and savings and loan companies exceed $200,000,000.
Watch out, Fort Worth, or
you'll be the fifth metropolitan
alJIMNW~ area in Texas before long!
J .....

EL MATA'MOROS
504 East Ave.
On the International
H ighway

We cater to Bus Loads
Off Street Parking
Open 11 A.M.

500 East Ave.

Genuine M exican Food
To Go - Prepared
For Any Numb er
Monroe's Is Next Door
to El Matamoros

1
Don t Forget the

11

Big Four

When You Visit Austin!
AUSTIN'S SUCCESSFUL RESTAURATEUR

Serving the finest American and Mexican
Food in an atmosphere colorful and
charming.
Austin's Big Three has grown to Austin's Big Four by
adding El Charo to the famous El Matamoros, El Toro and
Monroe's by successful restaurateur, Monroe Lopez. These
restaurants, which serve all types of Mexican Food? have grown
from three small dining rooms with 44 chairs with only four
employees in El Matamoros to a seating capacity of 325 and
140 employees.
From this humble start, Monroe Lopez has expanded his
holdings to the half million dollar mark. A native of Travis
County, he has grown with Austin, and has helped _in its :progress in every way. He was one of a large family, mdu~tnous
from youth, and ambitious but it took persistence with an
innate friendly disposition to attain success.
A family man, his wife Petra Lopez has been of inestimable help. For her and their two daughters, Monroe Lopez
is now building a handsome home on Interregional Highway.
The daughters have life membership in Laguna Gloria Art
Association, designated by a bronze plaque. Austin hails the
advent of the new Monroe Lopez restaurant, El Charo, whose
beautiful Patio, with live music on occasions, bespeaks its enterprising owner.

EL CHARRO

EL TORO

912 Red River Street

16th and Guadalupe

Dine on our beautiful covered patio. Breakfast served - our specialty- sweet rolls from "Big Four Bakery". Plenty of sb·eet parking space. We specialize in
Page 8 delivery service. Hours: 7 A.M. until Midnight.
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El Toro-two floors with a seating capacity of 450, is
located on the west side of the Capital City, in the
University area.

J!elferd lo the GJitord
FROM ALL CORNERS OF THE NATION
THROUGHOUT THE YEARS •

United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
April 24, 1958
I was greatly pleased to receive a copy of the 1958 edition
of the Lower Rio Grande Valley and orthern Mexico. It is a
most attractive portrayal of a most attractive area.
You ladies are doing a wonderful job with the Year Book.
I wish you continued success in your endeavors.
With appreciation for your thoughtfulness, I am
Sincerely,
LYNDON B. JOHNSON

*

*

GLADYS COLLIER HOOPER

*

Congress of the United States
House of Representatives
Washington D. C.
You have positively an uncanny way of making Valentine's
Day a truly memorable occasion for me, as again this year I
received the annual copy of the Year Book of the Lower Rio
Grande Valley on Valentine's Day. Believe me I appreciate the
thoughtful consideration you extend in making it available to
me.
The Year Book will rest on the table in my office-and
will provide visitors with the opportunity to see the beauties
of our Valley. The make-up of the book is your usual high
standard-the colorful pictures and the word pictures tell a
story that none could forget once having seen and read the
Year Book.
My thanks again for the book and my congratulations to
you ladies for a job well done.
Sincerest regards,
Joe Kilgore

*

*

*

Magic Valley Drugs
Alamo, Texas
You and your associates are to be congratulated on your
fine publication throughout the years . . . personally, I think
it is one of the Valley's finest advertising mediums.
I wish you every success and again want to congratulate
you on your achievement of twenty years publication of our
most outstanding Valley Year Book.
Sincerely yours,
Gage K. Brewer

*

*

Assistant Post Master General
Washington D. C.
September 5, 1956
.Just a brief note to let you lmow how much I enjoyed
readmg the Year Book of the Lower Rio Grande Valley of
Texas and Northern Mexico. It was very kind of you to send
1:ne the Year Book and I am most appreciative of your thoughtfulness in doing so.
With best wishes and kindest personal regards I am
Yours sincerely,
N. R. Abrams

*

*

Rio Grande Valley Chapter of
Composers, Authors and Artists, Inc.
I am indeed honored to have recognition in the Year Book
of inestimable value in publicizing our great Valley and feel
that you both have had a large part in its constant growth.
I shall be looking forward to s~eing the new Year Book.
Sincerely,
Mabel Lockrie Campbell
President

*

*

*

*

*

*

Flin Flon, Manitoba, Canada
November 20, 1959
My husband and I have bought a few acres of land in
the Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas and naturally are quite
interested in that area. We would very much like to have a
copy of your Year Book. We have seen the 1959 Year Book and
enjoyed it very much. When does the 1960 Book come out?
We are going to visit our folks for Christmas and would
like very much to have a copy of the Year Book to take along
with us, as it aids us so much in telling them about the country
down there.
Please send us which ever one is available C.O.D. to reach
here not later than December 10.
Yours very truly,
Marian Burling
Harlingen, Texas
September 16, 1960
It is a pleasure to assist in any way possible, and I want
to compliment you folks on the fine job you are doing with
the Valley Year Book.
Most sincerely yours,
Crockett Nurseries, Inc.
Stanley B. Crockett

*

MABLE COLLIER EPPRIGHT

*

Springfield, Mo.
January 2, 1960
Enclosed is my check for the Year Book of the Lower Rio
Grande Valley of Texas and Northern Mexico. If I have not
allowed enough for postage, J?lease let me know. A stop last
week for lunch at RICHARDS in Harlingen proved fortunate
for my husband and me. They gave us a copy of the 20th
Anniversary Edition of the Year Book.
Reading it has been a delightful and rewarding experience. Do wish we had lmow about it before planning our trip
to the Valley this year. With the 1960 Edition at hand, we can
make _a more systematic and informed approach to plans for
the tnp we expect to make down there again next December.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Harold Donaldson

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Dear Mrs. Eppright:
Thank you for your continued thoughtfulness in sending
a copy of the Rio Grande Valley Year Book. Marialice and I
always en!oy these _publications, and we join in congratulating
you on a Job well done.
The 1960 Year Book was especially attractive and interesting.
Sincerely,
Allan Shivers
From Hector Varela
Tourist, Promotion and Relations
Monterrey Chamber of Commerce
Dear Mrs. Eppright and Mrs. Hooper:
Your Year Book is very important and "a must" to our
city and indeed to Mexico, due to the fine publicity you have
always given to Monterey.
I honestly believe that a great percentage of tourists who
visit us can be credited to your efforts.
Have just s_pent a most interesting and enjoyable 2 hours
with you and the magnificent 1960 Year Book. Bet there is
nothing to compare with it in the whole U.S.A. not alone
Texas. Makes me just long to go down and wander through
tl1e Valley once again. How it has grown. Unbelievable!
Would love to see your new International "dream" bridge
near McAllen-your Port Mansfield is such a tremendous accomplishment. Your cities, oil, turism possibilities, new industry, --;, all sound like really new country, all arriving "ready
made.
But it is the personal making that adds so much glamour
to progress. Your description of "Our Towns" was mighty good
and that Port Isabel Causeway should make you all so proud!
I recall Judge Dancy and your Herb's Super Markets are running a close race with our "Sunny California" splendid Super
Markets.
The cuts are clean-Al-especially the warm cheery colored pictures-The whole Valley should "take off their hats," and
pay special tribute to you and your sister. "Tain't Eden, but it's
just next door"-fits so beautifully! You girls surely did one
100% grand job. The Valley can well be proud of your excellent Year Book of 1960.
Love,
Helen Nelson,
Past President of The Feature Writers
of America,
Los Olmitos, Calif.
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Augus t the 1st, 1960 Camer on County was designated a Metrop olitan Area by the Federa l Govern ment of the United States.
The Valley farm cash income for 1959 was 20
per cent above the 1957 farm cash income . The 1958
farm cash income was $161,9 75,770 -the 1959 income
was betwee n $180,000,000 and $190,000,000.
The new $15 million Cenb·a l Power and Light
Co. J. L. Bates Power Station west of Missio n marks
anothe r step in the progres s of the Rio Grande Valley. Newes t and bigges t in the Compa ny's system the
power plant is linked to 12 others to serve a huge
South Texas area. For the entire Valley, CPL has 509
perman ent employ es with an annual payroll of $2,133,500.
Over 700,000 bales of cotton were produc ed in the
Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas and Northe rn Tamaulipas , Mexico, during the 1960 season. The official
count for the Rio Grande Valley was 362,263 bales and
the Matam oros, Reynos a and Valley Hermo so area,
over 350,000 bales. These lower figures are a result of
the most disastro us weathe r conditi ons in years- the
late summe r rains beat more than 100,000 bales of
cotton - worth approx imately $15,50 0,000- into the
ground .
Valley Bank Deposi ts show a $6,000,000 gain at
the call for a statem ent of conditi on at the close of
busines s Octobe r 3 over deposit s at the last bank call
June 15. Total deposit s in Camer on County were $78,320,628.00. In Hidalg o County the deposit s were $73,176,103.46, and Willac y County $11,666,933.94, and
Starr County $3,973,840.94.
W esley .Mano r-one of the nation' s most modern
residen ces for retired men and women at Wesla cowill provid e facilities for 300 residen ts and the cost is
estima ted to be nearly four million dollars .
Beginn ing as a small plant to provid e packin g
materia ls for vegeta bles produc ed by the Vahlsin g
interes ts, Texas Plastics , Inc. at Elsa, Texas, is now
one of the nation' s major supplie rs of Polyeth ylene
film. This plant employ s 180 skilled workm en.
In 1959-o il brough t in $23,800,000; gas brough t
in $35,200,000.
The Valley' s income from tourists brough t $49,000,000.
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Statisti cs compil ed by the Valley Chamb er of
Comm erce show the Retail Sales of the Lower Rio
Grande Valley are up 15.6 per cent from $265,736,000
to $307,242,000.
The Port of Browns ville at Browns ville Texas
handle d more cotton than all the other U. 's. port;
combin ed during the period from Augus t 1959, to May
1960, the U. S. D epartm ent of Agricu lture has announce d.
Edinbu rg is the home of the nation's largest school
district in geogra phical area and the Valley's only
four-ye ar college.
Texas Cib·us Mutua l estimat es that around 4,000
person s are employ ed in all phases of the Valley's
multi-m illion citrus industr y.
Weslac o has announ ced plans for the consb·uction of a million dollar plus shoppi ng center to be
known as Wesga te Plaza and a 65-unit motel. Wesgate Plaza will be the second such develo pment by the
Austin firm of the Federa ted Equipm ent and Constructio n Compa ny in the Valley, the other being the
Bryan Park Shoppi ng Plaza of Missio n which opened
this spring on East Highw ay 83. The deal was handled by the Van Grove Realty Co. of McAllen.
Cannin g indusb·y turns out $25,000,000 a year
worth of produc ts, geared to agricul ture. Includ ed
under agricul tural industr y are seven food plants, four
cotton oil mills, 12 cotton presses , 99 cotton gins, and
several agricul tural chemic al fabrica tors.

This is anothe r beauti ful patio- enjoy ed the
year
Sroun d by Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Brade n and childr
en
of Edinb urg.

(Cont inued from Page 9)
dest ones, have swimm ing pools, and heate d pools are
the comin g thing.
Atmo spher e? The Valley actual ly is the deltal and
of the Rio Grand e. As such, it borde rs on Old Mexic
o
for a length of 100 miles up from the mouth of the
Rio Grand e. Believ e me, Mexico has atmos phere .
A visitor can get to Mexico in minut es from anywhere in the Valley, crossi ng at Brownsville, Progreso,
Hidal go ( near Pharr and McAl len), Los Ebano s ( near
Missi on), Rio Grand e City, Roma, or Falco n Dam.
You can really tell you're out of the Unite d States, too,
when you visit these Mexic an borde r towns and cities.
Just becau se they'r e close to our counb·y doesn 't mean
that the peopl e of Matam oros, Nuevo Progreso, Reynosa and the other comm unitie s aren't truly and patriotic ally Mexican. Archi tectur e varies from Spani
sh
colonial, dating from centu ries ago, to the most modern. Langu age, customs, menu s-all are differ ent from
ours ..

Mr. and Mrs. Herb Scurlo ck Jr. of McAll en
have combined in their enclos ed patio, featur es appea
ling to the
grown -ups and childr en alike. The roofed portio
n frame d
by the wroug ht-iro n pillars form an outdoo r
living area,
with airy metal furnit ure, while on the open
Scurlo ck childr en, Tari Alice, Shari Ann, Tami patio the
Joy and
Herby , enjoy the portab le wadin g pool under a
shade tree.

These Mexican comm unitie s offer a variet y of entertain ment. Many are old and rich historically, with
plenty of sights to see. All have marke ts and stores
with a wide variet y of fascin ating Mexic an produ cts
on sale. Resta urants , cocktail loung es and night clubs
are clean and mode rn, offeri ng wond erful food and
excell ent entert ainme nt.
Enter tainm ent? The winte r season is a const ant
round of fiestas and celebr ations . These includ e the
Texas Citrus Fiesta in Mission and the Wesla co Birthday Party, featur ing gowns fashio ned from flowers,
citrus and vegeta bles; Charr o Days at Brownsville,
a
four-d ay costum ed affair honor ing our neigh bors
to
(Cont inued on Page 14)

Midw ay betwe en Wesl aco and Merc edes, Flowerland
is truly
"The Land Of Flowers" and one of the most beaut
iful place s
in South west Texas.

"A Mus t" on your visit to the V aUey or com e
often and let us fill your ever y flow er need .

Phones: Wesl aco and Merc edes
WOS -3993

FLOW ERLA ND is a b·opical wond erland , with a profus
ion of bloom ing plants the year aroun d. Tropi cal fruit
trees, citrus , shade trees, and over one thous and
varieties of ornam entals await your selection. Large
mang oes
and avoca dos of finest fruitin g variet ies in the world
, are availa ble in contai ners for planti ng the year
aroun d.
Flowe rland is ablaz e with color all year, and great
masses of brillia nt poinse ttia, bouga inville a, hibisc us,
nias, and camel lias, all greet the visitor or Valleyite
in season. Giant leafed ivies, and philod endro ns, garde are entwine d aroun d each post and heavy scente d jasmin
es bid you welco me to FLOW ERLA D in a true
tropic al
parad ise where you may buy what you see.
FLOW ERLA D is the largest contain er grown Nurser
y in the Valley, wholesale and retail, with well over
a year distrib uted by Flower land. Large landsc ape
a quarte r million plants
has marked the service of Flower land for a quarte contracts, and small house plantings both receive the same meticu lous care that
r
of
a
century
.
Flower
land
is
also
one
of the largest
in the Valley, and whethe r your desire is to send
love to a sweetheart, or to send your most sincereand best equipp ed florists
flowers from Flowe rland say it better. Beauti ful your
expression of sympa thy,
arrang
ements
to
brighte
i:i
a
hospita
l
room,
or complete arrang ements for your
weddin g are as near as your telepho ne, and, of course,
we
are
membe
rs
of
F.T.D.
,
so
that
we may send a wire for guaran teed
Floral Service anywh ere in the world. For your conven
ience simply call FLOW ERLA D and say "Charg
aaer Mr. M. M. ( Gig) Ishmae l, or the owner, Mrs.
e it." The Genera l ManH.
L.
Trott,
assure
you,
you
must
be
satisfie
WOS-3993 will bring a landsc ape artist to your door,
d here. A simple call to Weslaco
anywh ere in the Valley or the State of Texas,
with no obligation.
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Little Known and Unusual Facts About the Valley and Valleyites

One of the most unique citrus groves in the world is located one
and one-half miles west of La Sara-in the Rio Grande Valley.
It is the H. M. Matthews "CITRUS PARK" which numbers 106
trees and contains 75 different varieties of Citrus Stock. It is a
show place for visitors.
Hidalgo County's Sheriff E. E. Vickers was elected President of the Sheriff's Association of Texas for
1960-'61?
The 118 miles of beautiful white sand beach,
washed by vivid blue waters of the Gulf of Mexico,
comprise the last undeveloped tropical seashore in
continental United States?
Isla Blanca Park, one of the nation's newest resorts at the southern tip of famed Padre Island off the
lower coast of Texas, boasts the world's first "perpetual sun treasure fishing tournament?'' They also state
that 272 species of fish have been catalogued in these
year 'round fishing waters.
Falcon Lake, one of the largest man-made reservoirs in the Southwest, is today, one of the finest black
bass fishing lakes in the United States?
The Weslaco Lions Club took first place in the
Lions International membership contest for 1960?
They have a 10-year perfect attendance record believed to be the best in the world.

Weslaco has registered a 104 per cent increase in
population in the past 10 years?
The Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas is the
shortest route to Mexico for anyone leaving from the
eastern half of the United States?
The largest Ebony tree in the United States is in
the Santa Ana Refuge? This National Wildlife Refuge
of 2,000 acres is located 11 miles Southeast of Pharr,
and is maintained by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service.
Monterrey, Mexico, second largest city in the
republic, is pleasantly located at an altitude of 1,765
feet above sea level in a scenic mountain valley on
the Santa Catarian River?
Hidalgo County is one of the fastest growing
counties in the United States and one of the leading
agricultural producers?

Yes, it's true 1 7 wild geese
killed with three
shots.

Welco me To

PORT ISABEL
Where the Valley Meets the Gulf

RIOTIN G colors of semi-b·opical flowers, blue and white of sun-dren ched sea

and sky, glamorous moonlit waters of wide Laguna Madre, a fishing village
rich in history and romantic tradition -that's Port Isabel. ,i\Then you come to the
Valley, keep going until you come to this year-aro und seaside resort. You will
be glad you did.
Smugglers, castaways, beachcom bers, cattleme n and the soldiery of two
wars have all had a part in unfoldin g the pageant of life that has flowed past
Port Isabel. Today, with a populatio n of more than 5,000, it offers to tourist and
vacationi st a delightfu l year-aro und climate with fishing, water sports and recreationa l advantag es beyond compare.
The famous Shrimp Fiesta in July and the Texas Internati onal Fishing Tour-·
nament in August bring visitors to Port Isabel from everywh ere, but fishing js
good all winter as well as summer; while millions of game birds and waterfowl make hunting a thrilling experience.

Left: Among the interestin g places to visit
around Port Isabel is the Point Isabel
Lighthou se, built in 1852 - now a State
Park. From the observati on tower of the
Lighthou se the visitor sees a colorful panorama-p lacid Laguna Madre, now spanned by the famous Causeway , fabulous
Padre Island, and in the distance the
sparkling surf of the Gulf of Mexico.

During the hunting
season, Laguna Madre is of ten lined by
hunters, out to shoot
some of the thousands of birds which
make t h e region
their winter home.
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AN ORCHID TO
FRED H.
VAHLSING,
a genius who has
done so much for our
Valley. He has been
No. I producer of
agricultural products
in our Valley for
many years and has
con:tribu:ted
m ore
:than anybody else to
the growth and development h e r e .
Wherever Fred sees a
need or an opportunity, he steps right in.
His activities are so
diverse ii would take
a volume to tell about
them so we simply
say ''Thank You,
Fred!"

(Continued from Page 13)
the south; Harlingen's Fiesta Turista; the Rio Grande
Valley Livestock Show at Mercedes; Donna's South
Texas Lamb and Sheep Exposition; Pharr's Valley
Winter Vegetable Show; the Willacy County Onion
Fiesta, and many others.
Beach resorts? Padre Island, with 110 miles of the
finest beach in the Western Hemisphere, was isolated
from the mainland until recently, when the $2,750,000
Queen Isabella Causeway was built from Port Isabel
to the southern tip of the island.
Now, South Padre Island is developing into a
major beach resort area. Hotels and motels are going

up at a rapid clip, with 15 in operation at the last
count. Cameron County maintains ath·active, inexpensive facilities at Isla Blanca Park, at the southern tip.
These include cabanas, overnight shelters, picnic
areas, a trailer park, a bathhouse and other attractions.
Sports? There are golf courses in all major communities. Some are public, some private, but all welcome vacationers. Bowling alleys dot the Valley.
The Valley is truly a fisherman's paradise. Although excellent fresh-water fishing is available, it is
in salt water that Valley fishermen find one of the
greatest varieties of sport known in the United States.
Thirty-eight varieties of salt-water game fish have
been taken in Valley waters, ranging from half-pound
sand trout to 600-pound blue marlin.
How about summer vacations? Everything that's
available in the winter is also here in the summer,
except for the climate, and that's not at all bad. See
what the Weather Bureau has to say in its 1959 issue
of "Local Climatological Data."
"Temperatures in the summer and fall are not
extremely high, but are fairly constant in the lower
nineties during the daytime and the middle seventies at night. The prevailing onshore breezes from the
Gulf moderate the high temperatures."
As a matter of fact, the Valley has developed into
a favorite summer vacation spot for people from upstate Texas, from Oklahoma and Louisiana.
Summer or winter, where else can you find a
semi-tropical vacationland offering beautiful scenery, Old Mexico, beach resorts, fishing, and constant entertainment, packed into one small area a
hundred miles long and twenty-five miles wide?

POWER

FOR THE
GROWING

VALLEY

Despite the ruinous freeze 10 years
ago, the Rio Grande Valley has grown
and is growing - in every way. Its
progress is reflected in the use of
service from Central Power and Light
Company.
More and more electricity is being
put to work on the Valley's prospering farms and in its growing indus-

tries. In business houses and in homes
electricity is doing more jobs-helping create higher standards of living
for all.
Maintaining highest quality electric service - at the lowest possible
cost - is a continuing job the men
and women at CPL proudly perform.

® CENTRAL POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY
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VACATION FUN
Lasts All Year On

South Padre Island
Padre Island, the Valley's booming beach resort
rubs shoulders gracefully with the colorful history and
the busy future of a growing area.
Stretching north from Brazos de Santiago Pass
which was discovered in 1519, the curving Island lie~
off shore like a protective am1 around the beautiful
western Gulf extending over a hundred miles.
They say "Skiing is easy" and one can learn in
just :two or :three hours. This young lady is riding waves of her own making in :the Bay over
which :the Isabella Causeway furnishes a splendid road :to Padre Island.

The Southern tip of Padre Island was opened to
traffic in 1954 when Cameron County's beautiful
Queen Isabella Causeway was completed . Out of the
4,000,000 visitors since that time, many have bought
property, and many come back year after year to the
nation's brightest island resort.

In addition to the improvem ents in Isla Blanca
Park and the plans for other parks under Cameron
County's ambitious program, there are fine resort
motels, apartment s, stores, restaurant s and a growing variety of accommodations for the one time visitor, the regular weekend beachcom ber or the permanent citizen.
There are plans in the making for the establishment of a mammoth National Seashore Recreation
Area on Padre, which should make the entire island
accessible by highway.
Padre Beach, the area presently under commercial developme nt, is a growing communit y. Water,
electricity and telephone services are now available
to every building site. To date several million dollars
, worth of property has been sold and constructio n of
facilities is keeping apace.

The Valle y Is Beau tiful
Bougainv illea
and Pa 1 ms
decorate every
par:t of our
Valley, whether it be on :the
coast __or hill
country.

The Valley, the "brightest point on the Texas
Star," is the Lone Star State's wealthiest agricultura l
area. Although it comprises less than one-sixtieth of
the state's 265,000 square miles, it yields one-fifth of
Texas' total income from agriculture , and many other
industries are rapidly gaining first places in listing of
the state's source of wealth, such as Oil, shipping of
Gulf shrimp, etc. Yes, the Valley is a strange blend
of American industry and Latin American languor, a
combination that makes "living better" in this Magic Page 17
Valley.

Some of the best fishing in the world is to be found in the
Laguna Madre and the Gulf of Mexico, close by.

Pioneer Port of the Lower Rio Grande Valley,
Port of Port Isabel
LEAVING TIME : 7 : 30 MORN ING - 2 : 00 AFTERNOON
RETURNING TIME : 12 : 15 NOON - 6: 15 AFTERNOON

COLLEY FISHING SERVICE

1

$5 .00 FISHING-T RIPS

Lf)°f)

IN THE BAY ( NO SEA SICKNESS )
TACKLE. & BAIT INCLUDED

PHONE WH 3-2623 - BOX 944 - PORT ISABEL, TEX .

QUEE N

I SABEL INN

Rooms surroundin g a beautiful patio overlookin g ·
the Bay-a fine heated swimming pool-Kitch enette apartment s at attractive rates.

SHORE DINNERS
WONDERFUL MEALS
Phone WH 3-9990

Port Isabel

JAUDON LUMBER CO.

Today, this bustling sea coast city with an estimated population of 5,300 is enjoying a steady substantial growth which is estimated at 15 per c.e nt increase per year. Its rare climate and picturesqu e beauty make it a popular summer and winter resort for
visitors from all parts of the United States, Canada
and Mexico. Lying as it does on the shores of Laguna
Madre and the Gulf of Mexico, Port Isabel offers all
types of unparallel fishing and water sports. Riding
and hiking enthusiast s will find miles of beaches and
roads, and photograp hers will find an endless series
of inspiration s in the sparkling water, tropical foliage,
and the many varieties of shore birds. Port Isabel is
almost surrounde d by beautiful Laguna Madre, which
is ideal for water skiing, surf board riding, motor boating and sail boating. While this area is particular ly famous for fishing, hunting is also exceptiona l.
In season, dove, whitewing and deer offer fine
sport and nearby are areas where one can still hunt
'javelinas arid-wild-turkey. Hunts are sometimes made
for the vicious Mexican bobcat and coyote
Port Isabel offers every advantage to the visitor
and prospectiv e resident. There are a number of modern motels, hotels and apartment s, fine shops, stores,
several churches and a fine school system.

{fr_)
( ,

'

PORT li:iABEL, TEXAS
BOX 127

Everyth ing

PHONE WH 3-2667

f 01· the Builder

PLAN SERVICE - BUILDING SITES
FINANCIN G FOR NEW CONSTRU CTION
HOME REPAIRS

Sportsm an's Paradis e
Port Isabel's contributi on to the Valley's many festivities is the staging each
summer of the Texas-Inte rnational Fishing
Tourname nt. This unique event, which
ranks high among the top ten of the world's
piscatoria l contests, was first staged in 1934.
One of the most unusual celebratio ns,
the Shrimp Fiesta, is held each summer in
Port Isabel when the participan ts in a
multi-mill ion dollar industry pause to pay
tribute to the men who earn their livelihood from the seas. Although gaiety highlights the Fiesta, a more serious theme is
inb-oduce d with the Blessing of the Fleet
ceremony, traditional ly followed by a water parade of trawlers in holiday attire.
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This picture is an aerial view of the new two and a quarter million dollar Causeway which now links beautiful
Padre Island with the highway to Port Isabel.

The Finest Restaurant On
South Padre Island
Serving The Freshest Of
SEA FOODS
7 Days A Week
Specializing in
In building the Queen Isabella Causeway, thousands of
tons of huge rocks were used to serve as a breakway for
the waves to spend their force on and so to protect the
causeway.

BEACH SIDE LUXURY AT SANDY RETREAT
Sandy Retreat Resort Motor Hotel is one of the
most delightful places to stay on South Padre Island.
Air-conditioned apartments completely equipped for
gracious living. Every modern convenience to be found
in any home. Two splendid swimming pools, a private
beach on the Gulf, a shuffleboard court-and garages.
The apartments are just beautiful with their picture windows overlooking the Gulf, wall to wall carpeting, telephones and television in every room, a
general manager, Mr. Richardson, who takes pleasure
in looking out for your pleasure and comfort. You'll
thoroughly enjoy a stay in Sandy Retreat.

1961 Lower Rio Grande Valley Yearbooks may be
purchased from-The Jetties Restaurant, Sea Island Hotel and Sandy Retreat Resort Motor Hotel.
Send one to a friend!

FISH

SCALLOPS

SHRIMP

STEAKS

CRABS

CHICKEN

OYSTERS

GUMBO

Cold Drinks
Sandwiches
Short Orders
Phone WH 3-2404
JOE ADAMANY, Manager

THE JETTIES FOR GOOD EATING
When ever fine eating is mentioned, one thinks of
THE JETTIES on Padre Island as heading the list,
with its beautiful dining room of solid windows overlooking the Gulf and Brazos Santiago Pass. Joe Adamany, the genial manager, has a host of friends, made
through .many years' experience of supervising restaurants. Those seeking fun, good eating, and fine
service will find all this and more in this completely
air conditioned, well appointed, up-to-date restaurant.

RESORT MOTOR HOTEL
ON THE: SOUTH TIP OF PADRE ISLAND
OFF SHORE FROM PORT ISABEL

IN BEACH SIDE LUXURY

• A dining room overlooking the
Gulf
• Private sand beach facing the
Gulf of Mexico.
• Stainless-steel kitchenettes and
private patios.
• Picture windows, wall-to-wall
carpeting, telephones, and television in every room.
• All units completely air conditioned and heated electrically.
• Garages.
• Two fresh - water swimming
pools and shuffleboard court.
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RESERVATIONS
RECOMMENDED

P. 0. Box 786
Isabel, Texas

Port

WHitehall 3-2658
Port Isabel, Texas

The
Fabulous
New ...

Sea I s la n d H o te l
So. Padr e Island, Texa s

TEXAS MOST BEAUTIFUL YEAR 'ROUND RESORT
overlooking the Gulf,
The MARI NE DI I G ROOM , all glass enclos ed and
rant on the Gulf
restau
finest
the
as
year
has gained a reputa tion in the past
P.M.
11
to
A.M.
7
from
Coast. Open daily

e
e
e

FULLY AIR COND ITION ED
500 FEET OF PRIVATE BEACH
70 FT. SWIM MING POOL

e
e
e
e

CHARTER BOATS AVAILABLE
T.V. IN EVERY ROOM
PRIVATE SURF RIDER CLUB
SNAC K BAR

e
e
e

PLANNED ACTIVITIES

AIR AND RAIL PICK-UP
24-HOUR SERVICE

. HOTE L ASSN.
MAST ER HOST - A.A.A. - AMER ICAN EXPRESS - AMER

Box 2081

So. Padr e Islan d, Tex.

Reservations Suggested

Phon e: Pt. Isabe l WHi tehal l 3-26 85
JIM WEBE R, Gen. Mgr.

THE MAGNIFICENT NEW SEA ISLAND HOTEL
The Rio Grand e Valley is indeed proud to have
such a magni ficent establ ishme nt as the new Sea Island Resort Hotel locate d on the South ern Tip of the
famed Padre Island off shore from Port Isabel. It has
every luxury featur e to insure joyous living -24-ho ur
room servic e-dan cing-h eated 70-foot swimm ing pool
-char ter boats availa ble-co mplet ely air-co nditio ned
-TV in every room- snack bar-gl assed in Marin e
Dining Room overlooking the Gulf-5 00-foo t privat e
beach and privat e Surf-Riders Club. Each unit has a
privat e patio with a Gulf view. A boulev ard drive- way
reache s from Padre Boule vard to the hotel. Mr. Jim
Webb er is the genial genera l manag er of the Sea Island and insures each of his guests a perfec t vacation.

The $2,750,000
Q u e e n Isabell a
Causew ay that
connec ts S o u t h
Padre Island to
the Texas Mainland at Port Isabel. Thousa nds of
cars annua lly use
this causew ay to
reach the beach
playgr ound.
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Tlie
Orchi d Tree
.ls the
Most Beaut iful
Tree Grown in

The Valley !
~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

IRRIGATION THE MAGIC KEY

The Rio Grande' s muddy waters
pour through 5000 miles of canals to
make an Eden out of what was once
( just a 100 years ago at that! ) a barren scrub land of mesquite, cactus and
rattle snakes I
Completio n of the Falcon Dam,
a joint project of the United States
and Mexico, assures the Valley an
ample water supply in the future.
The dam, on the Rio Grande
about 60 miles above the irrigated
area, forms a lake approxima tely 60
miles long and 11 miles wide, and provides capacity for more than 4,000,000
acre-feet of water supply and flood
control. In addition, power plants supply electrical energy to the two countries, and the lake itself is being developed as a recreation area.

Air view o,f
Falcon Dam,
60 miles
northwest
of Mission.
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§an bor n's

LET'S GO TO ...

•w lc o

Sanborn's, in McAllen and Brownsville
have everything you need for a most pleasant trip

* Authorized Mexican auto insurance.
* Mexican money exchange.
* Free

2015 S. 10th (Fairway Center) McAllen MU 6-4982
El Jardin Hotel (downtown ) 8,ownsvill e LI 2-7222
Brownsvill e LI 6-1866
Holiday Inn (uptown)

* Low-cost and deluxe

0.11

expense tours.

* Hotel-motel

informatio n
and reservation ',.

* Authorized agents
for Mexican
airlines.

"YANKEE
SPOKEN"

Mexico maps and road logs.

land of contrasts, is one of the

MEXICO,
most thrilling counb·ies in the world to
of exchange

visit - and the favorable rate
makes it one of the "best bets" for a low
cost vacation. Travel in Mexico is inexpensive and richly rewarding - magnifice nt
scenery, breath-tak ing mountains loom over
multi-cove red flowering deserts, lush tropical jungles crowd against palm-fring ed
beaches, quiet cool mile -high cities so deep
in the tropics that every day is spring, modern cities built on ruins that teemed with a
high order of civilization when Europe was
barbarian !:l.nd North America was a wilderness.
Travel in Mexico, aside from the different sights to be seen, is much like travel
anywhere. You can do it happily or unhappily, depending upon your own actions and
preparatio ns for your comfort. If you follow some simple rules you will return from
Mexico with a pleasant desire to go again
some time.
A view of the beautiful old cathedral and the
Casino Club House fronting Plaza, with famous Saddle Back mountain in backgroun d,
in Monterrey , Mexico.

Partial air view of Monterrey , Mexico.

First, embark in a holiday spirit and
enjoy the novelty. Be sure that your possessions ( including baggage and automobil e)
are fully insured by a Mexican insurance
company. You may do this at any number
of places on the border. You will be surprised at how much worry this will save
you.
Do not be in a hurry. Match the Mexican pace and you'll see why they live a
long time and laugh a lot. One day is much
like another, coma no?
Watch your diet and drinking, both of
water and other liquids. Over-indu lgence
in food and drink has exactly the same effect in Mexico as it does anywhere else.
Do not eat in '.;rr,all roadside stands or
"out of the way" restaurant s. The food is
delicious and the result is devastatin g. It
may also be permanen t. In Monterrey , Matamoros, Reynosa, C. Victoria and Saltillo
the water is pure. In the other towns drink
only bottled water or bottled drinks.
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Beautif ul scenes at the Link Floral Compa ny.

Visitors, We lco me to

•

0

•

WESLA CO , TEXAS

ROAM AT YOUR LEISURE; WITHOUT GUIDES
THROUGH THE GARDENS!
A fairy wonde rland of tropica l beauty ... located east of Weslac
o
on State Highw ay 83.
Even the unique thatche d roofs of the buildin gs proclaim
the artistry of Henry and Katheri ne Link and to talk
with them increas es enthusi asm for beautif ying your home
with landsca ped plantin gs of rare tropical trees,
shrubs or floweri ng plants. The Link's are famous as
"decora tors," so never worry about that party or weddin
g. Page 23

COME BACK

• • •

FROM WHAT?

By STA LEY B. CROCKETT
Stanley B. Crockett is the one man in the Rio Grande Valley who is qualified to speak with authority on the Rio Grande Valley.
His experience with citrus began in 1919 when he helped his father buy and develope extensive citrus holdings near Mercedes
and Weslaco. After getting his degree in agriculture at the University of Missouri, with graduate work at U.C.L.A., he worked
in his cho en field in agriculture until in the 1930's, when Mr. Crockett went into an Orchard Care & Citrus Nursery development business for himself. At pre ent, he is owner of Crockett Groves, Inc., one of the largest orchard care companies in
the Valley. He al o owns the Crockett Realty and Investment Company, is owner of the Valley Gypsum Company and is owner
of the Crockett urseries, Inc., the largest citrus nursery in the Valley. He is a director of the First ational Bank of Harlingen
and a Dir ctor and Vice President of the Tropical Savings & Loan Company of H:ulingen.
Mr. Crockett has taken a distinct lead in civic and economic affairs in the Valley. He is a past president of the Valley
Chamber of Commerce. He was chairman of the Texas Citrus Commission, and has been President of Texas Citrus Mutual
since its organization in 1958. He has held high office in the Valley Mid-Winter Fair at Harlingen, Harlingen Rotary Club,
Harlingen Chamber of Commerce, Cameron County Water Control and Improvement Dist. o. 19 (Adams Gardens), Harlingen School Board, Advisory Board of Texas A&M Experiment Station, Weslaco, Texas State Chamber of Commerce and
the Rio Grande Horticulture Club. Also serving on Advisory Board of the Weslaco Branch of Texas A. & I. College; former
member of the ational Citrus Research Committee and active in many other organizations.

VALLEY has come of age as a metropolitan area. Population is
THEorated
communities. We're no longer down on the farm.

centralized in the incorp-

evertheless, agriculture remains our bulwark, and still has plenty of future. It is true that,
unless new supplies of water are developed, our present irrigated acreage cannot be expanded.
But we can and will do a lot with what we've got.
We are constantly increasing our agricultural income, through more efficient use of available water, by development of improved crops through research, by improving our farming
methods, by mechanization, and by proper marketing.
The citrus industry, which leaves a big percentage of the gross dollar in our pockets, will
become a larger factor in our economy than before the 1951 freeze. Improved and stronger
(Continued on Page 24)

CLEAN,
QUICl(-RESPONDING,
ECO·NOMICAL NATURAL GAS

• • •

One of the Valley's greatest resources, makes possible all the conveniences of modern living in the
home . . . and offers business and industry a dependable, economical fuel for profitable operations.

\0 Gll:NDE

We of the Rio Grande Valley
Gas Company are constantly
improving our facilities and service to the Valley, as natural gas
continues its contribution to
progress and prosperity.

1'4(('°►

COMPANY
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(Contin ued from Page 24)
But even with our present water supplies, I see
no reason why our agricult ural product ivity cannot
expand fifty per cent or more.
Ours is a versatile area. Bright as our prospects
are in agricult ure, there are other fields where effort
and plannin g will bring great results.
Indusu· y has a good future, particul arly in certain fields. Tourism has no limit, in the forseeable
future. We can encoura ge exploration and development of the untappe d and unknow n resources in the
Gulf of Mexico and inland waters. We can continue to
improve business relations with Mexico.
The Valley is a land of aggressive, capable , forward-looking people. We know we've got somethi ng
here.
But do other people know it?
One of the main things we've got to think about
is how to tell the rest of the world what we've got.
This takes advertis ing and public relations.
We've got the world's best grapefruit. Let's tell
people a~out it! Tomis~s an~ retirees ~an find no other
combin ation of attractio ns m the nation to equal the
Valley's. We'll get them literally by the millions, as
soon as they find out about it.
There's a definite niche for industries of many
types in the Valley, but until they hear what we've
got they'll keep on going elsewhere.
Conside rable sums of money are already being
spent to advert_ise our_ citrus fruit,. ?ur tourist advantages, and our mdustri al opporturnties.
This effort could and should be expande d several
(Contin ued on Page 26)

FEED - SEED
INSECTICIDES
FERTILIZERS
FARM SUPP LIES

DONNA, TEXAS
PHONE HO 4-1452

AKIN PRODUCTS CO.
Can ners

-Tex as Citru s Frui ts and Jlege table s
VAL-TEX and APCO BRAND
MISSION, TEXAS
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(Continued from Page 22)
orchards, working through intelligent marketing methods and technologically modern processing
plants, will make grapefruit and
oranges kingpins in our agricultural industry.
There's a project in the early
planning stages to bring water
from oversupplied East Texas to
the Valley. If and when this happens, we'll have another great period of expansion.
(Continued on Page 25)
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Automation
was the first to introduce automation and
push button controls to the ginning industry, and has available
the following equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Save your ginrier's time - save yourself money
with

TOP PERFORMANCE - QUALITY RESULTS
EASY OPERATION

Automatic feed and roll density control.
Push button gin breast control.
Automatic breast throwout in case of choke.
Automatic suction control.
Push button operated change bale valves.
Push b'u tton operated gate valves.
Push button operation for all types of bypass valves.
Automatically controlled heaters.
Automatic mechanical tramper.
Automatic hydraulic tramper.
Push button belt shifter for tramper.
Pushbutton press turner.
Automatically controlled Delta Press.
Automatically controlled Up-Packing Press.

~
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-

•
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It takes HEAVY YIELD of QUALITY FRUIT to return

TOP CITRUS PROFITS
Even in the Magic Valley this requires application of the RIGHT FERTILIZERS, the RIGHT INSECTICIDES
at the RIGHT TIME • · · For this, more and more successful Valley orchardists are depending on

Tide Green ~~~~1i~ Fertilizers and Insecticides
1

PLUS THE SERVICES and "KNOW-HOW"
FURNISHED by TIDE PRODUCTS, INC.
Tide Green Fertilizers and Insecticides are CUSTOM-FORMULATED to meet specific Valley needs.
They are mixed in Title's p~ant ~rom fr~s_h, potent
aw materials. Plant foods m Tide fertilizers, be!ng already in solution, are completely and immediately available to the trees-therefor can be timed
s needed. Recommendations of Tide Agricultural
Consultants are based on careful inspection and
scientific analyses of soil and leaf samples from
the orchards in question. Tide retains an independent laboratory to make such analyses free to our
customers.

CERTIFIED QUALITY CONTROL
Tide gives its customers PROOF of quality-PROOF
that you get all or m<?re than you P<;1Y for. Our
certification program . mcludes analY_s1s and aproval by Pan American Laboratories of every
batch of dust concentrat~ made in_ the Ti~e plant;
and a continuous samplmg, both m the field and
at the plant, of Tide formulated fertilizers and insecticides to verify their full strength and quality.

TIME AND LABOR SAVING
Tide delivers its products where and when you want
them It has the necessary Transports and Trailers
for d~livery; Stand TB:nks and Applicators for field
use· Bobtails for refills. No bags to handle; no
sto~age problems; take less labor to apply.

Yours for the Asking
This month-by-month grove care program-a 12age full color booklet-is absolutely free. ~ome
by for it or write to any of the seven convemently
located offices of

TIDE
Symbol of Quality
MAIN OFFICE, Edinburg ------ - DU3-2767
TIDE of Mercedes ---------------- - LOS-2436
TIDE of Rio Grande City - - - - 6480
TIDE of Raymondville ----·- -- - MU9-2404
TIDE of Rio Hondo _______________ RIS-2383, RIS-2163
TIDE of Los Fresnos ___________ CE3-5750, CE3-5933
TIDE of Mathis ___ _ __ ____________ KI7-2312
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"King Citrus" is again assuming his rightful
role in the Rio Grande Valley's agricultural
economy. 1958 . . . eight million trees . . .
one hundred thousand acres . . . a commercial crop of over $16,000,000.00. Yes, Valley
citrus has made a remarkable comeback in
just eight short years.
During that same period of time, tremendous
progress has _also been made in the scientific
care and nurture of Valley citrus groves. It
is the purpose of this brochure to report these
scientific developments to those persons interested in the profits which can be realized
from the improvement of "King Citrus."

TIDE PRODUCTS, INC.

(Contin ued from Page 25)
size.
present
the
times
We all realize that our agricult ure has undergo ne
several changes in the past two decades. Prior to
World War II, we were a land of fruit and vegetab le
farmers. In 1941, fruit and vegetables account ed for
67.7 per cent of our farm cash income. Cotton brought
20.6 per cent, and livestock ( mostly eggs and milk
product s) another 11.7 per cent.
Cotton became an importa nt commodity during
the War. The price went up, followed closely by price
supports.
Cotton: Since the freeze, the Valley has come to
expect an annual crop of 400,000 bales, yielding $70,000,000 to $80,000,000 gross income.
Since 1954, farmers have depend ed chiefly on
the bracero, a legally entered contrac t worker from
Mexico. From the beginning, the bracero was enveloped in a mantle of red tape. The bracero has been
surroun ded with conveniences and safeguards. He
must be issued cooking utensils of this-and -that quantity and quality. He must be insured against the hazards of his trade. And so on. These regulations were
perhaps admirab le, if a trifle paternalistic, but they
were also expensive.
Mechan ical pickers have been improved, and new
types of cotton are being develop ed especially for

mechanical harvesting. The mechan ical picker harvests the crop at one-thir d the cost of hand picking,
and does it quicker.
Mechanical pickers made their appeara nce in the
Valley in small number s in 1954. By 1958, they were
harvesti ng IO per cent of the crop, and 38 per cent by
1959. In 1960, approxi mately 60 per cent of the harvest was taken by machines.
Vegetables: Perhaps 35 kinds of vegetables have
been grown in the Valley, but in practice the bulk of
the money comes from tomatoes, carrots, cabbage ,
lettuce, green beans, bell peppers , and a half dozen
more. In 1959, gross cash income from vegetab les totaled $26,710,000.
Valley vegetab le farming has been called a "crap
shootin' proposition." It is indeed a gamble. An early
or late frost can wipe out everything. Heavy rains at
the wrong time can downgr ade or ruin thousan ds of
acres of produce . Vegetables for the fresh market
· must be harvest ed just at the right time. Sometimes
there is a leeway of only two weeks or less. A temporary labor shortag e means fields of rotting produce .
Vegetab le farmers have a cushion in the form of
the Valley's canning industry. For instance, if market
or weather conditions force them to leave tomatoes in
the field until too ripe to ship as "green wraps," or
(Continued on Page 29)

PROFIT S! Successf ul Valley orchard ists no longer depend
QUALIT Y FRUIT plus HEAVY TONNA GE equal CITRUS top
qualify and heavy yield which mean top citrus profits.
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Left :to right: O. B. Peterson, sales manager for :the
Case Co. Tractor Works; C. F. Wood, Donna Case dealer; Weldon Murphy, sales represen:ta:tive; Truman Angel, assis:tan:t manager.

WOOD IMPLEMENT COMPANY OF DONNA
IS ONE OF THE NATION'S LEADING
SALES OUTLETS FOR FARM
EQUIPMENT

(Continued from Page 26)
fresh produce, the red ripe tomatoes may be sold to
the canners.
I believe the canners realize that only by contracting for first-quality vegetables will they consistently be able to deliver first-quality canned goods.
Citrus Fruit: Oranges have been grown in the
Valley for a hundred years or more, but citrus fruit
became a commercial crop in quantity during the
early 1920's. Production for the harvest year of 1919-20
was 12,000 boxes. This increased year after year until
the peak in 1947-48 of 28,400,000 boxes. A series of
freezes beginning in 1949 was climaxed by the Big
Freeze of January-February, 1951, which vi1tually
wiped out the industry. Production in 1951-52 was
only a few hundred thousand boxes.
Originally, the Valley cih·us industry "just
growed." Unsuitable land was planted to citrus, and
unsuitable types of cih·us were planted on good and
bad land.
In replanting, Valley growers were guided by
three decades of experience. Post-freeze groves are
mostly planted on proper citrus land, from certified
root stock, and to varieties that are sure to be the
biggest moneymakers. Red grapefruit and oranges,
early and late, predominate.
The citrus indush·y is well on its way back. Pro-

Quoted from Southern Farm Equipment, National
Farm Magazine, July 1960, by Bob King, Sou:thwes:tern
Editor: "Cedric Wood, owner of :the Wood Implement
Co. of Donna, has a number of :theories as :to why his
company annually chalks up more than $500,000 in
gross sales. He makes a point to see :tha:t his customers
are well supplied with needed parts and equipment.
Recen:tly :the Wood Implement Co. demonstrated the
first Rototeller in the Rio Grande Valley. Wood estimates :they carry $50,000 worth of parts. The service
depar:tmen:t proudly points :to the A-1 rating presented
by :the Company :they represent las:t year for excellence in superior repair work. Following up his belief :that an Implement dealer should be a community
leader, Wood is president of the Donna Chamber of
Commerce, pas:t president of the Rotarians, past pres ident of :the Valley Sportsman Club, member of the
American Legion and a number of other civic organizations. Summing up his ideas on operating a successful dealership, Wood thinks that it is best 'not to
be afraid to try new ideas' if it will help your business
sell service, and make friends."

WOOD TRACTOR and

lniplenient Co. p:~~iH~~:~:~ 1
DONNA, TEXAS

duction has increased steadily since 1951, despite the
pre-Falcon Dam drouth of 1952-53. The 1959-60 crop
totaled 8,300,000 boxes; the 1960-61 harvest will run
10,000,000 to 11,000,000 boxes. New production is
coming on all the time; new plantings are going in
all the time.
The fact that our citrus industry has come back
raises other problems. So long as production remained
small, quality control and market timing were minor
(Continued on Page 36)

GLICK TWINS -- Army Surplus
Polyethylene Sheeting
Poly-Glick Flexible Irrigation Tubing

PHARR~ TEXAS
•

419 W. Highway

Phone ST 7-1362
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F. B. Va hls ing Industries
VAHLSING AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL CORP.
Insectic ides, A.g,ricultural Chemic als and Fertilize rs

Elsa, Texas

TEXAS PLASTICS, INCORPORATED
Extrude rs and Convert ors of Polyeth ylene Plastics

Elsa, Texas

F. H. VAHLSING, INCORPORATED
Grower s, Packers and Shipper s of Fresh Vegetab les

Edinburg, Texas

EDINBURG ICE & COLD STORAGE COMPANY
Ice and Vacuum Cooling
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Edinburg, Texas

VALLEY ACRES
ERE'S a perfectly grand guy you really ought to know-He nry
Morris. He came to the Valley fifteen years ago, fell in love
with it, and purchased 10,000 acres-the old Lacy Tract.

H

With a genius for organizati on and keen insight into the
future, he has developed a little kingdom of his very own,
known as "Valley Acres."
On this fabulous estate, located just four miles west of Santa
Rosa, Mr. Morris has 1,000 acres of citrus orchard, thousands of
acres in cotton, gas wells in every direction, and thousands of
cattle. These cattle fr. Morris has bred for a new and better
beef stock.
This is a ranch and an intensely cultivated farm all rolled
into one h·emendou s operation. On it Mr. Morris has built many
houses for his foremen, tenant farmers, and manager. The office
building pictured at the top of the page, is a work of art, with
its frescoed walls, cork inlaid floors, and ulh·a modern furnishings.
A visit to Valley Acres is well worth making and you will
see what miracles can be accomplis hed in this Magic Valley of
ours.
A huge 900 acre reservoir filled from a canal bringing water
direct from the Rio Grande, will supply enough water to irrigate
all 10,000 acres. Canals are concrete lined and all have gravity
flow.
Valley Acres is just one of Mr. Morris' projects and we hope
more men like Henry Morris will come to our Valley!

Gwenevere is a
dynamo of energy - supervising
every step of the
growing of nursery trees.

U takes iwo p~ctures ~o even partially show the
amount of fruit on this one tree! This tree was
~lmost five years old when the '51 freeze took
it to the ground-all limbs, foliage, and fruit
have been grown since that time. You do not
have to wonder where the 200 tons produced on
1~ acres, came from, especially when you consider that 6½ acres were in three-year old trees.
L~fi: Look at the fruit on this three-year old tree.
Did you ever see anything like it before,? It's easy
to see how these Marrs Early Oranges gro,w in
huge clusters, which accounts, in part, for the
heavy production of the Improved Marrs Early
Oranges.

The Improved Marrs Early Oranges
You know the old adage "A prophet hath no honor in his own
country"-well, this is no longer true, for, at last, the entire Valley,
including leaders of the citrus industry, have come to realize the
unique value of this discovery of Mr. Marrs and the subsequent development by his daughter, Gwenevere Marrs.
Marrs Early Oranges are the outstanding achievement of the citrus world today. They are truly without
competition. No other citrus fruit can pass the juice
and sugar content tests as early as the Marrs Early
Orange. Rightfully famous, not only because they are
ripe earlier than any other orange in the world, but
they are so deliciously sweet and juicy. They come on
the market when the buying public is eager for fresh
fruit. They command top prices, and are off the trees
long before there is any danger of frost or freeze ( the
Valley does have an occasional freeze, you know).

If you want a citrus orchard to care for you investigate the many advantages of a Marrs Early
Orange orchard, the best income producer in the Rio
Grande Valley. There are several reasons for this-first,
the trees are smaller and more compact, hence more
b·ees can be planted to the acre. In the process of

growing these "pedigreed trees," Gwenevere supervises every operation. She sees to it that buds co~e
from heavy producing limbs, and every young tree 1s
guaranteed not only to be disease free, but to be a
heavy producer.
You are invited to drive out to Monte Alto to
Marrs Early Orange Nursery ( just follow the signs),
see for yourself the splendid nursery, full of vigorous
young trees grown with science and skill-meet Gwenevere, let her advise you. She will even contract to
plant your orchard for you. The returns of $1,000.00
per acre is just an ordinary story with Gwenevere.
The girls, "Susie" ( Gwen's able assistant) and Gwenevere will show you their "African Hall" ( one of the
most beautiful and artistic sights in the Valley. Here
are trophies of their "African Safari" taken several
years ago.

You, visitors and Valleyites alike, are cordially invited to visit MARRS NURSERY just one mile north of Monie Alto
and one mile west. Just follow the signs. If you want delivery on Improved Marrs Early Orange Trees-dial AM2-1886. Page 31

The most wonderful grapefruit in
the world is grown right here in
the Lower Valley of the Rio Grande. Sweeter and juicier with no
twang

of

bitterness.

Whether

golden yellow, pink or ruby red,
all are delicious, and our production will be doubled in 1960.

Wallace Fruit, Vegetable and Gin Co.
Pade,u

o/ ';'Udt4 a,ed 1lefPtadk4

REPRESENTING THE FINEST OF FAMOUS BRANDS

Texas

l' egetabtes

EDINBURG, TEXAS
Phone DU 3-1633

L. D. 7
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Chas. A. Rogers & Sons Build An
Ultra-Modern Citrus Packing
Plant At Donna
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Born in Chicago , Charley Rogers, Sr., started in
the Wholes ale Fruit and Vegetab le business in that
city on old South Water 1arket in 1912-n early a half
centmy ago.
Always speciali zing in citrus, althoug h at times
working on other fruits and some vegetab les, his experienc e has covered the entire field from grower to
packer to shipper and to wholesa ler, handlin g not only
Texas but also Florida and Californ ia citrus.
Having great faith in Texas Cib:us, he came to the
Valley in 1934, and has been actively engaged in Valley Citrus since that time. The disastro us freeze of
1951 did not shake this faith, and now again he has
demons trated his faith in building this year a brand
new ultra-m odern packing plant at Donna.
He was one of the early group who helped to organize the Texas Citrus and Vegetab le Grower s and
Shipper s Association, and to biing Austin Anson from
Salinas, Californ ia to Texas as its General Manage r.
As Chairm an of its Citrus Division , he with Austin Anson enginee red the spectac ular 600,000 box
grapefr uit sale to the British Food Mission in 1947
when Texas Grapefr uit sorely needed that assistance.
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Growe rs of Fancy

WINTER STRAWBERRIES
F,rom Decem ber First
to June First
Valley strawbe rries fit for a king! The man who
grows a good share of them in the Lower Rio Grande
Valley is Orval Stites of Donna, known as the "Strawberry King of Texas."
Last year he shipped 100,000 flats (12 pints to
each flat) and grossed a total of $400,000.
Yes, these Stites strawbe rries are just another
proof of the "Magic" of the Magic Valley.

• The 1961 Yearboo k of the Lower Rio Grande Valley
and Norther n Mexico may be purchas ed at the Donna
Drug, Riley Drug Store and Don-We s Motel.

TAORMINA

Among some of the numerou s past state and national honors he has received, are President , Texas Citrus and Vegetabl e
Growers and Shippers; fomber Advisory Committ ee, United
Fresh Fruit and Vegetabl e Association; Director, Texas Citrus
Advisory Council; Chairman , Texas Citrus Commission.
Original and seven time Member National Citrus Fruit
Advisory Committ ee under Research and Marketin g Act; Member Wartime OPA National Citrus Advisory Committ ee; Member Warfood Administ ration ational Advisory Committ ee.
ational Citrus Merchan dizing Committ ee;
Chairma n
Member National Citrus Freight Containe r Bureau.
Presiden t TexaSwe et; Director Valley Chamber of Commerce; Original and still Member Advisory Committ ee, Texas
A&I College Citrus and Vegetabl e Training Center, Weslaco.
The Managem ent and operation of the firm are steadily
being turned over to Charley's three sons-Cha rley Jr., Bill and
Jim-all college graduates . They have an aggregat e experienc e
of nearly 35 years in the produce business, specializi ng in
Texas Citrus and South Carolina and Arkansas Peaches. Charley Jr. now does most of the selling and all of the buying of
supplies. Bill is a principal field man and Jim is office manager and accounta nt. Charley Sr. does some of the buying,
some of the selling and watches things in general- about 10
hours daily.
Charley Jr. at present is a Director of Texas Citrus and
Vegetabl e Growers and Shippers, and a Director of TexaSwe et.
He is the first of the second generatio n to serve as a Director of Texas Citrus and Vegetabl e Growers and Shippers.

Co RPO RATION

Donna, Texas

CANNERS
Veg etab le
Bra nds
TOMAT O PUREE

TOMATO PASTE

''Far maio la''

- DEER and GOLD TOP -

"Buffalo"

OUR SPECIALTIES
GRAPEFRUIT
· ORANGES
TOMATOES
PEPPERS
STRAWBERRIES
CANTALOUPES
ONIONS

CUCUMBERS
LETTUCE
CAULIFLOWER

H. ROUW COMPANY
Gr01-0ers and Shippers of

CITRUS FRUITS and VEGETABLES
Edinburg, Texas
604 W. Ca no Street
Teletype 20
Phone DU 3-2713

FAMOUS BRANDS
Famous
My Gal

Sally Ann
Edtex
Dimmit
Rio Moon
Monkey
Jo-Jo
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POR T BRO WN SVI LLE

Over 60 domestic and foreign steamer and tanker
lines serve Port Brownsville.

Gateway to world markets, focal point of expanding
Valley industry - one of the youngest and
"growingest" parts in the word is
the Valley's very own.
Port Brownsville is a thriving multi-million dollar deepwater port, located at the head of a 17-mile straight and unobstructed ship channel 36 feet in depth from docks to open
sea. Completely man-made, the Port is owned, operated and
Shiploads of developed by the Brownsville Navigation District, and reprebananas and sents an investment of 13½ million dollars in port faacilities
now worth three times that amount.
other fruits
from the
Ships of every nation ply between this port and the four
Tropics.
corners of the world. Its annual commerce represents a crosssection of the Valley's economy-cotton , cottonseed meal and
cake, metals, minerals and ores, crude oil and refined petroleum products, tropical and domestic fruits, seafoods and a
multitude of other commodities make up the million and onehalf tons of cargo that cross Port Brownsville's docks each
year.
Port Brownsville facilities are second to none and include
one of the biggest single docks and shipside warehouses on the
Gulf Coast. The port offers: • 3 miles of improved water frontLoading fresh age • ½ million square feet of shipside storage space plus an
Valley fruit
additional million square feet in the port area • 12 deep-sea
destined for ship berths-includin g 8 dry cargo, 1 open and 3 oil docks
Europe.
• 9 barge berths-includin g 2 dry cargo, 6 open and 1 oil dock
• 2 banana and tropical fruit docks • miles of port owned
railroad, highway and water lines to serve the port efficiently
• last but not least, separate from the main harbor, a complete
and independent Fishing Harbor providing docking space and
facilities for servicing up to 500 fishing craft simultaneously.
In addition, a solid ring of industry is growing around the
immediate port area, including four cotton compressing and
storage facilities with short access to the docks. Heavy industry is represented by huge multi-million dollar petro-chemical
plants. Light industry is represented by glass and steel fabricators. Several bulk handling terminals and a refinery store and
process petroleum and vegetable oils and products. A multitude
of enterprises service the large ships as well as the fishing fleet.
In all, over 125 million dollars of private capital has been invested in industrial development on port property. The Navigation District owns and controls 28,000 acres of land adjoining
the harbor and ship channel, the major part of which is still
available for further expansion and industrial opportunities.
Interested parties may secure additional information by
writing F. W. Hofmokel, Director, Port Brownsville, Brownsville, Texas.
Port Brownsville's new Fishing Harbor is the finest on the Gulf of Mexico.

Eight certificated b a r g e
lines serve Port Brownsville via the Great Inland
Waterways System.
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Valley canners spent $5,642,227.28 in the Valley during
the 1959-1960 season for plant payrolls, produce and har vesting payrolls. Of this $1,903,353.03 went for plant payrolls, $2,085,697.13 was paid to farmers for produce and
field hands drew $1,653,177.12. Valley canners processed
a wide variety of foodstuffs including tomatoes, green
beans, <:ar~o~s, beets, ~e~s, miscellaneou s vegetables,
grapefruit Juice, orange Juice and blend. By contracting
produce in the field at a profitable price to the grower,
the canning industry helps stabilize Valley agriculture.
"Anything that helps agriculture helps the Valley."
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EXPERIENCE COUNTS FOR A LOT

The most wonderful grapefruit in the world is grown right
here in the L ower Valley of the
Rio Grande. Sweeter and juicier
with no twang of bitterness.
Whether golden yellow, pink or
ruby red, all are delicious, and
our production will b e doubled
in 1960.

Forty years 0£ experience in the citrus nursery business have
given us the know-how to produce custom-budded, thrifty, greenbarked trees that grow off fast. Let us show you orchards we have
set out in all parts of the Valley. All leading varieties including
a good supply of MARSH SEEDLESS (WHITE) .

Stanley B. Crockett, Pres.
Tel. GA 3-1747 Harlingen Tree shed S. Dilworth Road
(Members Lower Rio Grande Valtey Nurserymen's Association)

The great white father of crops in the South has
come to the rescue of many a Valley farmer who for
one reason or another has suffered serious setbacks
with other products. Cotton has been his comfort.
That of the Valley has been for many seasons the first
to be picked in the United States, harvest-time coming
about the firs t of June, and the per acre yield has been
increased substantially since the outset of the movement to plant only varieties that have proved to be
outstanding in their adaptability to Valley conditions.

SERVING THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY SINCE 1944
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The Valley Home of Baxter's Better Seeds
- Seedsmen for Over 30 Years -

• • • • • •
Remem ber

Grapefru it is sweeter and juicier without a tang of bitterness in the Valley than is grown anywhere else

The Hope of the Harves t
Begins with the Seed
From

Walter Baxter Seed Co.
416 Missouri A venue
Weslaco

Phone WO 8-3187

(Continu ed from Page 29)
problems . Now our crop is large enough that these
matters are importan t.
Somethin g is being done, too. The shippers have
formed an organiza tion and are marketin g their best
fruit under a common label, "TexaSw eet." The TexaSweet organiza tion raises a consider able sum each
year to advertise its product. This developm ent is all
to the good of the whole Valley, because what advertises Valley citrus fruit will advertise the Valley
THE END
itself.

will be back in peak productio n.
Young orchards are rapidly replacing old damaged ones and soon we

Moto r Crane Service
Bulk Cement Hand ling Equipment
All Types Weldin g
Steel :Fabric ation and

H. E. BARNUM

Erectio n

FIELD SERVICE

Owner

Winch Truck Servic e
Portable Weldin g Servic e
Machine Shop Service

For 17 years, we have been providing a complete field welding and
repair service to the folks in the Valley! As the demand has increased, our equipmen t has kept pace with it. Today, we have eight
portable rigs and two winch trucks at your service, 24 hours a day.
There has been no increase in our service charges in all this time!

WOS-3262
WOS-3422

H & B IRON WORKS
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EAST HIGHW AY
WESLACO

Nation's First Bale
Of Cotton Grown
by Ray Barnick
of Mission

fr. BALE
\960 COTTON

GROWN \M 1\\t UMl110 STAT[$
,itYP /¥//l'E.fE/11()

" tlARUNGEN TEXAS •
6ROWN' 8Y

l<AYBARN\CK
MISSION l'E:XAS

·2soo?0 N11r. AWARD
Bf CK-"lltfER IYCtWHERCE
#;fRU!Vtii'"# ll'r~$'

Here is a group of men who represent the vital steps that
must be taken in order to qualify for producing the First
Bale. The grower must call the Texas Department of
Agriculture and request that an inspector examine his
field before he can start harvesting. He must have an affidavit from his County Agent attesting to the planting
date and farming methods used in growing the crop. He
also must have an affidavit from the ginner who turned
out the bale for him. Here are the men who represent these steps, just after they had fulfilled their duties in connection with the Valley's first bale of 1960 cotton. Left to right are Bill Farley, Mission, owner and manager of the gin which turned out the first bale; A. H.
"Dutch" Karcher, Hidalgo County Agent; Bill Hines, manager, Farley Gin No. 2, La Joya.

Ray Barnick, Mission cotton and cih·us grower,
brought in the first bale of cotton for the fourth time
in seven attempts, setting a record that may stand for
years to come. The bale was officially weighed in at
457 pounds, just seven pounds over the specified minimum weight. It was classified as one and one-thirtysecond middling light spot cotton. Barnick said the
bale was produced from a strain of Empire and Rex
cross. It was picked from over a 70-acre block by
approximately 115 harvest hands. The bale was ginned by the Farley Gin No. 1 at Mission. Oddly enough
this year's first bale arrived in Harlingen within a few
minutes of last year's first bale and on the same date,
June the 21st. Immediately after this year's first bale
was dropped from the press it was started on a thirtyfive mile police-escort run that took only 50 minutes
to bring it to its Harlingen destination. It was officially certified at 9 o'clock June the 22nd by the Harlingen Cotton Committee and flown by the Harlingen
Junior Chamber of Commerce to Helena Montana
where it was further certified by Texas Governor
(Continued on Page 40)

FARMERS GIN CO-OP ASSOCIATION
SAN JUAN, TEXAS

Let Us Serve Your Ginning Needs

TWO MODE,RN GINS EQUIPPED WITH SEED SCALES
Equipped to Gin Mechanically Picked Cotton
1¼ Miles North and
½ Mile West of
San Juan Road on
Farm to Market Road
495, North of
San Juan.

* * *
MORRIS W. JONES
Manager
Phone ST?-1993
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Complete Marketing Serdce to Your Satisfaction

COTTON -- In Our Valley
By W. R. COWLE Y, Supt.

Texas Agricultural Experim ent Station
Govern or Price Daniel has designa ted July 7 as
Valley Cotton Day and it is, I think, most appropr iate
that this day be set aside to learn more about cotton
and to gain a better underst anding of industry problems. It is made possible by the contribu tion and participatio n of all phases of the cotton industry .
The farm cash income from cotton exceeds that
other sources combin ed; with an income of some
all
of
$86,000,000 last season- cotton is b·uly a main stay of
Valley agricult mal econom y. Actually the returns from
the sale of cotton do not adequat ely reflect the contribution of this the Valley's most widely grown crop.
Practica lly all phases of Valley econom y directly benefit from the product ion, process ing and marketi ng of
cotton. I think that it would be well to briefly review

some of the essentia l statistic s from which we can gain
a little insight into the importa nce of this crop.
1. Accordi ng to ABC allotme nts, planting s of some
480,000 or more acres of cotton are present ly indicated.
2. About 40 per cent of this acreage is dryland .
3. There are some 16,000 work sheets.
4. There are some 12,000 individu al farm operators. (a) At least 10,000 cars and trucks are maintained. ( b) Some 5,000 tractors are require d to plant
and cultivat e the crop.
5. Some 22 to 24 million dollars of borrow ed capital are utilized by cotton farmers alone ( at 8 per cent
average interest ). This is no small return to investor s.
6. Some $1,000,000 worth of planting seed are
required .
7. Some 10,000,000 pounds of fertilize r element s
valued at % million dollars are applied annuall y to
this crop.
8. Some 10,800,000 pounds of technica l dust and
630,000 gallons of technica l spray valued at $3,250,000 are applied in the conb·ol of cotton insects.
9. Texas, state, county, irrigatio n disb·ict, etc.,
paid on cotton land alone probabl y exceeds 3½ million dollars.
10. There are 120 gins that service the area at an
estimat ed average value of $150,000 to $175,000 each
-the segmen t of the indusb·y represen ts a sizeable
investm ent.
11. It is estimat ed that there will be 900-1,200
pickers in the area this season- these have an average
value of some $15,000.
12. There are some 230 aircraft devoted to spraying and dusting valued at more than 1 ½ million dollars-spe nding 66,000 flying hours.
13. There are some 1,500 to 2,000 ground rigs for
sprayin g and dusting.
14. There are 5 cotton oil mills.
15. There are 11 cotton compres ses.

(Contin ued on Page 43)

Valley Growers Gin & Sup ply Com pan y
A CO-OPERATIVE

Farmer Owned and Farmer Controlled

WESLACO

EQUIPPED WITH TRIPLE LINT
OPERATING TWO MODERN GINS CLEANING TO HANDLE MACHINE-PICKED COTTON
P. 0. Drawer 954
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WESLA CO, TEXAS
ROY A. JANSEN , Manage r

Phone WO 8-2109

Elsa Co-operative
Gin
Association

•

VALLEY COTTON DAY JULY 7th
Gove rnor Price Danie l procl aimed July 7 as
ley Cotto n Day hono ring the Cotto n Field Day Valwhich
was held on that day by the Valle y Expe rimen t Statio
n
and Exten sion Service.

•

Gro wer s and Gin ner s
of Fin e Cot ton s

More than 467,000 bales of cotto n were produ
in the rich agric ultma l area know n as the "Vallced
ey"
durin g 1959. As a cash. crop, cotto n produ ced
more
than $86,000,000 gross .mcome, gave emplo
t to
tens of thous ands, reqm red nearl y 100 cotto nymen
gins, 11
cotto n comp resse s and 4 cotto n 011 mills to proce
ss
crop for shipm ent to all parts of the world throuthe
gh
the Valle y's two deep water ports, four Intrac
oasta l
Cana l ports , two trunk line railro ads and nume
moto r freigh t carriers. Cotto n pushe d Valley bankrous
deposits to an all time high of more than $180,000,0
00.
An outst andin g job has been done by Valley farm
and civic leade rs in impro ving varieties and in adopt
ing new and impro ved meth ?ds of cotton raisin Signi ficant work has been earne d on at the Texas g.
A.
& M. Colle ge E xperi ment Subst ation No.
15 at Wes-

GROWER OW NED

Sales of All Farm Supplies
Dial AM2 -120 2 - P. 0. Box 367

Elsa, Tex m
JOE KEEPER, Manager

laco and by the A. & M. Exten sion Service. Spons
ors
of Cotto n Day inclu ded gins, oil mills, compresses
,
farm equip ment dealers, chem ical companies
, and
other South Texas firms and organizations.

D A V IS GIN COMP ANY
Lead ing the V aUey in

Me cha nic al Cot ton Ha rve stin g

MURRAY-MITCHELL EQUIPMENT
Edinburg,

Texas

JOE DAVIS, Manager

Phones: DU 3-2441
DU 3-3321
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More than 60 per cent of cotton grown in the Valley now
is picked by machines. However, braceros are brought
in from Mexico.

In the Cotton Cinderella Contest, held annually in conjunction with the All-Valley
School's Cotton Style Show, Janet Miles
Murphy (center), daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Murphy of Harlingen was judged
winner of first place. Second place winner
was Melba Diane Garcia of Pharr, and Susan
Gail Fletcher of Mercedes, third place winner.

Yearbook Advertisers Merit Your Support!

(Continued from Page 39)
Price Daniel, who was attending a Governor's conference in that state.
For Barnick the honor of being the grower of the
first bale of U. S. cotton is "old hat," as it is the fourth
time he has turned the trick. Barnick's initial first bale
victory came on June 6th, 1952, when he won a close
race to Houston. He also won the honor when the first
bale race was brought to Harlingen in 1953, on May
25th, and he tmned the trick for the third straight
year when he wonl the honor again on May 30, 1954.
For his trio of first bales Barnick has picked up over
$11,366, with an average of $3,788 per bale. This
year he received $1,000, the reward for producing the
First Bale and an additional $1,000 from the auction.

SOUTB TEXAS COTTON OIL CO.
HARLINGEN, TEXAS

Cotton brings prosperity, not only to the farmer, but to thousands of those living in Valley
cities ... through new wages, sales of merchandise, renewed industrial activity and many
other means.
Aerial view of buildings and park entrance, Harlingen plant of South Texas Cotton Oil Co

Our best wishes and congrat·ulations to those of the cotton industry who have spent
many millions of dollars in
cotton handling equipment.
You, too, build the Valley .

•

FIDELITY BRAND
CONTTONSEED CAKE
MEAL, HULLS

•
F. EARL DAVIS
Manager
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(Continued from Page 38)
16. Port faciliti s for handling cotton are extensive.
.
17. nd few people realize that cotton is a trern ndous user of railro~d cars.
18. It has b . n said that the labor requirements
of cotton product10n ar adversely seasonal in nature.
Certainly it is b·u that hand harvesting operations do
er ate a high p_eak d mand, but we might consider
the drivers r qmr d fo~· the 4,000 to 5,000 b·actors, the
irrigators t~e du. t~r pilots, the _£~rm machinery mechanics, the msecbcide and fertilizer formulators-and
we hav virtually ~n army working throughout the
year in the produ~t10n and processing.
Instead of b mg a one hot crop cotton farmers
g nerally complain that they have to divide their
money with too many people.
alley cotton is important not only to local people
but to the State and ation as well- the Valley pro-

VERNON M. MURPHY
COTTON COMPANY

More than 60 per cent of the cotton crop was picked by
mechanical pickers.

duces as much cotton as a number of the cotton states.
Certainly cotton is beset by many complex problems. An industry so large and with such far reaching
influence will always be challenger from every competitive angle.
The cotton industry has survived severe crises before-the present day industry will find ways and
means of meeting the crises of labor, synthetics, and
the rising labor costs. Foreign markets.
The industry is sb·ong-within it people are willing to work together-as we see here today-Wh re all
cotton interests have joined together in developing
and presenting Valley Cotton D ay.

Brokers Only of

Rio Grande Falley
Cotton
HARLINGEN, TEXAS
Phone GA 3-9669

THE STORY OF THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY
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VALLEY FARMER S GET MORE FOR THEIR MONEY
WITH BIG N AMMON IA
Big N is 82 per cent nitrogen by weight,
which means you haul less to the field
and do more when you get there. Whether
it's cotton, citrus or grain sorghum, your
crops will respond better and produce
more profit with Big N.

SEE YOUR BIG N
DISTRIBUTOR AND
GET THE "EXTRAS"
THAT COUNT

The new, beautiful office of Sebastian Farmers Gin.

SEBASTIAN
FARMERS GIN
Sebastian, Texas

Ginners of Cotton
Hand Picked or
Machine Picked
NEW MODERN MACHINERY
"You Will Like Our Service"
J. A. KRUEGER, Manager
Phone DI 7-3631 -

Sebastian

HIDALGO COUNTY RANKS SECOND
IN TEXAS COTTON PRODUCTION
According to the U. S. Department of Agriculture
the South Plains dominated figures on leading Cotton Counties in the State, but the Rio Grande Valley
w as among the highest. The USDA said Lubbock
County remained the leading Texas Cotton County,
with 209,000 b ales. In second place was Hidalgo County with 198,000 bales.

This very interesting picture shows 2,500 bales of c~:t!on
piled up loose at the Wallace Gin of Edinburg, wa1tmg
to be ginned (1959). Mr. Wade Wallace and his two sons
have extensive farms in :the Valley as well as a large
fruit and vegetable shed, gins, and cattle.

Newest Cotton Variety
The interest of Valley and South Texas Cotton
Growers is centered on a new Valley develop ed variety of cotton. The new strain, developed by J• ~Hubbard, associate a gronomist at the Weslaco E_xp enment Station, will be known as WESCOT, and 1s recommended for the Valley and the fertile river bottoms
of South and East Texas.
"WESCOT" was developed from a cross of Delta
Smooth Leaf and Acala 1517 C cottons. It represents
a significant fiber quality improvement over types
now grown in its area of adaptation. Hubbard also
said the new strain for which an adequate supply of
seed will be available next season is particularly suitable to mechanical harvesting. Its yield in both dryland and irrigated sections has proved greater than
the best known variety grown in the Valley now.

Hidalgo County Ginned Most Cotton
Of the total ginnings this year,
Hidalgo County led with 162,352
bales; Cameron County 123,571; Willacy County 70,669, and Starr County
6,871.
Ginners estimated that 59 p er
cent of the 1960 cotton crop was
picked by machinery.

Wallace Gin Company
THREE GINS

Continental Machinery Throughout
Largest Cotton Yard in the Valley
Fast Ginning Service
¼ Mile N. Highway 83,
Edinburg, Texas

WILL WALLACE
Manager
Page 42

Telephone
DU 3-3851

COTTON 'S PROBLEMS
In A Ch an gin g Ag ric ult ur al
Ec on om y
By R. D. LE WI S, Director
Agr icu ltur al Exp erim ent Station
Strn nge as the wo rds ma y
ne constant feature of mo dem sound, change is the
agr icu ltur e. Accelera~ed cha nge s wer e the rule
in the '50' s; the rate of
cha nge ~s like~y to b~ eve n gre
Let s rev iew bne fly someater in the '60:S.
of the tan gib le eviden ce of pas t cha nge s in agr
icu ltur e:
1. Since 1910 the farm ers
hav e mo re tha n dou ble d the ir of the Un ited States
tota l out put ; mo re tha n
trip led the ir out put per hour~
and
tod ay are ope rati ng
the ir farm s and ran che s wit
h abo ut hal f the tota l
ma n-p ow er.
2. Since 1940 the out put per
farm wor ker has incre ase d by nea rly 9~ per ce1
ave rag e per cen tag e inc rea se :-t-more _than ~ic e the
m oth er mdusb·1es.
3. Bec aus e of the trem end
van ces in ag1iculture, nea rly ous technological adtion's lab or forc e now ma ke 90 per cen t of the nafarm ind ust ries , som e of wh the ir living in off-theich are still agi·icultural.
Esp ecia lly since 1930, mu ch
of
ally as wel l as hum anl y, has "go agr icu ltur e, operationtha n two per son s are em plo ne to town." ow mo re
yed off-the-farm in our
foo d and fibe r ind ust ries for
eac h one wo rkin g on the
farm.
4. In no oth er cou ntry on ear
th do the consumers

hav e mo re mo ney left for pur
ducts afte r the y hav e me t the cha sin g non -far m pro ir wan ts for foods and
fiber.
5. The se greatly inc rea sed
farm wor ker and the relatively out put s per farm and
are the resu lt of the hig h abil low costs to consumers
ers to ado pt and use rese arc h ities of Am eric an farmthro
Ima gin e rec ord ed history of ugh edu cati on.
agr icu ltur e a~ coverin g 24 hou rs-m ore cha nge
has tak en pla ce m the
last 5 to 10 min ute s tha n in
the pre ced ing 23 hou rs
and 50 minutes!
The se changes hav e bee n mec
han ical , biological,
chemical tech nic al econom
ic and social. Gre at as
the y hav'e bee n, big ger cha nge
"Fa rm Revolution is Com ing s are still in pro spe ct.
to a Boil" stat es a lead ing crit ical news service. For
and see mo re of agi·ibusiness one thin g, we sha ~ he~r
or ver tica l inte gra tion m
(Co ntin ued on Page 48)

MONGOOSE GIN CO.
Ra ym on
dv ill e, Te xa s

BOX 1355

Tw o Cotton Gins
to Serve Yo u
Mu rra y and Hardwicke Ette
r
Equipment

CLINTON MANGES,
Owner
ROBERT W. PITTS,
Ma nag er
Phone MU rra y 9-2 502
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"AN INSTITUTION ORGANIZED
FOR THE FARMERS PROTECTION"

Cotton _ What a Royal Plant it is! It is new wealth to
the World and brings in more cash per acre than_ ~ny
other crop. Ii gives employment to more than 1~ milhon
· us
peop l e m
. .A . Yes , cotton and cotton seed build communities.

RAYMONDVILLE
CO-OP
10-80 Stand
Market News Service
Open 24 Hours a Day
ONE MILE NORTH HIGHWAY
RAYMONDVILLE, TEXAS

L. 0. ROBBINS, Mgr.

Telephone MU9-2813

COTTON, CATTLE TOP
TEXAS FARM INCOME

According to the U. S. Department of Agriculture cotton and cattle topped the list of Texas farm
commodities in 1959. Cotton cash receipts totalled
738 million dollars last year and cattle produced $609
million. Sorghum grain followed with $207 million and
dairy products produced $129 million. Only California and Iowa topped Texas receipts.

Many Adverse Factors Bring About
Decline in 1960 Valley Cotton Crop
Adverse weather conditions and unfavorable
growing conditions accounted for the 100,000-bale
drop in the cotton crop ?f 1960 from that ?f 1959.
Cold, damp weather dunng Feb1:uary plantmg s_eason necessitated extensive re-plantmg and thus _th1~w
the majority of the crop back seve!·al weeks durmg; 1ts
critical early growing stages. This was followed _by
extremely di·y, hot, broken by scattered showers which
came too late to help or hurt the crop already set.
Most of the crop loss took place in the dry land areas,
which make up about 40 per cent of the total cotton
acreage or roughly 190,000 acres.
Taken from an article appearing in the Valley
Morning Star of July 20, 1960 by Bob McDonald,
Farm Editor.

J. S. McMANUS GIN CO.
WESLACO, TEXAS
Mile 4½ and E. State Highway
Just North of Asgrow Seed Co.

HOURLY MARKET NEWS
4-90 NEW MODERN CONTINENTAL
EQUIPMENT FOR GINNING
MACHINE PICKED COTTON
W. E. McINTOSH, Mgr.
Weslaco, Texas

Telephone WO 8-4022
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Farmers' Gin
Raymondville, Texas
Westwood Avenue
Phone MU 9-3734

"You will like
The ginners of the Valley salute the Cotton
farmers -

our Ginning and
our Service"

the grandest guys on earth . His prob-

~.

·:_ i .

lems are their problems. They stand by all year

After the money for previous crop has disappeared into the coffers of Valley economy, he
spends another 9 million dollars for cotton seed
alone and commits himself to another grueling
season of hard work, fi I led with alternate hopes
and fears. But without his efforts, the entire Valley
would suffer loss of more than one hundred million dollars!

La Villa

'
,

L. E. FRA KS, JR. ,
Manager

ready to help and aid.

.
~

Today nearly 15,000,000 people make their li~ing
by either growing cotton, processing, manufactunng,
or selling cotton and its products. Everybody depend:
on cotton for something we need every hour of the
day-clothing, food and industrial equipment. It_k eps
people warm even in polar regions and cool m t?e
tropics. The fluffy white fiber is absolutely sential
to the "American Way of Life."

PEALOR GIN COMPANY

Stockholm

30 YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL GINNING - LA VILLA, TEXAS
$35,000 New Machinery Just Installed
Mitchell Drying & Cleaning Systems
Moss-Gordon Lint Cleaners

Market News Fumi.shed
· 24 Hour Service
JAMES P. PEALOR

We support the National Cotton Council in Research and hnprovement of
Cotton Products.

CONTINENT AL STANDS EQUIPPED FOR MACHINE OPERATION
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FA RL EY 'S
GI NS
Miss ion, Texa s
La Joya , Texa s

Ginners Of The First Bale
Of 1960 Cotton Grown
In The U.S. A.

SUCCESSFUL GINNING
For Ove r 40 Yea rs

MURRAY EQUIPMENT
H. H. FARLEY . . . Owne r
Mana ger
BILLY FARLEY
Phone JU 5- 1677

P. 0. Box 741

The Valley's gross incom e from all crops during
rec nt years has been estima ted to be in the neighb orhood of $150,000,000 annual ly.

Ann ual Income From Cotton
Crop Nea r $80 Million
Cotton is the Valley's agricultural backlog and during the past
decade the "white gold" crop has
brough t farmers in the four-co unty
area an annual income betwee n
$80 and $90 million.
Year after year the Valley's cotton product ion has varied according to the whims of nature and
governm ent regulations, but the
grower's income has remain ed fairly stable.
The 1960 crop of 362,263 bales,
as recorde d by the Valley Farm
Bureau , was approxi mately 100,000 bales short of the 1959 production of 467,093 bales. The drop
was due to continu ed rainfall as
the harvest season was drawin g to
a close.
This happy family is shown
wi:th :the firs:t bale of new crop
1959 co:t:ton grown in :the United S:ta:tes. Jack Armstr ong of
Missio n, :the grower , wi:th his
wife and daught er, Ann Ellen,
are shown here wi:th :the prize
winnin g bale.

W . ED GA R JOHNSTON

+ + +

MANUFACTURER OF
CANV AS PRODUCTS

JOBBERS FOR SOUTHWESTERN PLASTIC PIPE

Spe cial izin g in Cotton Pic king Sac ks
Feat uring . . .

11

11
THE JOHNSTON QUILTED STRAP

Also: FRUIT PICKING BAGS -TAR PAUL INS
FORM FITTED TRUCK COVE RS
AWNI NGS REPAIRED AND RECOVERED
HARLINGEN Phone GA 3-188 5

413 South A
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Farms
are
f!imes beautiful
with their canals
and palm - bordered fields.

0

Cotton on its way to the Port of Brownsville for shipment.

TREND TOWARD LARGER FARMS
The total Valley production on the north side of
the Rio Grande was 362,263 bales, approximately 105,000 bales less than was harvested in 1959. This was
due to too much rain and other adverse harvesting
conditions.
This is 1:esu~ting in c_reating larger farms with
more mechamzation. That 1s the picture presented by
a report from the Bureau of Business Research at the
University of Texas.

It said cotton continues to be the most valuable
cash crop for Texas farmers, bringing them $699 million for the 1959 crop of 4.41 million bales.
The 1960 !~xas crop is estimated slightly under
that, at 4.35 rrulhon bales, but still will represent approximately 30 per cent of the national cotton production.
"Cotton farming is a great deal different today

from what it was 30 years ago," the bureau pointed out.
An estimated 2.1 million of the state's 7 million
acres under irrigation are planted in cotton.
"The availability of water has been one of the
main factors contributing to the large increased pr?duction in the High Plains area and the Lower R10
Grande Valley."
The trend toward larger farms was shown by
comparing the average size of 367 acres in 1945 to
498 acres in 1954.
"It is becoming increasingly difficult for the small
farmer to operate," the report said.
Mechanical cotton pickers cost $17,000 and they
cannot afford them, it explained. Nor can the small
farmer go to Mexico to import "bracer0" labor.
The mechanical influence in cottun production
was illustrated by a 1959 estimate that a thircl of the
entire crop was harvested by mechanical means.
"An even larger share of the 1960 crop was ~ndoubtedly gathered by mechanical pickers and strippers," the bureau said.

RIO VISTA GIN COMPANY
The Valley's Largest and Most Modern Gins
Alamo, Texas

6 Miles South Alamo Road

Telephone ST 7-2031

E. L. AVEN, Manager

TWO COMPLETE UNITS
ONE 5-90 MURRAY
Moss Lint Cleaners

ONE 5-90 HARDWICK-ETTER
Stick and Greenleaf Cleaners

800 Bale Seed Cotton Storage . . . Air-Conditioned Of£ice and Sample Room

(Conti nued from Page 45)
agricu lture arising to a great extent from the newer metho ds of
merch andisi ng.
ow, a few remark s on cottons proble ms. Durin g th e
1960cs, those of us in cotton must
not be conten t with keepin g up
with advan ces in the genera l
econom y; we must exercise positive, creative, and persistent efforts to catch up and get ahead.
Cotton must compe te realistically with other fibers in
qualit y and price. Of major concern to all segme nts of the cotton indust ry is the increa sin a
compe tition from man-m ade fi~
hers. Yet no other single fiber
approa ches the versat ility of cotton. The attitud es and prefer ences of consum ers will have
much to do with the future of
cotton .
The princi pal influe nce on
the factors of qualit y, price and
consum er attitud es can come
from resear ch.
There are many proble ms in the marke ting of
cotton to be faced in the 1960's -hand ling, gradin g,
sampl ing-ab ove all in determ ining the prefer ences
and attitud es of the consu mer-in order to bridge the
widen ing gap betwe en produ cer and final buyers of
cotton produc ts.

The Queen of CoUon rides in parade .

A far-rea ching develo pment is apparent~y ta~ng
place in the cotton indus try-a type of vertica l mtegra tion where mills or their repres entativ ~s are c<:>r~tractin g directl y with produc ers and setting specifications for produ ction and handli ng proced ures. I
am told that this will involv e several hundr ed thousand bales in Texas this year.

NICKELS GIN CO. anJ Nickels Progreso Gin Co.
Prog reso, Texa s
On Edinbu rg Highw ay at Mo-Pa c Crossin g

Edco uch - Sant a Rosa

Cus tom Gin ners

e

Con tine ntal Gin s

THE FASTEST AND MOST EFFICIENT
GINNING IN THE VALLEY
HARV EY HOEL SCHE R, Manag er

"You Will Like Us and
Our Serv ice"
Phone AM2- 1551
and
for Progreso Gin
Phone Mercedes LO 5-177 1
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Our VaUey Towns, Wh ere It's
Goo d To Be Aliv e!
T~e V~lley, oftimes called Texas Fourt h
City, is really
an entity with more than 28 towns and' comm
togeth er by bonds of_ comm on interest. When unities all link d
lem to solve -or a Fiesta celebr ation to "put we h;ve a probover," we expect
all of our Va~ley to~s to cool? erate- and
Valley-ites think no~ g of gomg to otherthey always do! We
towns for concerts
partie s, or even a pictur e sh~w. I~ is true that
the chara cter of
a town count s for a lot, especially 1f you _are
considering makin g
it your home . I u~der stand that a busmess
seeking a new lo~at10n, looks ~ot ?nly at the or indust rial firm
_ such as locat10n, ??1!1mumcat10ns, labor advantages offered
like water suppl y, utilities, etc. - but they supplies, facilities
examine carefully
THE CHAR ACTE R of a town.
Is the town a goo~ place to live ~?. :poe
it have good
schools, churc hes, h~spitals, cultur al activit
an active and _effective_ C~a~ ber ?f Commies? Does it have
erce? Do its citizen take an active part m civic affan?
So study our towns -here they are-a
one of them will welco me you with opennd each and every
shoul d you cho~~e to cast i°; your lot with arms and hearts
any one of them'.
you know that towns are like a threering
somet hing about them that especially appea circus" _ there' s
ls to somebody or
every body.
When thous ands of peopl e arrive in a relativ
ely small
area within a short period of time, they are
might y impac t on that area's economy. Accor bound to have a
ding
to the Valley
Cham ber's Touri st Comm ittee, the tourists
broug ht about 40
million dollar s, into Valley c_off~rs, or_ an est:½n
over last year s record . This 1s an impressiveated 20 per cent
figure. It puts
touris m in fourth . place amon g Yalley mone
y-mak ers-ju st behind agricu lture, mdus try and oil.
yes, men and wome n ( many of them newco
mers to this

MOTEL CAPRI

rich and beaut iful land) give their tough young
muscle and
eager young brains to help make our Valley
more attractive, to build new industries, to even greate r and
dazzle banne r of advertising in the teeth of fling the razzlethe centur y. Yes the Valley is a land of youth with extrao rdinar
pockets along with their dreams. Valleyites live y deeds in their
peoples of other areas. They are not crowd ed differ ently from
into _garrets and
lofty buildings. Their abodes are surrou nded
trees. The great outdoors is open to them all by flowers and
enables them to be striking individuals in theiryear 'round . This
attitud es towar d
life and in their way of working. These things
climate and the expan ding chara cter of the , comb ined with
region, have all
contri buted to the pheno menal growth.
After 20 years, the Valley is still a mothe r-lode
of expan sion, a vein of rich development, witho ut a
sign of exhaustion.
At times a newcomer may find life a bit baffli
disappointing. He may boringly recite in "hindng here - even
tues of living "back home." But HE'L L TAY, sight" the virand soon he's
weari ng Berm uda shorts to the supermarkets
gatherings in his shirt sleeves, broiling steaks , going to social
pit in his back yard, spend ing weekends at in the barbe cue
Padre I land and
before long he's exclaiming to newcomers "Me?
Why, I'm practically a native."
The Valley acts the role of gracious host to
from the ravag ed soil of thousa nds of worn out all newco mer
creaking emptiness of hundr eds of antiqu ated farms, from the
Valley welcomes each and everyone, extend factories. Yes, the
pitality she is so famous for, and, soon, s the warm ho very soon ab orbs
them into her own colorful life.
BUY YEAR BOO KS
Keep copie s in your home and office .
Send one to a friend !

*

Highway 281

NORTH ALICE, TEXAS

Own ed and Oper ated by Mrs. Edwa rd M. Mille
r

On your way to or from the
Lower Valle y of the Rio Gra nde Stop for a delig htful rest at Mote l
Capr i in Alice , Texas. You will enjoy the com fort and beau ty of aircond ition ed rooms, with telep hone s,
swim ming pool and comp limen tary
coffe e.
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"Weighing-in time" in the cotton fields.

"Send Us a Load of
Cottonseed Noiv & Then"

***
Raymondville Cotton Oil Co.
Phone MUrray 9-2413
RAYMONDVILLE, TEXAS

A giant among Valley crops and sources of farm income,
cotton has play an essential and vital role in the development of a versatile agricultural economy. From early days
in the development of this agricultural empire, cotton,
year after year, has been a significant source of farm
income, providing power for the wheels of progress. From
early days when Matamoros, Mexico, was an international
cotton center, cotton has brought in money when money
was needed most. Cotton was exchanged for guns and
ammunition, staples and mules in those early days when
men fought on horseback or on foot.

LA SARA GIN CO., INC.
LA SARA, TEXAS

Cotton Ginners of
Machine or Hand Picked
Cotton
Phone KI 5-2208
M. BROWNFIELD, Mgr.

HARGILL GROWERS
GIN COMPANY
Hargill, Texas

Better Service!
Phone KI 5-2240

WAYNE BONHAM, Mgr.

IDRIS TRAYLOR COTTON CO.
F. 0. B. MERCHANTS
Branch Office:
HARLINGEN, TEXAS
Phone: GA 3-6647
Members:
Oklahoma State Cotton Exchange
Texas Cotton Ass'n.
American Cotton Shippers Ass'n.
Lubbock Cotton Exchange
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Below:
Interior
of the Edgar
Johnston's
factory - the only
manufacturer of
canvas goods in
the Valley featuring the quilted cotton sack.
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Th e .14
. lam o of Tom orr ow

The City Officials of Alam o Exten d A Cord
ial

W- E-L -C -O -M -E

To all to visit our little city. We hope you will
"feel at home " with us
and come back again and again !

From th~ ancie nt city_ of ~om a to Padr e Islan
d the towns of the Rio Gran de Valley are
like pearl s with
strun g toget_her
beau tiful ?ity of ALAMO
of the riche st agnc ultur al secti on o_f the ~all~ as the pend ant in this string of living gems . estle d in the mids t
is attra cting both Valle y and at10nal distri y, ALAMO, the geographical cente r of the expa nding Valle y are~,
butors and manu facturers. Many employees
and owners of businesses in near br town s also have_ chose n ALA
MO folks are fne1:dly and congenial. Our wate MO as the community they wish to live in. \Vhy? Beca use ALAOur sh·eets are wide and uncr owde d-no parkir supp ly is ampl e and appro ved by the State Heal th Depa rtme nt.
ng meters in ALAMO - with a shop ping cente
quali ty merc hand ise price d right .
r that offers top

B:e

ALA MO offers club and churc h activities
second to none. Our churches are of all leadi
ng deno mina tions ,
all beau tifull y cons tructed, and
will all invite you to atten d their services and
functions. Man y clubs ~re
active in ALA ~O. When yo': vmt o':11" city
the
villea, poins etti~s , our bea_utiful _tropical plant first thing you will notice will be our be_autiful palms, boug ainClub is on the JOb. You will be m ALAMO s and lawns_, and you will know immediat~ly that 01;11" Gard en
only a short time befor e you will be invit ed
ALAMO's most activ e servi ce club.
mto the Lions Club ,

0~Y

AL AM O CI TR US , IN C.
CI TRU S

Grow ers -

Pack ers -

ALA MO ,

Ship pers

TEX AS

VEGETABLES
PHON E ST 7-3292

AL AM O FR UI T & VEG. CO., IN C.

Packers and Shippers of Grapefruit and Or ang
es
ALAMO, TEXAS
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The Valley Beautif ul
- if you love tropica l
trees, flowers , t a 1 1
whispe ring palms and
azure skies.
Left: Gwenev ere Marrs
on her "White Moon
Beam" Horse.

THE SEFARI LODGE,
North of Bayfield,
Colorado
Here's news that should interes t every sportsman in our Valley!
Gwene vere Marrs has recentl y purcha sed and
is renova ting and modern izing Sefari Lodge, north
of Bayfie ld, Colo., on the Pines River and Vallecito
Lake. This region is known as the San Juan Wilder ness area, a Nation al Forest of approx imately 900
square miles, elevati on 7,140 ft., no roads in the area
more than 50 mounta in lakes, more than 100 miles
of stream s, elk, bear, deer and sheep are plentif ul and
fishing is unexce lled-tr out, rainbow , brown, native
and brook, Kokane e Salmon, and wall-ey ed pike.
The Sefari Lodge at the enh·anc e of this Sportman's Paradis e is the best and most reliable station in
this area. It offers the most experie nced and compe tent
packer s and guides, a grocery store, horses to rent~
boats and motors to rent, modern cabins with every
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comfor t and conven ience includi ng indoor plumbi na,
hot water, refrige rators and cook stoves, cabins equipped with two double beds or duplex. Horses rented by
day or hour. Pack trips arrang ed and conduc ted. In
operati on from May throug h ovemb er.
If you desire to know more about this wonde rful
camp, Phone A 1 2-1886 and Gwene vere will advise
you.

We are indebted to the Tip-0'Texas Camera Club of Harling en
for the beautifu l pictures of the
Link Floral Compan y on Page 23.

DONNA
Publi city Furni shed by The Donna Chamber of
Commerce
e throb bing heart of the
DO cityA-th
that has progr

fagic Rio Gran de Valle y-the beaut iful
essed more in the past three years than it has in
the past
20. Why this sudde n new life in Donn a? Becau
se of the wond erful peopl e who
are looki ng ahead and
acting accordingly.

Ther e is a bustl e abou t Donn a-an air of "let's
b·eme ndou s chang es throu ghou t the business disb·i get it done" that has made
on, and new ideas are being pursu ed to make Donnct, new consb·uction is going
a THE mid-Valley city.
Alrea dy const ructe d is a new $133,QOO
Armo ry-a new boule varde d highw ay throu gh
Donn a that will be the short est route betwe en
San Anton io and Brownsville. A new $625,000
Publi c Hous ing progr am is under way to build
50 new low rent units.

C. F. WOO D,
Presid ent of
Donn a Cham ber
of Comm erce

Donna 's beaut iful
new City Hall.

THE

CITIZENS STATE BANK
DON NA, TEXAS
Capit al and Surpl us $200,0 00.00

OFFICERS
T. M. Melde n ---------------------------------~---- ----Vic Presid ent
e
V. F. Neuh aus-- ------ ------ ------ ------ --W. E. O'Kel ly --------- ---- ---- -------------- - Vice Presid ent
Cashi er
J. s. Beard -------------------- --- --- -As-st. Cashi er
Jack Husba nd ------ ----------- ------ ------ -

DIRECTORS
T. M. Melde n
Roger B. Mize
V. F. Neuha us
W. M. Bell
James W. Smith
T. E. Botto m
W. E. O'Kel ly
Memb er of Feder al Depos it Insur ance Corpo
ration
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COFFEE

ULTRA-MODERN

MECCA

WITH

OF THE

OLD FASHIONED

VALLEY

SERVICE

MAGIC VALLEY DRUGS
On the Valle y's Main Stree t

Open Till Midnig ht -

Borden's Famous Ice Cream

Week Days, Sunday and Holiday s

ALAMO, TEXAS

24 Hours Prescription Service

• The 196 1 Lower Rio Grand e Valley Yearbooks are on sale at the Magic Valley Drugs
of A lamo.

One of Alamo' s beautif ul homes, belongi ng to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Schultz .
e
Fro~ a wildern ess of mesqui te and cactus to a paradis
of citrus and gracefu l palms, bougain villea and luscious
vegetab les in less than one half century is the story of
develop ment of the Lower Rio Grande Valley.

ALAM O is attracti ve to winter residen ts and retired people becaus e of our friendl y welcom ing attitude, our low rate of taxatio n, our fine church es and
schools, our easy-going way of living. Many of these
folks have purcha sed homes in ALAM O and are now
p ermane nt residen ts.

ALAMO'S very name stirs admirati on and affection within
the hearts of all Americans because of the great battle and
human sacrifice made at San Antonio. Althoug h there is nog
connection other than the name, folks that visit this charmin
commun ity "REME MBER ALAMO " and always return. You
will note several active real estate develop ments and many new
homes under construction. ALAMO is justly proud of its in-s
dustries -packin g plants, cotton gins, canning plant, Borden'
Valley headqua rters, and many other businesses with plenty of
room for more. We are proud of our city adminis tration. Mayor
John Ginsbac h and Commissioners Frank Kiefer and F. S. Cato
vazos will be happy to personal ly greet you should you careent
come to ALAMO. Our Police Departm ent and Fire Departmfire
are the finest. ALAMO citizens enjoy the lowest key-rate on
insuranc e of any town its size in Texas. We have a modem
drug store, one of the finest in the Valley with hours of operaservtion of 8:30 A.M. to midnigh t with 24 hour prescrip tion alike.
ice. This is a natural haven for visitors and home-folks ValALAMO is the center of the richest farming area in the
ley. We are proud of our fine citrus orchards and farm lands.
Our irrigation district is the finest with all undergr ound irrigation that includes flood irrigatio n for our city homes.
Yes, ALAMO is a wonderf ul place to make your home
~n exce_llent locatio_n for your business or farming venture, o;.
Just a fme, economical place to spend your winter or vacation
We are located centrally between Falcon Lake, fresh water
vacation area, and Padre Island, our Gulf of Mexico playgrou nd.
We are less than 10 miles from Old Mexico and only about
three hours from Monterr ey, one of the oldest cities on our
continent: _Investig ate A~AMO and its many advanta ges and
opportum ties before making your future plans in the Valley.
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HOOPER'S
NURSERY
DONNA, TEXAS
Reta il - Whol esale

ST. AUGUSTINE GRASS
(Car pet)
By the yard or load
SHADE TREES

Donn a used to boast of being the small
the V:orld to have a Rotar y Club. Now est town in the
she is proud of
her fine memb ershi p.

PLANTS
217 N. 7th
Phon e HO 4-146 8

..

(Con tinue d from Page 56)
to keep abrea st of the grow ing dema nd on the
school
facilities.
Cong ress has appr oved a $4,067,000 loan
Donn a Irrig ation Distr ict fo.r a rehab ilitat ion to the
proje ct
that will comp letely mode rmze and expa nd
the entire
system. This is a 35-year, n~-interest loan admi
niste
by the Bure~u. ~f Recl amat ion throu gh t~e Smal red
l Projects Loan D1V1s10n, Depa rtme nt of Inten or.
Donn a is unus ual in the Valley due to the
fact
that the area farm ers and busin essm en are
working
hand in hand to make the Donn a area the best
in the
Valley.
Thro ugho ut the Distr ict encompassing Donn
a,
you will find well kept farms and orchards, with
beau tiful home s snug gled amon g the gorgeously
landscaped yards. Ever yone is prou d of the outly ing
area, and
every one is prou d of Donn a.
The wint er visitors will find a quiet friendlines
s
abou t Donn a that will make them want to stay
a
lifetime. And many of these winte r visitors have
done
just that. They arri~ e to spen d a f.ew week
s,
fall
in
love with it, and decid e to make their home here
upon
retire ment .
Ther e are many adva ntage s in the Valley
for
youn g peop le to grow with the area, becau
se the

WHE RE QUA LITY TELL S
AND SERV ICE SELL S

DON SHELDON
Gar age and Serv ice Stat ion
On the High way

MO BIL E

PRO DUC TS

28 Years of Servi ce

Thom pson - Delco-Re my - Farm - Lock heed
E. High way DONNA, TEXAS Phon e HO
4-9094
Valley is still a young, growing community.
You won' t find a bette r place to raise a famil
y
(Con tinue d on Page 58)

DONNA LUMBER COMPANY

DON NA,
TEXA S

QUALITY BUILDING MATERIALS FOR
MODERN CONSTRUCTION
Highway & 4th

EVER ETT GROS SER, Mgr.

Phone HO 4- 1431 Page 57

a

LUMB

8

~a mm e,z ,4
';oode,,z,a/t Sto,ze

Donna' s High School Buildin g

DONN A, TEXAS
Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Kamme r are two people
you should know because they own and operate the
Very Best Grocery and Market in Donna KAMM ER'S
Foodcr aft Store on So. Main St. For ne~rly 35 years
they have served the Donna commu nity and their
store is known to stock and sell only THE BEST
BI_lANDS ~vailab le on the market today at the lowest
pnces consiste nt with quality. Kamme r's is also known
to be the Best Meat Market in town.

DEPEND ON KAMMER'S FOR ALL YOUR
GROCERY AND MEAT SUPPLIES
PHONE HO 4-1692

(Conti nued from Page 55)
Just a quick trip throug h Donna will show you a
~ew 500,000 _gallon water tank rising above the skyh_ne-a new city hall adds beauty and efficiency to the
c1ty-:--a _new elemen tary school -a new, huge school
audito num-n ew paved streets -new street signs on
every corner of town-n ew water and sewer linesnew 1000 gallon per minute pumpe r fire truck, the
only one like it in the Valley and the first in Texas new street sw eper, motor grader, brush grinder and
garbag e truck-t hese are some of the new things that
are appare nt in Donna during the past year. .
Touris m is being promo ted with the additio n of a
n~w t~1atched shelter in the beautif ul city park. This
will give the tourists a place to meet, to play cards or

Don-Wes Motel
Donn a, Texas

South Elemen tary School

dominoes while others take advant age of the two fine
shuffle boards next to the shelter.
In the plannin g stage and almost ready to begin
the wideni ng of Highw ay 83 throug h the center of
town, the main street that connec ts all the Valley
towns.
Plans are being comple ted for the bigges t and best
show ever to be produc ed during the South Texas
Sheep and Lamb Exposi tion in January . This show
is attracti ng interna tional recogn ition from as far
away as Canada .
These activities don't just happen by chance , they
happen by design. The Donna Chamb er of Comm erce
has eight very active commi ttees-m en who take time
from their work to make sure that Donna progres ses
accord ing to a long-ra nge plan.
The city council, along with the City Manag er,
is workin g overtim e to produc e the results you see
picture d here on these pages of the Yearbook.
The school board with J. P. Lenoir as chairm an,
has a tremen dous job in keepin g ahead of the population growth of Donna . At presen t, they have planne d
ahead for about eight years of more new constru ction
(Contin ued on Page 57)

One of The Valley's Finest
26 Mode rn Units

East Highiuay 83-2 Mi. W. Wesla co

e

e

AIR CONDITIONED
(By Refrige ration )

e

KITCHENETTES

e

TVs and Radios
Available

e

PANEL RAY HEATING

e

SHUFFLEBOARDS

REASONABLE RA TES
P. O. Box 807

Myrtle and Al Helmer, owner s and manag ers
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Mrs. Don Sheldo n of
J:?onna, winne r of the
first place award of
the Tarpo n Divisi on
for men and wome n
o_f the Texas Intern ahonal Fishin g Tournamen t for 1960. She
was also winne r of
the Wome n's Divisi on
0 ! the
Tarpo n Division. In this pictur e
Mrs. Sheldo n is with
her 59 pound Jew
Fish ( S e a B a s s }
caugh t at the F.I.F.C .
of 1960.

RI LE Y' S

Walgreen System Drug Store
123 So. 15th St., Donn a
Open 8:00 A.M. 'til 10:00 P.M.

One of the Most Comp lete

PRESCRIPTION DEPARTMENTS
in the Valle y

Foun tain Serv ice - Gifts
Cosm etics - Cost ume Jewe lry
1960 -

"We Have It, We Will Get It, Or It Isn't Made "

A GOO D YEAR FOR DON NA

Phone HO 4-1231 , Donna or JU 5-1732 , Missio
n

The follow ing firms and impro vemen ts secure d
for Donn a: Roger s & Sons, Citrus Packi ng Shed, Trans
Mix Concr ete Comp any, Delta Refinery, Thom pson
&
Sons Cream ery, $90~,000.00 Road Bond Issue, $600,000.00 Feder al Housm g.
Also the Urban Renew al Progr am appro ved by
Fort Worth and sent to Wash ington for approval, the
Expre ssway comin g throu gh Donn a at a cost of sev-

eral million dollars, plus the $130,000.00
ationa
Guard Armory, the orth and South La Blanc a High-l
way throug h Donn a and forma tion of the Inte~national Donna-Rio Bravo Bridg e Comp any Corporat10n
.
In additi on there is the new Donn a Irriga tion
Distri ct Office and $4,000,000.00 bond issue for the
District.

DE LT A RE FI NE RY
REFINE·RS OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
¼ Mi. - Old River Road

H. L. McBRIDE

Phone HO 4-125 1

Here 's a Bit of Advi ce to Tour ists and Valle yites
Alik e-T ry Eati ng at . . •

EL TURISTA RESTAURANT
Just once and you'll eat there often, becaus e REU:~
EN is _one
of the best chefs and cooks you have ever seen.
His Mexic an
Food is simply the BEST -and he specia lizes
in a ~wo-m ~at
dinner at $1.25. You may choose , say, three
s~rimp fried
to perfec tion, and either two large pieces ofjumbo
fish, c<?oked
as you like it or three pieces of fried chicke nfresh
of your choice , a
deligh tful to;sed salad, Frenc h fries, one other
drink -the bigges t meal you ever got for the vE:getable, and
price -and the
food is delicio us.
El Turist a is about ½ mile East of Donna , on
the right
hand side of the highw ay iri the two-st ory buildi
in this ad. Reube n also has abeau tiful patio for use ng pictur ed
and his dining room is AIR-C ONDI TIONE D. Don't in seaSOJ?-fail to give
yourse lf a TREA T-Din e at EL TURIS TA.
Reube n also caters for partie s of all kinds at his
own El
Turist a, in your own home or any place you design
ate.

Phone: HO 4-905 8

•
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Donna, Texas

ValOne of :the most aUrac:tive of :the fine motels in the
ley is :the Don-W es Motel of Donna , on Highw ay 83.

u1 1ng o w 1:te
urc 1s a magn1 1cen
onna has many beauti ful church es.

Beauti ful home of Mr. and Mrs. Orval Stites.

e

1961 Lower Rio Grand e Valley Yearbooks are on
sale at the Don-W es Motel, the Donna Drug and
Riley Drug Store.

(Conti nued from Page 57)
than in Donna . The schools are A-1, the church es are
beauti ful with almos t every denomination repre ented-an d all of the cultur al advan tages are within 15 or
20 minute s' drive.
From Donna , a visitor can go in any directi on
spendi n gthe day explor ing the many beauti ful sights
of the Valley: you can swim or fish in the Gulf you
can visit Old Mexico, you can wande r throug h the historic landm arks of the Valley and still come back to
Donna in the evening.
On the more materi al side, Donna is the outstandi ng city in the Valley in cannin g and proces sing
fruits and vegeta bles. Donna had the bigges t payrol l
of any place in the Valley during 1959 of any other
city in the Valley from cannin g and proces sing.
Also, severa l other small indust ries emplo ying less
than 25 people are locate d in Donna , which adds to
the genera l econom ical welfar e of the comm unity.
Donna is proud of the fact that there is less juvenile delinq uency in Donna than in any other city
in the Valley. Our young people are known throug hout Texas for the fine work they do in school activities, 4-H club and FFA activities. It is unusu al indeed
to not have a Donna boy or girl taking honors in statewide compe tition.
LIST YOUR PROPERTY WITH US

COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE

Do nn a In su ran ce Co mps an y
Real Estat e and Renta/,s - Donn a, Texa
ELSIE COLLIER

A. S. COLLIER

J. H. MIDDLEBROOKS

EVERYTHING FOR "MY LAD Y!"
"Wher e Good Clothes Are Nat Expen sive"

S . . . MILLINERY, exclusive model s
DRESSES for every occasion, fashio ned by FAMOUS NAME
wear, hose, etc. The most beaut iful select ion of
ACCESSORIES of all kinds -hand bags, gloves, under
ion.
COSTUME JEWELRY in the Valley . GIFTS for every occas
Mabel Colli r Epprig ht and her able assistants, Mrs.
Virgil Henry and Mrs. Claren ce Miller will be delighte d to meet you and show you our beauti ful
merch andise .
Home folks and visitors, alike, will be welco medThis shop is locate d in the Donna Hotel Buildi ng
facing the highw ay. Plenty of parkin g space just
east of hotel buildin g.
Phone HO 4-215 1, Donna
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Comm unity

million dollar resort type hotel- The Echo Motor
Hotel.

E D IN B U R G
The Gatew ay City

THE CITY WITH A PAIR OF PERSONALITIES
By Edinb urg Chamber of Commerce

you
MI~H T say Edinb urg is a sort of two-fa ced town.
On the one hand, it is a hard-w orking ,
. get~th

lngs-d one town, full_ of drive and ambit ion
gomg , liveab le sort of place with beaut iful parks, churc. . . and on the other, it's a pleasa nt, easyhes, schools and public buildi ngs.
.
Actually:. this appar e~t. two-fa ced personality is quite
confusing unless you stop to consider that
it wa~ the -~nve and ~mb1t10n that made the city a
pleasa
nt, liveable sort of place. The pleasa ntness
and liveab ility of Edmb urg is being under scored now
by a new housin g boom of major propo rtions .
Joe Davis, Mayor of Edinb urg, speaking at the groun d-brea king cerem onies
for the beauti ful Echo Motor Hotel.

Buildin g has started in two new subdivisions in Edinbu
rg
in the past year, ~d two_ 0~1ers were ~xpanded.
The comme rcial bmldin g boom is continuing with
than $2,000,000 in ~onstructi<:>n under way. The largest more
projects are the new Edmbu rg High School and three
new buildincrs
on
Pan
Americ an College's West Campu s.
0
Edinbu rg citizens and visitors alike enjoy the growin
g recreatio n area in_ the_ sou1f1 ~art of the city. !he area
includes
South Park, with its picmc grounds, tounst
club building,
swimming pool, midge t race car. track an~ baseba ll
as well as a numbe r of comme rcial recreat ion enterpr diamonds,
ises.
Going back a few years, Edinbu rg was declining.
The first major improv ement was the buildin g
of the
modern istic million and a half dollar Courth ouse
ter of town. From there, the city began improving in the cenitself in all
directions.

In May of 1954, one of the finest county courth
to grace a county seat was dedica ted in Edinbouses evE:r
urg. This
magni ficent, marbl e, granit e, steel and glass struct1:
1re is
compl etely aircon ditione d and cost $1,500,000 to
build.

Fi rs t State Ba nk & Trust Co.
EDINBURG'S LEADING BANK
WE OFFER COMPLETE BANK ING SERVICE e
DRIVE-IN FACILITIES
OF'FICERS
J.C. LOON EY
Presid ent
E. W. SCHR ADER
Exec. Vice Presid ent
V. Pres. and Cashie r
A. L.HA RPER
CANU TO GARC IA, JR.
Asst. Cashie r
RAMO N LOPE Z
Asst. Cashie r
ARNO LDO GARC IA
Asst. Cashie r
Memb er Federa l Depos it

Joe E. Davis
A. L . Harpe r
Harry L. Hartle y
Richa rd King, Jr.
J . C. Loone y
Insura nce Corpo ration
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DIREC TORS
T. M. Melde n
V. F. Neuha us
J.C.P owell
H. Rouw
E.W. Schra der

s Pack ing Plan t
The Nati on's New est and Most Mod ern Citru

re gen tle and redu ced han dlin g thro ugh
Spe cial ly desi gne d and eng inee red to assu
ry and equ ipm ent to deli ver the wor ld's
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that is!) to the con sum er with min imu m
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oper ation

Verti cal Cull Eleva tor.
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conta ining
Porta ble Palle t Bin Harv estin g Boxe s
abou t 1250 Poun ds Net.
Auto mati c Hydr aulic Dum p.
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g, Shi ppi ng, Sel ling and
Ne arl y 100 Ye ars of Citrus Gro win g, Pac kin
Ter min al Ma rke t Experience.

ltie s
Fa ncy Gif t Pa cka ges ls On e Of Ou r Spe cia

CHAS. A. ROGERS & SONS
Phone HO 4-1346
Donna, Texas
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Scene at Delta Lake near Elsa.

s
A

Dixon Concrete
Products Co.
Our Motto

"QUALITY and SERVICE"
•
•

Water Tanks
e Grease Traps
Drain Tile
• Pier Blocks
• Reinforced Septic Tank
• Stock Troughs

This modern, reinf~rced concrete Septic tank is being
used by hundreds of
satisfied owners in
suburban homes all
over the V a 11 e y •
These tanks can be
furnished in 200, 300
and 500 gallon sizes,
or in combination
for 600 gallon and
larger systems. We
de 1 iv er. Valley.
Wide.

Elsa, Texas
Phone AM 2-1181

See Us
First

ieautiful School Between Elsa and Edcouch.

The delightful little City of Elsa was named f
Mrs. Elsie George. It .is the Spanish equivalent
Elsie. At the age of 88 she's alert
and watching with great interest
ELSA grow.
When Elsa was founded in
1927-her founders had great vision who "planned well" - wide
streets, ample facilities for good
utilities, schools, churches, with
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every facility for industrial and residential expansion
and subsequent history has justified all the plans of
her founders. All the dreams of a man who yearns
for soil, rich in productivity, blessed with sunshine
300 days in the year, with abundant irrigation water,
ideal climate, where children may play out doors the
year round and grow up in a community blessed with
every advantage-Yes, Elsa offers everything to entice the new resident.

ELSA STATE BANI{
AND TRUST CO.
ELSA, TEXAS

OFFICERS
E. C. BREEDLOVE ______________ President
SAM F. McCLURE ____________ Vice-President and Cashier
OLGA REYES --------------------- Assistant Cashier

DIRECTORS
E. C. Breedlove
Sam F. McClure
Frank A. Smith
Melvin A. Giese
R. B. Carter

Conly Bell
Henry C. Morris
E.W. Schrader
Harry L. Hartley
Rogers B. Mize
Wood Christian
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Capital and Surplus, $150,000.00
Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

As can be expec ted,
Pan Amer ican Colle ge
is very activ e in inter Am eric an relati on ships , and this will be
evide nt in the new
colleg e camp us imme diate ly west of Edinb urg's city limits . The
100-a cre site alrea dy is
the locati on of the Pan
Amer ican Obse rvato ry,
know n w idely for its
work in track ing sat ellite s.

FIRST NATIONAL
BANK
IN EDIN BUR G , T"EXAS

OFFI CE.R S
Ernes t .R. Johns on

Presi dent

L. A. Bues cher
W. C . .Reyn olds

Vice Pres.

Harr y M. Byer s
This pictu re of
Lynn e Delle and
Brad en,
Rand e
daug hter and son
of Mr. and Mrs.
E. B. Brad en of
Edinb urg, w a s
take n at the
Posse
Sheri ff's
Aren a, South of
Edinb urg.

ltural city in
Edinb urg is regar ded as the leadin g agricu
summ er and more
the Valley . More cotton is ginne d here in thecity durin g the fall,
fruits and veget abl s are shipp ed out of the
winte r and pring than any other Valley point. ing contai ner
Edinb urg's Intern ationa l Paper Co. shipp
agricu lture conplant was doubl ed in ize this year. Other
cts, an agricu ltural chem~ecte d indus tries includ e Tide Produ
icals plant, and a numb er of mach inery firms. larges t dairy
The Golde n Jersey Cream ery, one of the
anoth er major expan produ cts plant in the area, comp leted uted
over a wide area
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DI.RECTO.RS

E . B . Brad en

V. D. Hoffm aster Jr.
Erne st .R. John son

L.A. Bues cher
Nix H arrin gton

J. W. Walla ce

E . G . H en richs on

W. D. Wood roof Jr.

Lloyd M. Bents en

W. C . .Reyn olds

Corp oratio n
Mem ber of Feder al Depo sit Insur ance
Mem ber of Feder al Reser ve Syste m

REAL ESTATE
EDINBURG, TEXAS

T. H. McClelland
Serving the Edinburg Com muni ty Since 1929

Buy-Self or Trade
908 So. Clos ner

SERVING THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY
FOR OVER 30 YEARS WIT H
QUALITY VALLEY MILK,
ICE CREAM and ALL DAIRY PRODUCTS.
"Wh at the Valley Make s-M akes the Valley"

I

Edin burg , Texa s

Phone DU 3-16 05
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Vice Pres. & Cash ier
Asst. Cash ier

. Phon e DU 3-2262

(Con tinue d from Page 64)
statistics such as the comp ariso n of the
pr.operty real and .pers onal , of $68,178,26true valu e
with $128,509,109 m 1959 .. Another statis 1 in 1950
lustr ates the city s grow th is the increase tic that ili·n ·
· e d f.
denv
mm the two per cent gross recei pt taxmcom
f the
utili ties- gas, electricity, and telephone.
The t ~ 1
$22,650 ii::t 1950 a~d $?9,605 in 1959, repre
sentso aa
per cent . mcrea.se m ~me years.
300
Dun ng this p~no d, reve nue from sources
othe r
than prop erty tax mcre ased from $170,880
to
$381
_
859. Expe nditu res for oper ation of the city
incl di '
paym ent of the de~t , were incre ased fro~
$l'ro
to $381 ,859. Expe nditu res for oper ation of
elud ing paym ent of the debt , were increthe c·ty' •
ased {' m$482,922 to $1,251,318.
rom
A defin ite .sign
th of the city i·s th f t
. . of rrow
.
e ac
that more s~bdiv1S1ons nme teen containin
are now bem g. deve lope d than at any timeg 535 lots)
in its history ..cons truct i~n work, a sure sign of a grow
ing city
hit high ~eak s m 1952 when $4,540,859
tion perrm ts were reco rded and in 1957 in construe:
, for a total
of $6,329,072. In Mar ch 1960 alone, perm
its total ed
$519,995,000.
Reac tivat ion of the Harl inge n Air Forc
Ap~il li 1952, was a majo r facto r in the city's e B
whic h is n:ark ed by a seventy-four per cent gro ~:
increase
in I?opulation. E.stim.ated popu latio n on
the
fiftieth
anm vers ary of its mco rpora tion
above 38 000
Popu latio n of the base approximatesis3000
·
Port Harl inge n, six miles east of the· city '
on the

Harli ngen 's hand some Cham ber of Com
merc e build ing.

f

Arroyo Colorado, was formally open ed on
Febr uary
27, 1952, and since has had a subs tanti
al grow th in
the num ber of industries. Tonn age has incre
ased from
25,000 tons to 200,000 tons.
Tourism as a factor in the city's econ
ceed ed all expectations durin g the past omy has exfive years.
According to Jeff Bell, secre tary of the
Cham ber of
Commerce, the tourist indu stry in Harl inge
n has increas ed in this brief time from one milli
on to five
II?1lfon dollars. A total of 632 individuals
joine d the
city s Tour ist Club the past season.
(Con tinue d on Page 66)
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1961 Valle y Year book s
may be purc hased from
Judy -Lin Mote l, City
News &: Drug and
Day's Drug Store in
Harl ingen .
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE
OVER $2,0 00,0 00.0 0

A.
Com plet e
Tru st
Dep artm ent

~he

FIRST NATIONAL
OF HAR LING EN

Bank

Memb er of Federal
Depo sit Insurance Corp.
Memb er
Federal Reserve Syste m

OFF ICE RS
DIR ECT OR S
A. L. BE OIST
J . . L. BOGGUS
J. B. BRADY
E. C. BREE DLO VE
E. CLIN TOr BREE DLO VE
HILL COC KE
STA LEY B. CRO CKE TT

V. F. NEUHAUS
F. EARL DAVIS
EVAN HURST
F. W. RUNNELS
EWT ON A. SPILMAN
CHARLES A. W ASHMON

E. C. BREEDLOVE ___________________________ Chair
EV AN HURST ______________ Vice-Chair man of the Board
man of the Board
E. CLI1 TON BREEDLOVE _________________
____ President
J. B. BRADY ___ ___ ___ _____ Execu
tive Vice President
JACK B. JONES -------------------------------------ROBERT C. FRAILING ________________ Assis -- Vice President
tant Vice President
A. W. POLZI ---------------------------- ___Assis
tant Vice President
C. NEAL DuBOIS ____ ____ ____ ____
MARY LEE SPILMA r ____ ____ ____ ___ ____ _ Cashier
FRED A. BOOTH ___________ Assistant Cashi Assistant Cashier
er and Comptroller
H. KEITH KEN EDY ____ ____ ___
__ _ Assistant Cashier
MRS. W. K. ROMINE ________________________
__ Assistant Cashier
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JEFF BELL

Manager of Harlinge n
Chambe r of Commer ce

THE AGRICULTURAL, INDUSTRIAL AND
TRANSPORTATION CENTER . . . . .

Military

Medical

Cotton Center

Comme rce
Publicit y in Harlingen Section was furnished by Harlingen Chambe r of

ffARLI

was founded in 1904 by
GE.1. -one of the younges t cities in the whole area of the storied Rio Grande,
water, and then made
with
be
it could
. pioneer s who looked upon the rough brush country, visualiz ed what
office buil~ing s,
mode~n
with
city
a
is
It
.
Junction
0eir dr~a_ms come true! Harling en is no longer Six-Shooter
d by glistendisplace
been
has
Valley
the
of
cactus
and
brush
The
ion.
populat
38,000
~Ir co_nditioned hotels and
Lon Hill's
Old
.
gardens
and
groves
citrus
ing
blossom
of
mg highway s; prosper ous towns and miles upon miles
way.
big
a
in
through
came
dream
the broad strokes of a few pertine nt
A general picture of Harling en' s growth in ·the past decade is outlined in
(Contin ued on Page 65)

Beau tiful

JUDY-LIN MOTEL
"Your Home Away
from Home"

For Reserva tions Phone
GA 3-0866 or GA 3-0867

COMPL ETELY
AIR CONDIT IONED
BY REFRIG ERATIO N

SHUFFL E BOARD

VENTED HEAT
ROOM PHONE S AND
FREE TV

One Mile South on Highwa y 77
HARLI NGEN, TEXAS
Owned and Operated by Merrill and Mildred Sayer

Only 30 Minute s from
Old Mexico or Padre Island
Page 64

CAR PORTS FOR
EVERY ROOM
TEN KITCHE NETTES
FREE COFFEE

Complete Investment Service
Listed and Unlisted

STOCKS AND BONDS
BOUGHT - SOLD - QUOTED

RAUSCHER, PIERCE & CO.
INC.

Member New York Stock Exchang e
Midwest Stock Exchang e
America n Stock Exchang e (Associa te)
W. S. MOOTH ART, Resident Manager
106 E. Van Burean
Harlinge n, Texas
Phone GA 3-6844

For Your Health's Sake Drink . . .

OZARK.A WATER
(Contin ued from Page 66)

Just as

Indicati_v~ of the im~orta nce of Harlingen's increased . pos1t10n as th~ pivot city and transpor tation
center of the Valley 1s the amount being spent by
the state and Federal governments within the city
limits for t~e. two expre~sways, US Highwa y 77 and
83 - ten nnlhon dollars 1s the impressive figure.
ew constru ction in 1959 at the Harvey Richards
Field puts the municip al airport in a key position when
air lines switch to larger type planes.
Also constru cted during this period were the new
city hall and the Lon C. Hill Memori al Library Building, the latter at a cost of approxi mately $100,000. Cost
of consb·u ction and furnishings of the city hall was
$235,380. Total fixed assets of building s and the equipment used in operatio n of the city is $2,331,358.
Harling en's public school system has kept pace
with its commu nity's growth. Its 14 school plants are
staffed by 402 teachers and attende d by 10,463 students. The increase from an enrollm ent of 5,662 in
1950, points up another double in populat ion of this
decade. Enrollm ent in the departm ent for the exception al or handica pped children has increase d to

ature Made It

Delici ous Untre ated
Sprin g Water
-OR-

Polar
Table Water
De-Min eralized and Filtered
219 N. Commer ce

Phone GA 3-2107

HARLIN GEN, TEXAS

133. Fourtee n teachers work with this group.
Harling en's new senior high school, first occupied Decemb er 19, 1958, is conside red one of ~e m?st
modem schools in Texas. Total cost of the pro1ect mcluding grounds was $1,485,000.

211 E. Harrison

Multip le Listin g Servic e
H. W. Bahnma n, Certified Master Broker
HARLIN GEN

Appraisal,s - Renta ls - Sales
Page 67

Downtown
Harlingen's
Eating Place

LOBSTERS

FISH

SHRIMP

CHARCOAL BROILED

OYSTERS

SPARE RIBS-STEAKS

DELICIOUS CHARCOAL
BROILED MEATS
U. S. GRADE A BEEF STEAKS
SHISH KEBOBS

Your Host - Jim Wheeler
OWNER--MANAGER

103 EAST VAN BUREN

(Continued from Page 65)
The Fiesta Turista, staged annually for the past
four ye~rs, h~s become a week-long round of special
events m which local residents share with the visitors in management and participation.
Two other events that have come into the forefront with national recognition during this decade
are th~ "Life Begins At Forty" Annual Golf Tournament m _ea~ly ~ebruary, now in its eighth year, and
The N at10n t Frrst Bale of Cotton Contest and First
Bale Auction, held during the annual Cotton Week in
June.
. Harlingen, a hub city, also is a medical and hospital c~nter. Th~ new Valley Baptist Hospital, completed m 1956, 1s a two and a quarter million dollar

The Ce n i: u r y
Plant, so - called
because of i:he
erroneous belief
that ii blooms
only when 100
years old, has
leaves sometimes
6 feet long and
a flower si:alk up
i:o 40 feei: high.

The Lower Rio Grande Valley
owes much i:o the vision of its
grand old pioneer, Lon C. Hill, ~r.
Hill first: came to i:he Valley m
1900 when ii: was a lii:i:le more than
brushland and became so imbued
with visions of the great: agricultural possibilities of this section
that he gave up his law practice
and began his tireless job of colonizing the most feri:ile valley on
earth. He acquired the original
town site of Harlingen which he
purchased from Henriei:i:a King,
widow of Captain King, founder of
the famous King Ranch. This year
Harlingen celebrated her Golden
Anniversary April 24 through i:he
30th. This week-long celebration
was reminiscent of the days in
1910 when Harlingen was indeed
"Six-Shooter Junction." The Harlingen of today, with its wide
streets, modern lighting, beautiful buildings and parks, leaves one
wondering whether Lon Hill, foresaw whai: "Six-Shooter" junction
would become within a half century.

plant. Additional facilities are the Sams Children Center, the Reber Memorial Radiation Clinic for cobalt
treatment of cancer, and the School for Vocational
Nurses.
The Harlingen State Tuberculosis Hospital, completed in 1955 at a cost of $2,368,000, received its first
patients January 9, 1956.
(Continued on Page 67)

Harlingen National Bank
"Harlingen's Home-Owned Bank"
OFFICERS
D. B. Dunkin, President
Sam Countiss, Vice President
Paul M. Johnson, Vice President
James L. Mayer, Cashier
J.M. Powers, Asst. Vice Pres.
Dial M. Dunkin, Asst. Vice Pres.
R. C. Blaylock, Asst. Cashier
J.E. Tarr, Asst. Cashier
T. S. Youngblood, Asst. Cashier
Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Member of Federal Reserve System
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On Guerr a Brothe rs fine ranch land roam much
fine stock.

LINN, TEXAS . • •
One of the Most Unu sua l Toiuns in Tex as.

LIN~ is a small town, just outside the Irrigation Distr~cts' boundary

Imes, set long ago by Rippa rian Wate r Rights
under groun d suppl y of fresh sweet water and her. But Lmn has a vast
wells enabl e her to
g~ow any~ ~g and every thing the rest of the Valley
Lmn ternto nes have oil and cattle contri buting to thecan grow. _Besides
of the_ <?~erra Brothers, pioneers who originally owne health y mcom~s
tha~ VIcm1ty. They still do-an d if you are intere sted d all _the _land m
in buym g mto the
?ehgh tful town of Linn, with her great promi
Just drop in and talk to the Guerr a brothers. ses of future develo pmen t,
Linn has wond erful land- under groun d water
ranch land, able to suppo rt much cattle -orch ards and, rich oil deposits,
vast cotton fields every~hing contri buting to prosperity! Besides Linn is
only 16 miles north
of Edinb urg, which enables any reside nt of Linn to
enjoy all of the c_~t~ral advan tages offere d by the count y seat of Hidal
go Count y. mt
Li~, Texas and
residents of Linn. see for yourself the wond rous oppor tunitie s await ing
. The ~uerr a B~others ?Wn a beaut iful gei:ieral store,
filling station,
gm-a ll built of white Austin Stone and on theu ranch
cattle - oil wells of Linn dot the landsc ape and freshlands roam many
water farms now using wells -grow everything.

Inve stiga te the fine oppo rtun ities for inve stme nt
at Linn , Texa s, a new town in the mak ing. Here
you can "get in on the grou nd floor ."
Air view of Linn, Texas , owned by Guerr a Brothe
rs, 17 miles N. of Edinb urg.

FAMO US

FOREMOST
HOMOGENIZED MILK
Many people
come to the Valley largely because they can
get papayas - a
, deliciou s tropical
fruit containi ng
pepsin, the most
needed digestiv e
fluid known to
man.

Tastes Better!
You can't beat the nationa lly famous taste of FOREMOST MILK.
Drink FOREMOST for pep and energy.
Remember! All milk is good - but
be SURE to get the milk that has
earned the Good Housekeeping
Seal .... get famous FOREMOST
MILK.
JOHN L. WHITE, Distribu tor

''lt'I BETTER tll•11 (}ood!

•, , It's lfJREMfJIT!''

LA FERIA ...

a village on the Anoyo

Y YEARS ago there was
MAColorad
o about two miles from the present town
caused the

of La Feria. Indian raids and other things
settlers to leave-b ut the name La Feria survived. It
mean "The Fair" - a market center of more or less
perman ent nature or Trading Post.
The sustaini ng industry is of course- Agricul ture.
Cotton, citrus and vegetab les grow in every direction for miles. Some of the largest and most modern
citrus and veg table packing plants in the Valley are
locat d at La F eria, as well as three cotton gins.

READ THE YEARBOOK
Send One To A Friend!
It "sells" the Valley with its fine
publicity and pictures.

-Fc,REMOST

DAIRIES

LA FERIA, TEXAS

Due to low investm ent cost and reasona ble taxes
several large industri al . plan~s ?av~ located at . La
Feria maintai ning a daily distnbu tion-Va lley-w1 de.
La Feria has never had a river water connect ion.
It is situated on top of a good undergr ound water
supply reached by two wells, 240 feet deep.
La Feria continu es to grow soundly and steadily ,
primari ly as a resident ial town on the fringe of the
great industri al expansion along the lower Gulf coast.
La Feria is proud of having one of the finest
American Legion building s in the Valley. ow she
may 'brag" about having their own Joe Gavito bei~g
re-elect ed as Preside nt of the Texas Canners Association for 1960.

Th e First Na tio nal
Ba nk ...
LA FERIA, TEXAS

A.n Institu tion of Servic e Dedic ated to a
Stron g and Progr essfoe Comm unity
OFFIC ERS
JOHN C. JONES _ _ _ _ _ _ Chairma n of the Board
__ Vice-Ch airman of the Board
S. H. COLLIE R ___
__ Presiden t
JOHN C. JONES, JR.
____ Vice-Pr esident
RALPH C. PENA, JR.
__ Cashier
OLETA COPPIN
Member of Federal Deposit Insuran ce Corpora tion
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McAllen's Ch~mber of. Commerce building houses one of
the larst tourist halls in Texas.

Agriculture has always been the heart of McAllen
and _the yalley economy. Cotton, for many years the
leadmg smgle product, produces almost a half million
bales annually. But "King Cotton" is giving way to the
world famm.~s Ruby Red Grapefruit that is grown nowhere else m the world except in the Rio Grande
Delta. As. an ex~mple of the vast popularity of this
rare and nch <:Iehcacy, the very first shipment of Ruby
Red Grape~rmt went to Southern California this year.
The City of McAllen is located atop one of the
richest natural gas deposits in Texas. The Oil Indusb·y is fast closing in on agriculture as the most important industry of the Valley and McAllen particularly. McAllen has become the Oil Center of South
Texas with an average of 15 oil families a month
moving to Mc.Allen.
With the completion of over $5 million in civic
imp~ovements la~t. year, one of these being a new
Milho~ Dollar Civic Center,. McAllen is welcoming a
new mdustry-the Convention delegate. Since the
Civic Center opened last April, ten conventions have

r=:Think

AIR VIEW OF THE CITY OF McALLEN

already been held with a total of over 3,000 delegates.
Already, more than that number has been scheduled
for 1961 and in the future. It is generally conced~d
that this will become an increasingly important mdustry in McAllen.
.
Because of the year round tropical climate ~th
its warm winters, McAllen hosts over 6,000 wm!er
visitors from the orthern States every winter. With
its many luxury hotels and motels being co~tructed, increasing numbers are being attracted. With one
of the largest Tourist Clubs in the Southwest, provided by the Chamber of Commerce, over. 1,200 are
dues paying members yearly. The Club is opened
on October 15th and closes April 1st each _year. A
tourist directors is provided to help the _tourists plan
their daily activities which include Bndge to~aments, pot-luck suppers, two dances we kly, sewmg
clubs, etc. There are over 40 shuffleboard courts pro( Continued on Page 72)

FIRST When Money Matters:==i

A SERVICE INSTITUTION WHERE BANKING IS A PLEASURE!

"Every Service For Everyone"
DIRECTORS
OFFICERS

Elmer C. Bentsen
Lloyd M. Bentsen
Leroy A . Buescher
Norman E. Buescher
Horace Etchison
D. V. Guerra
Sam Lack
M. R. Nelson
B. A. Spillar
Henry Wiesehan

LLOYD M. BENTSEN, Chairman of Board
ELMER C. BENTSEN, President
B. A. SPILLAR, Exec. Vice-President
J. DUDLEY WATSON, Vice-President
LEROY A. BUESCHER, Vice-President .
JOE M. LOFTON, Vice-President & Cashier
A. F. NORRIS, Ass't. Vice-President
EVELYN BLONDEAU, Ass't. Cashier
JOHN C. LANE, Ass't. Cashier
R. R. MUNZENMAIER, Ass't. Cashier
DWIGHT S. JAMES, Trust Officer

Capital Funds Over $1,000,000-Toial Resources in excess of $18,000,000
BEAUMONT to CHICAGO

on 15th Street

WITH THIS GREAT AGRICULTURAL ·
AREA - THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY
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MEMBER:::J

Federal Reserve System
F. D. I. C.

The beautif ul Casa de Palmas Hotel in McAllen is one of the centers of Valley social
activiti es.

cALLEN
:Jhe Cit'I o/ Pafrrw
Publicity in this section was furnished through the
courtesy of the McAllen Chamber of Commerce
d to by all its residen ts, is the
McAllen, Texas, the "City of Palms" as it is affectio nately referre Rio Grande Valley of Texas.
Lower
acknow ledged Tourist , Conven tion, Oil and Retail center of the
, the sister cities of Reynos a,
Locate d only eight miles from romant ic and carefre e old Mexico
the area as one of orth Ameiic a's
Mexico and McAlle n work hand in hand in further promo ting
fastest expand ing playgr ound for vacatio ners.
beautif ul swayin g palm trees,
In this lush tropica l surroun dings, with all the streets lined with
by a vast inigati on networ k
year
a
month
the delta lands on each side of the border, watere d twelve
round.
of canals, vegetab les grow the year

I

McALLEN STATE BANK

I

McAllen, Texas

DIR ECT ORS
PHILL IP BOEYE
WOOD S CHRIS TIAN
CHAS. J. HOLLA ND
ALFRE D A. KING
T. M. MELDE N
V.F. NEUHA US
HUGH ROUW
H. L. HARTL EY
J. R. ST. CLAIR
0. A. TERRY
W. D. WHAL EN

I

OFF ICE RS
Board
V. F. NEUHA US _ _ _ _ _ Chairm an of
nt
Preside
_
_
_
_
_
_
HARRY L. HARTL EY _
Cashier
and
es.
Vice-Pr
ELLIO TT B. BOTTO M ________
RUFFI N A. COOPE R _____ __ _ Vice-Pr esident
T. M. MELDE N _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Vice-Pr esident
J. R. ST. CLAIR _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Vice-Pr esident
ROBER T A. McALL EN _ _ _ _ Assista nt Cashier
REYNA LDO ZAMOR A _______________ Assista nt Cashier

Membe r Federa l Deposit Insuran ce Corpor ation
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The Valle y's m O s t
progr essiv e c i t y ,
M_c A 11 en, is 236
miles south west of
S ~ n Anton io; 336
miles south west of
Hous ton. Take u. s.
2 ~ 1 to Pharr ,
turn
right on u. s. 83
only 3 miles ; or take
U • ~- 83 to McAl len.
Tram s, b u s lines
a~d an air line furnish regul ar passe nger servic e to McAllen . Warm , dry,
sunsh iny w i n t er s
and summ ers coole r
th an most of the
South and Midd lewest, due to aridit y
and Gulf breez es.
Aver age
temp erature 73 degre es. In
the summ er or winter, you can swim ,
h~r:it, play golf, fish,
visit alluri ng Mexi co, moto r throu gh
orang e grove s and
1?sh v e g e t a b 1 e
fields ; plan a trip
to Mexi co City or
Mont errey .

LEED. ROWE

Rea ltor s

Estab lished 1926
HAR OLD B. HALL

HOMES
CITY PROPERTY
FARM LANDS
Prope rty
1414 Cedar

McAL LEN

ana;; emen t
P h ne MU 5-382 2

(Con tinue d from Page 72)
to Mexico. The bridg e is muni cipal ly owne
d by the
City of McAllen, just recen tly purch ased. Each
year,
the numb er of Crossings conti nues to incre
ase.
In plann ing for the futur e McAllen the
ficials who are using the mast er city plannlocal ofers' statistics are payin g parti cular atten tion to the
visitors, who are consi dered an integ ral part wint er
of McAllen's economic life.
Whil e many persons conti nue to move into
the
area, perm anen tly, part- time resid ents, or wint
itors, are contr ibuti ng more yearl y to the er visValley's
economy.
All indications point to the fact that McA
and the entir e Rio Gran de Valley will conti llen
be one of the fastest grow ing areas in the counnue to
try.

Enj oy H01ne Lux ury
awa y from hom e!

Yo ur Ho st For Y ou.r Ho lid ay

• • •

H O L ID A Y IN N
200 0 South 10t h

•

McAllen

Din ing Un sur pas sed
Supe rb cuisine prep ared by master chefs.
Delicious
Steaks and Seafoods prep ared . Complete
Breakfast, Lunch and Dinners as well as short
orders all
thru the day.
PRIVATE CLUBS AND DINI NG ROO M
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It's like turni ng at your own home
drive way, when you pause in your
trip at the distin ctive sign
of a Holid ay Inn .Here you can
comfo rtabl y relax , in settin gs of luxur y
. . . with year- round air condi tionin g
under your contr ol, teleph one
switc hboar d servi ce, and a spotle ss tiled
dress ing room and bath. A fine
restau rant, a swim ming pool, a
Holid ay Room for busin ess meeti ngs,
comp lete hotel servi ce at your call,
speci al provi sions for child ren and for
famil y pets ... all these , and more ,
are part of the hospi tality that await s
you. For quiet luxur y witho ut
extra vagan ce, your logica l first choic e
is the Holid ay Inn ... your fine
home away from home .
McAl len Missi on -

108 Units
80 Units

Lared o - On San Anto nio
High way - 108 Units

CURRENT
DIVIDEND

RATE
4%

SAVINGS
& LOAN
ASSOCIATION
OF TEXAS
509 S . MAIN
P. 0. BOX 309
McALLE N . TEXAS

Savings & Investments Insured up to $10,00 0.00
by the Federal Savings & Loan Insurance Corporation . Save by Mail or Use Our Drive-In Window or Parking Area at 509 S. Main, McAlle n,
Texas.

OFFICERS:

ALMOS T EVERY HOME HAS
ITS CLUMP OF BANAN AS

CARL J. KLINGER

LLOYD M. BENTSEN , SR,

VICE PRESIDENT

CHAIRMAN

(Contin ued from Page 71)
vided for their enjoym ent and the Annual State Shuffleboard Tourna ment attracts entries from almost
every state in the union.
All the states represe nted who have resident s
who come to McAlle n for the winter have their own
clubs, such as the Iowa Association which has had
more visitors to the Valley for a number of years. An
Iowa-M cAllen picnic is held each Winter in McAllen
with more than 600 usually in attenda nce and the
same group has a summer picnic in some city in Iowa.
Iowa and Minnes ota are the two leading states who
have the largest number winterin g in McAllen.
McAllen is one of the fastest growing cities in
the state which shows a 60 per cent increase in its
populat ion over the past 10 years. It now has a population of 32,618 as shown by the last official census.

VANNIE E. COOK, JR,

HORACE ETCHISO N

VICE PRESIDEN T

PRESIDENT

DONALD L. BENTSEN

J, J. MORROW

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDEN T

SECRETAR Y-TREASUR ER

There are three major U. S. Hiways coming into the
area. These are U. S. 83, U. S. 281 and U. S. 77.
McAllen's Miller Internat ional Airport is one of the
busiest air termina ls serviced by Trans-T exas Airways. McAllen is also serviced by Missouri-Pacific
and Souther n Pacific Railroad s and Contine ntal
Trailwa ys Bus Lines.
The McAllen-Reynosa Gatewa y Bridge to old
Mexico is one of the most popular ports of entry
(Contin ued on Page 73)

TROY CLEANING AND LAUNDRY
Pion eer Dry Clea ners of Hida lgo Coun ty
McALL EN-309 So. Broadway, Ph. MUS-5871

FUR & WOOL STORAGE

Sani tone Awa rd
"Disting uished Service Award presente d to
Troy Cleaning Compan y for 20 Years of
Outstan ding Service to Your Commun ity in
Establis hing the Highest Standar ds of Dry
Cleaning Excellen ce. YOU HAVE COMBINED CRAF TSMA NSHIP , K.l"\J'OWLEDGE, NEW TECHN IQUES and ETHICAL DIRECT ION to a degree which warrants the apprecia tion of the entire industry."
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PHARR

LICENSED SANITONE DRY CLEANERS

Relax, Play,
Have Fun ...
McAllen and the Lower Rio Grande
Valley of Texas provides the vacationer or
resident with all varieties of activities . . .
Golf on palm lined courses . . . Enjoy yourself shopping the markets of Old Mexico
in Reynosa . . . Play in the sun and surf
at nearby Padre beach ... Or just take it
easy in the year-round sunshine . . . Fine
accommodations . . . Friendly people to
greet you . . . Fun _for the entire family ...
Where mesqmte and ca?tus once grew, McAllen
stands on t~e delta of the Rio Grande River . . . The
center . of nch farm and citrus lands where bandits
and wild cattl~ once held sway, a modem city has become the ~eading gateway to romantic Old Mexico . ..
Mc:"-llen is one of t~e fastes~ growing cities in the
Umted States . . . It is a leading resort city ... One
of the most modem convention cities in the Southwest . . . with a new Civic Center that seats 1800 .. .
Off ~rs all the conveniences of ?ity life in a relaxing
setti11:g of pa~m ti·ees and sunshme ... Modem , progressive retail stores, excellent medical and hospital
facilities .. . one of Texas' hi~hest rated school systems . . . A warm welcome awaits every visitor . . .

Pictured here is one of the beautiful new homes in McAllen belonging to Mr. and Mrs. Herman F. Johns. Mr•
Johns is one of McAllen's pioneer realtors.

H. F. JOHNS REALTY CO.
For Your Real Estate Needs See Us

In The Valley Since 1923
Industrial Property

Many of the Southwest's finest selectio,n s of hotels and
mC?tels m McAllen h_ave aUra7tive swimming pools, as
this one at the beautiful Flamingo-Frontier Motor Ho,t el
on North 10th Street.

Farm Lands & Orchards
City Property
Loans & Rentals
202-A SOUTH BROADWAY

MU 6-5941 - Phone - MU 6- 1102

The 1961 Lower Rio Grande Valley Yearbook may be purchased in McAlle nat the following places:
THE HOLIDAY INN, 2000 S . 10th
THE CASA DE PALMAS HOTEL, 113 N. Main
FLAMINGO-FRONTIER HOTEL , 1700 N. 10th
SANBORN'S TRAVEL AGENTS , 20 S. 10th
KLIN CK-WALGREEN DRUGS
No. 1, 200 S. Main No. 2, 2120 N . 10th

In McALLEN - It's the .

• •

VALLEY FEDERAL
Savings and Loan Association
1311 Beaumont St., McAllen, Texas

PAYS 4% DIVIHENDS SEMI-ANNUALLY
Accounts Started by the 10th of the Mon.t h
pay dividends starting 1st of same month

All accounts to $10,000 insured by Agent
of the Federal Government

Only Federal Ass'n. in the Valley
Page 7.5

One of the oldest known pictures of McAllen, soon after
it was laid out by its founder John B. McAllen.

THE CITY OF McALLEN, TEXAS, IS A
NAME SAKE OF JOHN McALLEN

Charles Clar k
Chev rolet Co.
Dea ler for 27 Yea rs

Sales
COMPLETE SERVICE, incl uding
Body Repair, Paint Shop, Glass
Depa rtment, Automotive Ai rConditioning, and

"0 . K."
USED CARS AND TRUCKS
911 -915 Highway

McAlle n, Texas

CHARLES D. CLARK, Pres.

When it seemed that McAllen's townsite venture
would become a ghost town, left for mesquite brush
and cactus to reconquer, John Closner, another Valley
pioneer, established a townsite two miles east of McAllen's settlement. And the .race was on for popularity
and success between East McAllen and West McAllen.

.

John McAllen, founder of the beautiful Valley city
of that name came to the Rio Grande Valley in the
early 1850's.
Excerpts from J. L. Allhand's "Uriah Lott," dauntless pioneer and man of vision, who brought the railroads to the Valley . . .
"From the bonny shores of Scotland came the ambitious, landless McAllens. Unafraid of frontier dangers were they, these first American settlers in the wilderness. The McAllens became as permanent in the
upper Valley as the mesquite, and as tough. Life there
had been filled with thrilling incidents. They had defended their cattle against rustlers, they had fought
bandits, and had survived droughts and depressions.
It was the McAllens who named the nearby settlement
"Edinburg" after their ancestral home in Scotland.
This place was later renamed Hidalgo.
When the St. Louis, Brownscille & Mexico Railroad reached Santa Anita on August 4, 1904, John McAllen owned more than 10,000 acres of land. When
the rail line arrived, the thrifty and ever energetic
rancher decided to top his career by establishing a
town-site eight miles north of the Hidalgo County
seat - then the red hot border town of Hidalgo on
the river.

' -!Jti]/1/1!!!7 (fJJ@llJ!!!!ltl23
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QUALIFIED
To Serve
\

\

Your Real Estate Needs

\~

In The Rio Grande Valley

"-,

PALM CITY INVESTMENT CORP.
FLAMINGO FRONTIER HOTEL BUILDING
("\
I
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MU6-6265 - MU 6-1192

17 12 North Tenth St.

~,

McALLEN, TEXAS
•.
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S. H. COL LIE R, JR.
Pre side nt of Mer ced es
Boa rd of
City Dev elop men t
and
Cha mbe r of Com mer ce

C. A. RIP LEY
May or of Mer ced es

COL . H. G. S TEI N
Man age r of Mer ced es
Boa rd of
City Dev elop men t and
Cha mbe r of Com mer ce,
and Rio Gra nde Val ley
Liv esto ck Sho w

THE CITY WITH A PLAN
Thi s Page Is Sponsored by the
City of Merced
Cit y Dev elo pme nt and Cha mbe es and Mercedes Board of
r af Com mer ce

MERCEDES is in the cen ter of
the Rio
tan ce to Pad re Isla nd and the war Gra nde Valley wit hin easy driv ing dism wat

II me of the Rio Gra ndeo Val ley Liv esto ck

ShOW and Rod eo.

ers of the Gulf, Lla
and ~el ta La½e for skiing, boa
ting, and fishing, and just ten no Gra nde Lak e
tern atio nal Bnd ge at Progres
o for a glimpse of Old Mexico. min utes to !he _InHer e you will fmd
uev o Pro gre so uni que as to old
the old days and the new. Llano wor ld scenes. A new bor der tow n livi ng in bot h
golf courses in the Valley, one Gra nde Mu nici pal Golf Course, one of the finest
mile sou th of Mercedes.
For reti rem ent, business, vacatio
ns, and for gracious living
per fec t place. You can live in an
atm osp her e of aristocratic simplicMe rced es is the
com e to Me rced es are offe red
ity, and all tha t
tran
tral Valley." You will live lon ger qui lity and enc han tme nt of livi ng in the "Ce nMe rced es wat er, pict ure squ e surrand bet ter in natu re's her itag e of fresh air~ pur e
oundings and marvelous yea r
aro und chma~e.
We wel com e you to come and
an abu nda nce of eve ryth ing tha live wit h us in a frie ndl y city end owe d wit h
"M agic Valley." Mercedes live t helps mak e the Low er Rio Gra nde Vall~y a
orc har ds, cott on and veg etab les and bre athe s in the mid st of Pal m trees, citrus
fields and a coming livestock ind
ed by a hal f million frie ndl y peo
ustr y, surr oun dple hap py to give you a plac e
in the sun.

The R i o Gra nde
V a 11 e y Liv esto ck
Sho w Gro und s. Excell ent C o 1 i s e u m,
spac ious
Stad ium ,
par king spa ce for
10,000 cars . Sho w
date s, Mar ch 22-2 7,
1961.

Mis s Nan cy Pay ne,
Don na, 1961 Cov er
Gir l for the Rio
Gr and e Liv esto ck
Sho w.
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THE
QU EEN
CIT Y

Fairway
House of
Beauty

Whether you live
in the city "or"
in the country
you can have
your home surrounded by beautiful palms and
flowers.

So. 10th St.

- In McAI len It's

ELLEN CARTER'S
Fairway House of Beauty

If you want to look your best Come to -us, we do the rest!

FRONTIER REALTY CO.
REAL TORS

wonderland, there is colorful Monterrey, Mexico's
second city; the world-famous King Ranch; mammoth
Falcon Dam; rich Texas and Mexican oil fields; and a
host of other atb·actions that will make every minute
of your Valley vacation something to remember.
The winter season, covering the period from October to March has experienced a 20 to 25 per cent
increase annually during the past few years on a rogional basis. The number of tourists runs into the
thousands and their expenditures in the Valley into
millions.
About 25,000 persons, or 21 per cent of the Valley's total make McAllen their trip headquarters.
Taking this into account the master city plan
will give attention to additional public recreational
facilities, utilization of the city's new Civic Center for
convention activities, recognition of mobile units as
a living accommodation for tourists and other considerations.

TRAINED AND QUALIFIED
TO R E N D E R COMPLETE
REAL ESTATE S E RV I C E S
AND APPRAISALS.
FLAMINGO-FR ONTIER HOTEL BLDG.
Phone MU 6-4373
1700 N. 10th St.

Colorful Valley Is Land
Of Many Contrasts
The Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas is indeed
a land of color and conb·ast.
Within a few hours of any place in this tropical

A B A SB
"

INSECT CONTROL
SERVICE

FOR PARTICULAR PEOPLE"

1

A. Better and Safer Home
FUNGICIDE -

GERMICIDE -

INSECTICIDE

VALLEY-WIDE ORGANIZATION
McALLEN
901 Main S:t.
Phone MU 6-5477

f

~~---~-------

...........

~ -✓

-

1; t 1;"

HARLINGEN
514 Hwy. 77 By-Pass
Phone GA 3-5716

One of the Valley's
independent
f i n es :t
food stores - Herb's
Super Market, JOO N .
10:th St.
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Urb an Re new al Pro jec t
No w In Progress
T hpe ~ity _of hMerc des has the first Urban Renewa1 ro1ect m t e State of Texas to t
d
. .
~1uch prngies s has been made during geth un er way.
..J. •
year.
comp 1ete w·amag e system has been . te llpast
d wit
. h.m
ms
a
e
the
Area. T. H. Lee Constr uction of c
Chr·
•
.
.
1sti
1s presen tly constru ctmg within the are orpus
.
1y
new samtar y sewage system and the aa .a comp1ete
d
Y
Ie a1so un er
conh·ac t to comple telv refurbi sh oui· wat . d' tI 'b .
e1
·1 ut10n
system. The area will be looped with a 10 1s
· h
. .
-me
pressw e lme to add to the presen t supply of w t
·
.
a er. meteen ( 19) new. fire hych·ants are being installe d with
the ~-esult, obv1?usly, that we will get a substan tial
credit on our msu~a~ce key rate. During the past
year, 315 houses w1thm the area have been rehabilitate?. or conser~~d. _Work is progressing nicely on
additio nal rehab1htat10n units.
Also, a substan tial part of the area for th
Area Park has been acquire d. This Area p eknew
planne d, will furnish the most modern type ofarr ' as
.
. t h e Va11ey.
at10n
area m
ecreThe Urban Renew al Agency planner s have comple_te~ a pro forma plan for the rehabil itation and rebmldm g of the downto wn area along modern useful
lines.
'
The Agency planne rs have just about completed

PRACTICAL DRAWING CO.
WHOL ESALE

Masterpiece Schoo l Supp lies
Offic e Supp lies
Beau tiful Selec tion of Gifts
525 HIGHW AY -

MERCE DES

Tracy Metcalf e, Manage r

a comprehensive Genera l
eighbo rhood Renew al
Plan for north 1ercedes and it is to be xpected that
these plans will be comple ted very soon and an additional Urban Renew al Project inaugu rated north
of the presen t Project Area.
The Board of Commissioners, which is the governing body of the Merced es Urban Renew al Agen':y,
is comprised of: Commissioner E. A. De Jong, chairman; Commissioner Donald Stotler, vice chairm an;
Commissioners J. Edwin Harvey , Elvira Hinojosa and
Rigoberto Salinas.

PRELIMINARY PARK PLAN

Queen City Laundry and Dry Cleaners
COVERING THE VALLEY FROM MERCEDES, TEXA S
First In Personal Service

Licen sed Sanit one
Dry Clean ers
Special Eight Hour Service for Transients
OWNE R-HOW ARD SPARR OW

546 Illinois

Phone LO 5-1882
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One of the outstanding events
of the Rio Grande Valley Livestock Show is the
sensation al Rodeo.

Main Street in Mercedes

First National Bank
Mer cedes , Texas
THE FRIENDLY BANK
OFFICERS
S. H. Collier, Chairma n of Board
Jno. C. Jones, Vice-Ch airman of Boa rd
S. H. Collier, Jr., President
H. G. George, Exec. Vice-Pre sident
Kathryn Herold, Cashier
Me mber of Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Rio Grand e Valley

LIVESTOCK SHOW
By 0. E. VA BERG
Rio Grande Valley Livestoc k Show
of
Presiden t
The Rio Grande Valley Livestoc k Show is an allValley institutio n. It is sponsore d by the four Valley
counties, Hidalgo, Cameron , Willacy, and Starr. The
p eople of the Valley united in this splendid diversifi-
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Grand Champio n Fat Steer of the 1960 Rio Grande Valley
Livestock Show. Claudia Florence of Raymond ville, was
the exhibitor . Also shown is O. E. VanBerg, President of
the Rio Grande Valley Livestock Show.

cation project to build an official 4-H and FFA show
as the outstand ing one in the United States.
The 22nd annual Rio Grande Valley Livestoc k
Show will be held at the Rio Grande Valley Livestoc k
Show grounds at Mercede s, March 22-27, 1961. The
Rio Grande Valley Livestoc k Show and world's Championship Rodeo has become one of the big five official FFA and 4-H Club shows held in Texas. The
FFA and 4-H boys and girls have received nearly a
million dollars since the inception of the first annual
show. The primary function of this show is to bring
a closer relations hip with FFA and 4-H Club boys and
girls and furnish them a place where they can exhibit
their livesotck projects. The show is produced by
citizens of the Valley that conh·ibu te of their time in
making this worthy project one of the finest in the
Valley. The Rio Grande Valley Livestoc k Show and
World's Champio nship Rodeo also offers a complete
program of entertain ment.
Many fine tourist attraction s are held in the Valley each year. Five fine performa nce~ of a World's
Champio nship Rodeo is presente d in conjunct ion with
the outstand ing other fine events which consist of na .
tionally known free exhibits from all over the United
States.
Major exhibitions of breeding cattle, fat steers,
hogs, and poultry are exhibited daily. The Horse
Show (AQHA approved ) and the Shetland Pony exhibits are outstand ing. Commer cial and Automob ile
exhibits are superior in showman ship. The Farm and
Ranch Machine ry area cover over a million dollars of
farm machine ry:_ the largest in Texas. Many educational features are presente d includin g a mammot h
carnival midway of color, glitter and fun which tm~ns
this into a playgrou nd of blazing mirth and glory for
the old and young. Thousan ds of tourists extend their
visit in the Valley to see the world's famous rodeo and
show with an int ernationa l flavor.
Some of the finest citrus orchards in the Valley surround
Mercedes .

Signi fican t to a mulii millio n dolla r citrus industr y is the annu al
Texa s Citru s Fiest a
hono ring the fruit that
broug ht fame and fortune to the Valle y.
Highl ight of this color ful five-d ay extra vaganza is the spect acular parad e led by King
Citru s and Quee n Citriann a.

"Home of the Gra pef rui t''
By AL ADY, Mana ger
Miss ion Cham ber of Com merc e

G EOGRAPHICALLY, Mission is practically
in the center of the Rio Grande Valley, if one
consid~
ers the Gulf of Mexico to be the easte rn bord
er and Falco n Dam the western. It lies abou
t 6.'.J
miles from each. And to furth er pinlp oint the
"Home of the Grapefruit," one might add the
Republ ic of Mexico const itutes the south ern
north
perim eter and the rest of Texas and the Unite
ern.
d States the
Mission recei ved its name from an old Span
ish mission, four miles south and was foun
ded in
1906, and incor pora ted in 1911. It was the cente
r of the Rio Grande Valley's early citrus deve
lopment, begin ning in 1920, and is still a major
citrus city. Each January, Mission is the settin
g for the
Texas Citrus Fiesta, a celebration glorifying a
multimillion dollar citrus indu shy of the State.
A style
show featu ring costu mes made of Valley grow
n citrus, vegetables and flowers, highlights this
event.

T he First National Bank
MISS ION, TEXA S

Lloy d M. Bentsen, Presi dentOFFICERS
L. A. Buescher, Executive Vice President
H. D. Garrett, Vice Presi dent
Mrs. Doris Ward , Cash ier
Mrs. Clar a Cham pion , Assistant Cash ier
Mrs. Mary Ram ey, Assi stant Cash ier

DIRECTORS
Lloyd M. Bentsen
Elmer C. Bentsen
L. A. Bues cher
N. E. Buescher
W. R. Parri sh

Mem ber of Feder al Depo sit Insur ance Corpo
ration and Feder al Reser ve Syste m

The Holid ay Inn at Missi on is one of the
Valle y's most beaut iful new hotel s.
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W ATCHES - DIAMONDS - SILVERWARE
POT TERY - CHINA - CRYSTAL

REYNOLDS JEWELRY CO.
OPTOMETRIST
GLASSES PROPERLY FITTED

HIGH QUALITY WATCH REPAIRING
LO 5-1391

Mercedes

309 S. Texas

W OMEN'S APPAREL
MILLIN ERY . . . ACCESSOR IES

1/te
Where you will always find
Something "Different"

Since 1923
MERCEDES, TEXAS
Texas at Fourth

Phone LO 5- 1332

FACTS AND FIGURES
Population - 13,000. Transporation - Missouri Pacific
Railroad, numerous truck and bus lines, U. S. Highway 83,
convenient to Harlingen, Brownsville, and McAllen a4"ports;
near Port of Harlingen, Port Isabel, and Port Brownsville for
water transportation, and the $890,000 farm road building program is nearing com12letion. The proposed Freeway will be a
great asset to Mercedes. Churches - More than 22 churches
repre enting almost every faith. Schools - The Public school
employs 158 persons for the four elementary schools, Junior
High and High School. A fine representation of service and

Sunrise Hill ~lemorial Bowl, Inc.
One of the most outstanding recreational and cultural sites in this section of the Rio Grande Valley is
the forty-three acre tract located 4½ miles north of
Mercedes on the Baseline Road where annual Easter
sunrise services and Las Posadas, a b·aditional Christmas celebration, are held and where it is now proposed to establish an Art and Recreational Center
which will provide the greatest possible enjoyment
for residents as well as winter visitors and tourists.
Sunrise Hill Memorial Bowl, Inc. was started following World War II and sponsored by the Eighth District Texas Federation of Music Clubs. It is a nonprofit tax free organization incorporated under the
laws of Texas and managed by a Board of Directors.
Extensive improvements have been made at the site
including concrete seats for 2,000 people, a raised
concrete stage 60x40, with dressing rooms and restrooms. A bandshell will be added as soon as possible.
The entrance to the grounds has been made most
attractive by the consb·uction of a pylon and planter
box and a three-acre site covered with Ebony shade
trees. There are two barbecue pits, a large one for
clubs and church groups and a smaller one for small
groups.

civic clubs is found in Mercedes. The Mercedes Public Library
is one of the best in South Texas. The Llano Grande Municipal
Golf Course is the scene of many Valley tournaments.
Merced~s has two _F p I C banks. One of the banks is due
to_ move to its new building and location early this year. This
will be one of the most modern banks in the Valley with drive
in facilities . Postal Services - Mercedes has two rural routes
city delivery, and a new air conditioned Post Office. Utilities ~
Natural gas, ele~tricity, and a fin~ m~icip~l ~upply of water
for home and mdustry. The Imgation district provides an
abundant water supply from Falcon Dam for agricultural use.
~resently a $10,8~0,000 Water District rehabilitation program
1s underway. Retail Stores - One may shop with ease without
being haras~ed by parking m~ters at any of the modern well
stocked busmesses. Mercedes Is the home of various industries.
The growth ~f the livesto?k industry in the Valley is noteworthy. Located m Mercedes IS one of the top commission sale
yards in the South. Several produce sheds, box companies meat
packing plants, cotton planting seed firm, canning plant bottling plant, and citrus gift package firms are located in' Mer?edes. Mercedes is constantly on the upgrade. Indicative of this
!S the new ~chools, churches, Post Office, stadium, parks, Tour1st Recreat10n Center, and the continuous growth of the Rio
Grande Valley Livestock Show.
~ercedes i~ a~ incorporated ci~. govt=:rned by a mayor and
four. city ~omm1ss10ners. The admm1stration is carrying out a
contmual rmprovement program and joins with the Board of
City Development and Chamber of Commerce in promoting
community projects. An industrial site is available to qualified
acceptable industries. Mercedes invites those who are looking
for a quiet, clean, friendly city in which to retire or to locate
a business or plant in a growing and prosperous ~ity.
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This beautiful home, belonging to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
L. Akin of Mission, is one of
the Valley's finest. Mr. Akin is
owner of the Akin Products Co.
of Mission.

According to the Texas State Armory Board, a
new ational Guard armory is scheduled for the year
beginning July 1961. The present armory building
leased in part by the ational Guard, has been earmarked as a future community center. A portion will
be partitioned as a meeting place for the Mission Tourist Club this winter. Future plans include a youth
center, tourist center and recreational area.
Probably the most outstanding crop at this time
is the bumper citrus harvest now under way. There
are four packing sheds in Mission, one in the vicinity
and one canning plant. Over 15 million boxes of
oranges and grapefruit are predicted for this season
with a large share of these grown in the Mission area.
A swap-cash interchange of real estate and buildings between the City of Mission, the First National
Bank and the Shary Estate will result in another face
lifting for Conway Avenue. In the deal the city gets
a new fire station and security building. City Hall
will be moved to the Shary Building, Interstate Fur-

niture Co. will relocate in the 1000 block ?PPOS~id
Dondlinger's and the First. ational Bank will bm
new facilities where the City Hall now stands.
Mission public schools continue to gro~ a1:1d ehp and. At this writing there are 2,865 pupils m t_ e
· the 1umor
grammar grades and 1,150 m
· · and
. . semor
grades. The Mission Independent School District has
an assessed valuation of $14,761,050.

Moose Lodge building east of Mission.

This Beautiful 1961 Valley Yearbook
is an example of the
skilled craftsman ship of our

PUBLISHERS OF

Mission's

Printing Department

ST ATE and NATIONAL
PRIZE-WINNING
NEWSPAPER,

Mire •tssin n
a!imrs

one of the most modern,
most versatile in South Texas
We specialize in FOLDERS, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, BOOKLETS, COLOR PROCESS WORK,
and all kinds of commercial printing.

VALLEY-WIDE SERVICE

Times Publishing Company
Box 913

Phone JU5-1631
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Mission, Texas

Mission, "Home of the
Grapefruit," received
its name from an old
Spanish missio•n , La
Lomita, four m i I e s
south of town. The tiny
chapel remains a loyal and aloof sentinel in
mute memories of the
pious and courageous
Oblate Fathers who
built ii over a hundred
years ago.

MISSION PAVING
CO., INC.
THE FINEST IN
-

ASPHALT PAVING
NO JOB TOO LARGErNONE TOO SMALL

Mission was named and established in 1845; Falcon
Dam, 65 miles west; home of William Jennings Bryan, two miles north, one mile east; extensive oil fields
to the north; Sun Oil Camp and Continental; provincial town of San Miguel, 15 miles west across Rio
Grande in Old Mexico; Bentsen State Park, three miles
west, two miles south; Penitas, reported oldest town
in Texas, founded before 1700, seven miles southwest· Gulf of Mexico, 65 miles east; Moore Air Base,
U.
Air Force contract pilot training school, 12 miles
northwest; Lions Park, open to public, adjacent to golf
course; picnic tables, playground equipment, Boy
Scout hut; National Guard armory; St. Peter's Novitiate, training institution of Oblate Order, Roman
Catholic Church, four miles south; Los Ebanos Ferry,
15 miles west, novel man-propelled ferry.
During the past 18 months 28 new places of business have been established, including an extensive
shopping center area known as Bryan Park Shopping
Plaza, named after the great commoner William Jennings Bryan.
There is a reported 28 per cent completion of the
new expressway now under construction south of Mission. This work was started in the Mission area and
will have at least four outlets to the city. The 300foot highway will run along the southern edge of the
city limits.
According to a federal call for a statement of condition of Valley banks, the two Mission banks, First
State Bank & Trust Co. and the First National Bank,
showed combined total deposits of $12,064,372.97 at
the close of business Oct. 3, 1960.
Significant to the growth of the Valley and Mission is the recent completion of the Cenh·al Power and
Light Company's new power station west of Mission,
the J. L. Bates Power Station, at a cost of $15,000,000.
Over 15,000 people visited the huge plant during an
open house week from Sept. 23 to Oct. 2.

t

-

s:

P. 0. Box 591
Phone JU 5-1615
MISSION, TEXAS

FIELD OFFICE
GA 3-5257
HARLINGEN, TEXAS

-

-

-

The Para~e of Oranges, always a colorful affair,
draws a capacity attendance. The 1961 Texas Citrus
Fiesta is Jan. 25-29 and the theme is "Citrus for United
Nations."
Another spectacular event that attracts national
attention is the annual Poinsettia Show held Dec. 14
at the Mission-McAllen Moose Lodge hall. This is the
o?-ly one of its kind in the world and draws a capacity crowd to its outstanding exhibits.
There are many interesting and historical places
to visit in the "Home of the Grapefruit." They include: Spanish mission south of town from which

1960

1909

FIRST STATE BANK
& TRUST COMPANY
"
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Mission's Only Drive- In Bank
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The Shary Organization
"PIONEERS and BUILDERS
for the

RIO GRANDE VALLEY
of Texas"

Located at

MISSION,
Home of the Grapefruit
33/4 Miles North Shary Road

JU 5-1651

S·HARYLAND ORCHARD &
NURSERIES, INC.

SOUTHTEX LAND SALES,
INC.

* Citrus Orchards

* Grove Care and Management

* Farmland

* Residential

* Industrial

SHARYLAND IMPLEMENT
COMPANY

* Commercial

* Massey-Ferguson Tractors

JOHN H. SHARY, INC.

and Farm Implements

* Investments

* Oil and Gas Properties

* Parts and Service

BLAINE H. HOLCOMB, General Manager
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Mon terr ey has man y mod ern
buil ding s such
nific ent new hosp
ital.

as

th"
is mag View of the fam ous Sad dle Bac
k Mou ntai n, behind the Cath edra l.

O N T E R R E Y -In O ld Mexico
Mon terr ey, "King of the Mountai
ns," surr oun ded by mou ntai ns risin
g to a heig ht of 6,000 feet, is famous
son g and stor y as the "most beau
in
tifu l city in the world." Mos t visit
ors h·uly consider Mon terr ey to be
enjo yab le city to visit in all Mexico,
st
the
mo
beca use ther e is mor e to see and
do and is sufficiently "Americaniz
hav e very fine hotels, won derf ul food
ed"
to
, and mos t of her inha bita nts spea
k English. Mon terr ey, the larg est,
mos t outs tand ing city in orth ern
and
Mexico, is also the thir d larg est in
the Rep ubli c and has a pop ulat ion
450 ,000. Onl y a few hou rs from the
of
ove
r
Texas bord er this idea l vaca tion spot
, Mon terre y, lies in a sunl it valley
twe en fant asti c rang es of mountai
bens.

BANCO INDUSTRIAL
DE MONTERREY, S.A.
Inst ituc ion de Dep osito ,
Fidu ciar ia y de Aho rro.

CAPITAL PAG ADO __ $13 ,000 ,000
.00
HESERVAS ---------------2,60 0,00 0.00

Mo nte rre y, N. L .., Me xic o

You may dan ce in Spanish pati
pict ures que hotels, play golf or tenr ?s, di1;1e richl~ in
or wal k in the lovely mou ntai ns, us, swim, ?r. nde ,
you may v1S1t the
roar ing factories, stud y the thri ving
city, enjoy ever y facility of mod ern business of !he
you r stay. Tourists will wan t to visi progr:ess durm g
t
terrey," the site of the earl y foun "El 010 de Monding of Mo~ terr ey
in late 1581 and earl y 1582. This site
the corn er of Zaragoza and Allende is at wha t 1s now
Streets.
Tak e a trip to Mon terr ey . . . You
get the thrills of this bea utif ul city will nev er forthe ultim ate in comfort, goo d food -sce nic _sple1;1dor,
,
kno wn only to the Mexican people. and fnen dlin ess

The same Mal don ado who has met
from Nor th of the Rio Gra nde , is glad you r frie nds
tuni ty of mee ting and raising his glas of the opp ors with you in
a toas t to hap py days and hap py
friends.

LEF T: THE BEA UTI FUL PAT
IO AT ART URO
MA LDO NAD O'S -W, HID ALG
O 360

MO TER REY ,
ME XIC O

W. Hida lgo 360 Pte.
Esco bedo 913, 921
923 and 946
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- ruffled organdy curtains form a pleasing background
for one wall of the dining area, and the stdking jet
black ceiling has pinpoint illumination. A soda fountain and snack bar just off the coffee shop has a
~urved bar and ten stools. The bar is Italian ceramic
~errazo with Formica top. There is complete quipment for broiling, frying, and preparing sandwiches.
One of the few feature sof the Ancira which remains unchanged at present is the famous old bar at
3treet level. It retains all the charm and color of the
early twentieth century. The sparkling tile floor is
inlaid with the Ancira crest in colored tile, and the
leather-covered booths are of intricately carved pol'"'-,..,,..lli:'._.ished wood. The ornate frieze around the ceiling has
een beautifully maintained and again emphasizes the
- .-... ....._.French influence which was predominant in the original hotel structure. Mr. Tonallardona has announced
lans for redecorating the bar, but it will maintain
its original atmosphere and decor. A convenient driveView of Coffee Shop from Cafe Terrace.
in entrance to the hotel was completed several years
ago and there are parking facilities for 200 cars in
the Ancira garage.
The glamoro~s _new lobby, which was com leted
rec~ntly, has a str1l_<ing. modern effect, with blacl and
white marble
· hi ngs
.
dfloormg. m 19-inch squares . F urms
were d esigne especia1ly for the Ancira b
Below is a view of a typical Gran Hotel Ancira suite.
.
h't
A .. t
. p · h . d.
.
y ai c i ect
ru urn ~m. w o 1s Irecting the entire program. Upholstery 1s rn lush velvet and crisp linen a d tt.
.
·
n a rnct ive
p 1_antmgs
s_urroun d the lobby area.
Slightly ~·aised from the lobby level and se _
rated by trop1ca~ pl~nti1;1gs, is the cocktail t'errace. T1~s
ple~sant area . is furmshed in modern upholstered
c~airs and pohshed_wood tables. The distinctive car _
eti~g for the cocktail t~rrace and the dining room w;s
des1~ned ~y Mr. Pam and especially woven for the
ncira .. It 1s a muted brown and has the Ancira crest
~oven m shades of yellow, brown and grey. The Anc~ra crest, an elaborately formed C(A" is used extensively throughout the hotel, on glassware china linens
and in all publicity material.
'
'
. . Directly adjacent to the cocktail terrace is the
dm11;1g room. The ~ame ~stinctive carpeting with the
ncrra c~·est c~ntm1:1es mto the dining rooms. A
wrought iron gnll with a huge handmade brass bird
cage ~s a foc~l point, di~i~es the coffee shop into
two a1 ea~. It is .further .d1 vided by a porcelain tile
planter filled with tropical greenery. Lavish white
.

The main dining room which seats 120 people is also directly off the cocktail and cafe terrace.

1r. Torrallardona began his care r at the
\ncira in 1929 as a helper in the kitchen. H
[_)rogressed through nearly every department in
the hotel, acquiring valuable experienc , and in
1940 he and Angel Cueva leased the hotel from
Don Jose Torrallardona, father of the present
general manager. Until his death a few years
ago, Mr. Cueva was managing director of the
- ----.::L ,.. J~~~l!.lulilll
. •~;•11property.

· · ·" <~
f, .

,

'

~

The city of Monterrey, second in siz only
·' to the capital city of exico, is an appropriate
location for the Ancira with its constant progressive improvements. fonterrey manufactures
over 75 per cent of all 1exican-made goods, and
has shown a population increase of o er 106 per
cent in the past ten years.
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IN MONTERREY, MODERNIZATION
MAINTAINS ANCIRA CHARM
FAMOUS THE WORLD
OVER

Gran Hotel Ancira
A constant program of moderniz ation and improveme nt at Monterre y's Gran Hotel Ancira has kept
the hotel among foxico' s finest propertie s, ever since
the first improvem ents were initiated in 1925, twelve
years after the hotel was built. Each successive modernizatio n brought the Ancira up to the finest standards of the era. At the same time that Arturo Torrallardona, general manager of the hotel, announc ed
the approach ing completi on of one phase of an extensive remodeli ng program begun several years ago, he
outlined plans for further expansion, to include a
b·opical annext of twobedro om bungalow s, a swimming pool, an enlarged specialty shop off the lobby,
and the addition of another floor to the hotel building. The hotel is now complete ly air condition ed.
The most recent remodeli ng and redecora ting to
be complete d is the public room space on the mezzanine floor, and twenty guest rooms on the same floor.
A handsom e curved staircase leads from the lobby to
the mezzanin e floor, and the stark white simulate d
granite banniste r of the staircase extends around the
entire open well over the lobby. The striking white
columns which were an integral part of the original
Ancira have been retained and set the tone of the
decor of the function rooms, which is modern French
Provincial.
The color scheme in the banquet and meeting
rooms is grey and white for wall treatmen t, a black
marbeliz ed tile floor, and a grey ceiling with jet black
inserts which delineate each of the separate areas.
Through an ingeniou s use of folding white louvered
doors, the entire area may be opened up to accommodate as many as 800 persons for a banquet, or can
be separate d into four distinct rooms. Chairs used in
the function area are of light wood finish with blue
or grey plastic upholste red seats and backs.
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The main banquet room is highligh ted by a magnificent solid brass chandeli er, one of the original
pieces installed in the Ancira when it was built in
1912. From the beginnin g, the Gran Hotel Ancira
has had a French flavor, influenc ed by Fernand o Ancira, of a wealthy Monterre y family, who built the
property . He b·aveled to France to personal ly choose
linen, silverwar e, stained glass and furnishin gs, for
use in the hotel. The French influence is also seen in
the exte1ior of the hotel building which is reminiscent of the aristocra tic palaces of apoleon Ill's era.
Twenty guest rooms on the mezzanin e have been
complete ly remodele d and redecora ted. All rooms are
air condition ed, with individu al conb·ols in each unit.
Each room has a double and a single studio bed with
a continuo us headboa rd and a built-in night table
between the beds. Two alternati ng color schemes were
used in decoratin g the rooms; turquois, grey and
white; and beige, yellow and brown. Baths have been
complete ly moderniz ed. Included on the mezzani ne
are several attractiv e suites with living room and
either one or two bedroom s.
A focal point of interest is :the lobby with its gracefull y
curved stairway leading :to :the Mezzanin e.

One of !he Valley' s leading hotels, The Texan
It has fifty-fo ur guest rooms all ai·r
· h
'
-con d·t· •
e d , wit t~·1e d baths, luxurio usly
furnish ed1 1onand
decorat ed 1~ pastel colo~s. Everyth ing has been
planned to insure the delight ed comfo t f
•
r o guests
A n d th ere 1s
ample parking space in
th
·
of the hotel. The hotel is owned and m
e Je:r
Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Higgins .
anage
Y

THE INDU STRI AL FRON TIER OF THE VALL
EY
By GASTON WILEY

HARR and the Lower Rio Grande Valley is the approx imate
geographical center of the orth
and South American continents.
GASTO N WILEY
The golden sunshine has wedManage r of the Pharr
ded its waters and soil, and like
Chamb er of Comme rce
magic, the offspring has been
the golden grapefruit, oranges,
lemons and tangerines, and the massive garden-like farms that
produce more than 43 varieties of winter vegetables.
Ceres, the Goddess of Agriculture, has taken up an abode with
us and reigns suprem e throug hout the year. There are no idle seasons
,
for the crops rotate one after the other the year 'round. Cotton
, cucumbers and cauliflower; pepper s, peas and parsley; beets, beans
and
bananas; eggplant, endive and escarole; tomatoes, turnips and watermelons; squash, spinach and strawberries; anise, dill and dandel
ion;
these are a few of the fruits and vegetables that abound in the Magic
Valley of the Lower Rio Grande. It is a strip of magica l land approx
imately 80 miles long and 35 miles wide. Within this area there are
32
cities all connec ted by modern, paved highways. Soon an Expres
sway
will be completed, reachin g from Brownsville to Mission.
CHUN G MEI DRIVE-IN
Betwee n McAlle n and Pharr

Try Our Tasty
Charc oal Flavored

"Mr. Big Burger"

W EL CO ME

CHUN G MEI KITCHEN

TO

In Texan Hotel Bldg.

CH UN G

ME I!

MANA GER and PROPRIETOR
LEE DU-ON G

Pharr, Texas

Coffee Shop
Dining Rooms
Phone ST 7-1552

Sugar Rd. & Highwa y 83
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The most beauti ful
and luxuri ous hotel in
North ern Mexic o f o r
the motor ist.

Free, Safe Parking
Indoors

EL PASO AUTEL
Centra lly Located In
Down Town Monte rrey
130

NORTH

ZARAG OZA

STREE T

"The Ideal Hotel for the Motoris t"
• 60 Rooms with baths and private phones.
The majority Air Conditioned.
• Luxurious Suites - Kitchenettes
• Complete Hotel Service
• Air-Conditioned Dining Room, Superb Food
• Swimming Pool with Purified Water
FREE, SAFE, INSIDE PARKING
These pictures give you some idea of the elegance
and comfort you will enjoy at El Paso Autel. The
picture above shows a glimpse of the dining room
and the two pictures below are of the sumptuous
lobby and a suite.

Rates: Single from $3.60 (U.S. Cy.)
Air Conditioned Rooms from
$4.40 (U.S. Cy.)
ANGEL CUEVA, JR., Manager

TRUCK PARTS SUPPLY

--■■
--

Pharr, Texas

PHON E ST7-1 951
NORT H CITY LIMIT S

"PARTS FOR ALL TRUCKS"

All- Typ e D,·iv e Sha fts Stoc ked, Made to Ord
er and
Rep aire d For Irrig atio n Pum ps and Tru cks

Hyd raul ic Hos e
and Pum ps

In the midst of this boun ty and beaut y lies
city of Pharr , surro unded by thous ands of acr~s the
of
citrus orcha rds, winte r and summ er garde ns. It
1~
nown ed for its beaut iful home s, flowers and foliagree.
Gulf breez es, restful, cool night s, excel lent well
water
as well as Rio Gran de water and good healt h abou
nd
in Pharr the year 'roun d.
Only in recen t years has it becom e appar ent that
Pharr was edgin g into the Indus trial pictu re. Here
you
will find a mach inery comp any that make s packi
equip ment for fruits and veget ables . A boiler factorna
ships all over the USA and into Mexico. A mattr y
factory, a comp any makin g build ing blocks for ess
south west, a fixture comp any, a comp any makin the
rigati on couplets, plasti c irriga tion tubin g, a box g irpany, a make r of Texas Size Wrist Watc hes (for comdoor adver tising purpo ses), and a comp any that outduces millions of ivy for home consu mptio n on proa producti on line basis. A comp any revam ping busse
s for
Centr al America.
Patios such as these make ideal outdo or living
rooms and
are used all year aroun d.

SHOEMAl(E LUMBER CO.
"Sel ls For Less "
THE LEADER IN BUIL DING MAT ERIA LS
517 N. Cage

Looki ng down Texas A venue , Pharr 's Main
Street .

PHAR R

Ph. ST 7-1122
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Many people
come to the Valley largely because they can
get papayas - a
delicious tropical
fruit containing
pepsin, the most
needed digestive
fluid known to
man.

COURTESY TO LANDMEN

SHAMROCK PROPERTIES
CORP.
Room 107, Texan Hotel

PHARR A GROWING TOURIST CENTER
Pharr is a tourist center, too. The Pharr Winter Visitor's Club was formed in
1958 and the year 1959-60 saw it grow and grow and grow. Members from 13
states gather here annually to enjoy climate, sun, fun and 'jest talk.' Adequate
club rooms are maintained by the Chamber of Commerce for games and arts
and craft classes. Pot luck luncheons are on a weekly basis with local entertainment for the visitors.

Pharr's
Beautiful
Palm
Drive

Beautiful home of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Du Ong, typical of
homes in Pharr.

UNITE D APAR TMEN T MOTE L
32 One and Two Bedroom Apartments with Kitchenettes
TV's and Air Conditioning
EAST HIGHWAY 83

NEW HOMES

i , .. .. .. ,

DESIGNED
BUILT
FINANCED
EARL EGGLESTON . . . Owner
Phone ST 7-9183
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PHARR, TEXAS

THE KEY CJTY IN
T
KEY COUNT

County Seat of Willacy County

ILLACY

UNTY
.
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~
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WILLA.MA.II
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. ''
"The Gateway to P arad ise

WILLAC Y COUNTY is located at the beginning of the warm, wonderful , rich, semi-tropical Rio
Grande Valley of Texas. It is literally "the gateway to paradise." Cities that dot this ~ich agri-

cultural county are Raymondville, Lyford, San Perlita, Sebastian, La Sara, and Port Mansfield.
Raymondv ille, the largest of the cities, is the county seat and is centrally located at the east~rn
gat~way to the V~lley on _D. S. Highway 77, a major cross country artery from Canada _to Mexi?o.
It is only a 20-mmute dnve from Raymondville to the Gulf of Mexico and Port Mansfield,
offers one of the top rated fishing spots in North America. It is less than an hour's drive to which
either
Matamoro s or Reynosa, two of northern Mexico's most glamorous cities. Raymondv ille's neighbor
to
the north is the fabulous King Ranch, the largest in the world .
Port Mansfield is t~e fastest growing Port on the southern gold coast of Te~as. I_t offer_s _the
sportsman the very best m facilities, whether he desires boating, fishing, or just plam leisure
Two large motels are available as well as a number of small cottages for the outdoor loving hvmg.
sportsman.
Whether you prefer the great outdoors with its boating, hunting, and fishing, or the busy
activity of a city, you are certain to find the place of your choice in "WO DERFUL WILLACY
COUNTY , the Gateway to Paradise."
RAYMONDVILLE STATISTICS

Population : Present estimated population , based
on utility connection s and Sales Managem ent figures ,
is 12,000.
City Governme nt: City is governed by a mayor
and four commissioners under a modern charter.
City Streets: An extensive street paving program,
completed in 1960, gave the city paving on 95 per
cent of its streets.
Natural Resources: Oil and Gas in the area are
a big conh·ibuti ng factor in economy of the city.
Industry: Most industries are processors of agricultural products, such as cottons gins, compresses,
cotton oil mills, canning plants, lemon juice processing,
and fresh fruit and vegetable packing. Light industries like boot and shoe manufactu rers and clothing
manufactm ing are beginning to catch on.
·
Righi: These lovely Willacy County maids are enjoying
the cool Gulf breeze at Port Mansfield.

RIOS BOOT COMPANY, Inc.
in Raymondv ille, is misnamed , for it is far more than a "Boot Shop." It is a great b~g factory,
_140
35 feet wide, employing 30 people, making boots, of course, especially, but ~lso makmg moccasms, _feet long 1~[
purses and many other articles of leather. A. · Rios sells wholesale to the en_tire State of Texas and 1ac\ets, be ,
retai to a very
select clientele not only from all over the Valley but from all over the Umted States as well.
CUSTOM MADE BOOTS WORN BY HOLLYW OOD STARS

205 East Hidalgo Street

Many famous people send for all their
boots to A. Rios, for once you become a
customer of his, he keeps your measuremen ts
on file, and you have only ~o write for anything you want. Mr. A. R10s came to the
Valley in 1925 from Mexico, "The Land of
the Craftsman's Art," Mrs. Rios from San
Benito, and have always been at the corner
of Hidalgo Street in Raymondville. He has
brought fame to Raymondville and the Valley because he is a great artist.
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Phone MU 9-2826

One of the 31 attractive units of the United Apartment Motel of Pharr, Texas.

NEWCOMBE
REXALL PHARMACY
Pharr, Texas

Prescription Druggist
The shortest route to
Mexico through Pharr
to Reynosa, Monterrey
and Mexico City. Tourists do not need a passport to visit Reynosa,
the most popular dining city on the U.S. Mexican bo·r der. but one
is required to visit
points beyond the 13mile border limit.

At present Pharr is engaged in the drilling of gas
wells. It is too soon to predict the real value of this
activity to Pharr, but from various reports it will be
the greatest thing that has ever happened to Pharr,
and should be watched intently by indush·y. For its
cheap power potential, as well as tax relief.
Yes, Pharr is a wonderful place to live and make
a living. We invite you Mr. Industrialist, Mr. and Mrs.
Tourist or Visitors, to come to Pharr and enjoy life
with us.

QUENTIN NEWCOMBE, JR., Owner
LOUISE NEWCOMBE, Pharmacist
Night Emergency Phone ST 7-3633
125 W. Park
ST 7-2746

DID YOU KNOW?
That Pharr's new Center has a new $140,000
building?
This building contains 14,000 square feet of COV'"
ered space on Clark Street, will be "L" shaped, one
story construction with seven meeting rooms of various types. A large multi-purpose room that can accommodate up to 450 persons and a large and small
kitchen. The center can accommodate large banquets
and small parties, the large room can also be used for
basketball, badminton, volleyball, or can be made into
two separate rooms.
To the northwest of the building will be three
concrete slab play areas, and a fenced-in kindergarten
play area. The three areas will be used for basketball,
tennis and skating.
"The functions of the building will be to serve as
a neighborhood house, to provide a kindergarten,
friendship clubs, informal classes, recreation and to
develop Christian citizenship."

Yearbooks on Sale in Pharr
- - at - NEWCOMBE'S REXALL PHARMACY
PULLIAM CEN-TRAL DRUG
THE TEXAN HOTEL

Girl Scouts from Pharr, enjoying an
outing at the beautiful Bentsen State
Park near Mission. Their annual fourday outing was chaperoned by Mrs.
Sidney 0. Hooper of Pharr.
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MOST CONVENIENT
ROUTE TO THE
INTERIOR OF MEXICO

*
*
*

ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
OF NORTHERN MEXICO
KNOWN THE CONTINENT OVER
FOR FINE TOURIST FACILITIES
A SHOPPING METROPOLIS FOR
MEXICO AND THE UNITED STATES

Reynosa , the oldest city on the border and the fourth in populat ion in
the State of Tamaul ipas,
offers the visitor from the U. S. and Canada a first view of the still
tradition al and romanti c old
Mexico. Just a few blocks from the entranc e at the internat ional bridge
is Hidalgo Square, with its
central pavilion , and Our Lady of Guadalu pe Church. Adjoining the
old cathedr al is a new church,
combin ing old and modern architec ture, with such features as electron
ic chimes and organ. The central altar is made of Cerrera marble.

VISI T LAL O'S BEA UTIF UL NEW

IMPERIAL
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

!JI /11

I!i . I .1 / I : f I I

Featuring:

'

•
•
•

Finest in Mixed Drinks
• Air-Con ditioned
Pleasant Atmosphere
• Soft Music
Beautiful Waterf all with Indoor- Outdoo r Pool

• Free Parkin g

• Open Daily 10 A.M. to 2 P.M.

Lalo 's Gift Sho p
•

e

e

Newly Redec orated •

LEATHER GOODS
HAND- BLOWN CRYSTAL

e

FINE LIQUORS
LOVELY SHAWLS

e
½ Block from Bridge Page 95

Reynosa

One of Raym ondvi lle's beaut iful home s.

FIRST NATIONAL BANI(
OF RAYMONDVILLE
"
«Buil ding and Maintaining Customers' Satisfaction
ration
Memb er of Feder al Depos it Insur ance Corpo

•

1961 Yearb ooks may be
purch ased at Neese 's Delta Drug, 357 W. Hidal go
Aven ue .

An unusu al archit ectura l design in one
of Willa cy Count y's Churc hes.

•

RAYMONDVILLE STATISTICS

All majo r and most mino r Chris tian denom inachurc h
tions have churc hes in Raym ondvi lle. The
and
pride
civic
of
e
sourc
a
are
build ings in the city
beaut iof
city
a
being
of
ation
reput
the
city
the
give
ful churc hes.
Raym ondv ille has three publi c eleme ntary , one
l with
publi c junio r and one publi c senio r high schoo
3,000.
than
more
of
t
lmen
enrol
l
schoo
c
a total publi
ls.
schoo
There are two priva te eleme ntary
Fishe rmen delig ht in the big catch es at Port
Delta
Mans field on Red Fish Bay, 27 miles east and in year
each
Club
st
Touri
a
is
There
Lake, 20 miles west
for winte r visitors.
s
There are two comp letely air-co nditio ned hotel
conin
s
room
g
dinin
and
shops
e
coffe
lent
excel
with
cotnectio n. Five motels, attrac tive traile r parks and
tions.
moda
accom
t
touris
of
types
other
as
well
as
tages,

Raym ondvi lle is famou s for its weste rn
atmos phere , rodeo s, fiesta s and gala
parad es.

Bow l for Fun !

Bow l for Heal,th!

MONGOOSE BOWLING LA NE S
We Feature the World's Finest Equi pmen t

BRUNSWICK AUTOMATIC PINSETTERS

Highway 77,
South Ray mon dvil le, Tex as

BOWLINGfun...and relaxation than
provi des more
any partic ipatin g sport in the world
offers a year- round hobb y
for every age - from 4 to 84
helps main tain norm al, healt hy
weig ht and musc le tone
paves way to meet ing new
peopl e, maki ng new friend s
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Main Street looking south on Hidalgo Street in Reynosa
-the gayest town on the border!

Reynosa , a Mexican city of more than 57,000 populati on
directly across the Rio Grande from Hidalgo, Texas, is
one of the most pictures que but aggressi ve cities along
the north Mexico borders. This picture, taken from the
main uptown plaza, shows the recently renovate d Nuestra Senora de Guadalu pe Catholic church, built more
than I 00 years ago and still being remodel ed as money
is availabl e through the daily donation s of visitors and
member s.

Reynosa, Mexico, like most other Spanish towns,
is built around the Plaza as the center of the business district. The Cathedr al decorate s the East side
of the Plaza, while on the other three sides you wHl
find fascinat ing stores, bars, restaura nts and other
business es such as banks, hotels and stores.
Tourism is still the city's basic industry . Reynosa
faces a great future- already conside red the fastest
growing city on the border - new school building s,
splendi d new homes, and more paved streets.

There are many gas fields in the Reynosa area.

Only the finest firms in Reynosa, Mexico,. appear
in the Rio Grande Valley and Northern Mexico Y ea:r
Book. You may patronize them with perfect confi;,
dence, knowing you tcill always get a square deal.

REYNOSA'S TWO MOST FAMOUS NIGHT CLUBS

"Tl NA" is a
most delight ful
hostess and takes

JOE'S PLACE

pleasur e in seeing

* LA CUCARACHA

The Most Beautifu l Bars in Northern Mexico

that you have a

DINE and DANCE

GOOD TIME!

In Season on the Most Beautifu l Patio in the Valley

FINE FOODS
RECOM MENDE D
BY
DUNCA N HINES

"Ente rtainm ent At Its Best"

GAME DINNERS--MIXED DRINKS at THEIR BEST
FLOOR SHOWS--ARTISTIC and CLEAN

*

Floor Shows Nigh tly

*
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,
CURIOS
\..ou

~<,~

Silve r and Copp er
Leather Good s

i ~\\..

c.,OC'i.

Fren ch Perf ume s

IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC
WINES AND LIQUORS

The Finest In
North ern Mexico

ays Reme1nber
.
An Eve ning You Will . 4lw
EXOTIC ATMOSPHERE

PERFECT DRINKS

BEAUTIFUL MUSIC

½ Bloc k From International Bridge

REYNOSA, MEXICO

REYNOSA POPULAR
AS DININ G SPOT
Reynosa, gay, prospe rous
farming, oil and touris t city,
15 minutes from McAllen, is
the most popul ar dining city
on the U. S.-Mexico border ,
travelers say.

THE

BRIDGE STORE
SUPERMARKET
North End of Intern ational Bridge

Last stop to buy:

The intern ationa lly famous
wild game dinners, the swank
night clubs and the Reynosa
welcome to visitors attrac ted
many thousa nds of persons
across the intern ationa l bridge
in the last 12 months. Some of
thes·e were bound for the interior, but most of them were
Valley people and tourists
going to Reynosa or Reynosa
and North ern Mexico people
bound for McAllen to shop.

CIGARETTES
KODAK FILMS
PURIFIED WATER
. MAGAZINES
SOFT DRINKS
GROCERIES
before crossing into Mexico

The Bes t Pla ce to Eat in Rey nos a, Mexico

U. S. BAR
town with -F ree
Just One Bloc k from Brid ge . . . The Only Plac e in
years.
Park ing Spac e . . . Serv ing in same locat ion for 26

Best Food and
Best Drinks

*
ARNULFO VILLARREAL
- OWN ER RODOLFO VILLARREAL
Your Genia l Host
and Mana ger
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Cate ring to
Special Parties
r

0

San Benito's resacas-(Spanish for
river bed). This prehistoric delta old
of
the Rio Grande is an oddit y of nature with the water level higher than
the land along the banks. Along the
interesting sight-seeing resaca drive
s
one may see quaint thatch-roofed
Mexican habitations and «s011th of the
border" folkways of 100 years ago,
as well as mode rn and palatial resacafront homes.

the Res aca Cit y

"'THE BEST PLACE TO LIVE"
A BE ITO is loca ted in the lush, semi
-b·opical won derl and
S
of the Low er Rio Gran de Valley of Texa
s,
in the cent er of the
nati

1
1

'

\1
' -f!/.:
......_ -

'

-.

on's sout hmo st vaca tionl and, in close
proximity to historic
Old Mexico, and in the hear t of a grea
t
agric
ultur al empire. San
Ben ito, with its popu latio n of mor e than
16,000 is larg e enou gh
to offe r all of the urba n conv enie nces
and small enou gh to retai n
its "how dy neig hbor " spirit.
To the busi ness and prof essio nal man
San Beni to
and its well popu lated trad e area offer
s man y oppo rtun ities ... to the farm er acres of fertile,
irrig ated land .. .
to the deve lope r the chal leng e of new
to the indu stria list a subs tanti al mark subdivisions .. .
et and a supp ly of
loya l labo r ... to the pers on abou t to
retir e a hom e in a
heal thfu l clim ate ... to the tour ist the
natu re and man y amu sem ents in yearb·opical beau ty of
-aro und plea sant
wea ther .
The peop le of San Beni to and the Vall
ey cam e here from
man y state s to find a bett er living. The
ferti lity of the soil, the heal thfu l clim y were fasc inate d by the
ate, the mild wint ers and
cool sum mer bree zes, flowers bloo ming
in Janu ary. The y buil t a
grea t agri cultu ral emp ire, extensive irrig
high way s and pave d rura l road s, thriv ing ation systems, mod ern
hosp itals , libra ries, recr eatio nal facilities cities, schools, chur ches ,
and
Man y peop le are still com ing to this nice homes.
land whe re livin g is
bette r. If you are look ing for an idea
l spot to raise a family, to
esta blish a busi ness or indusb-y, to enga
are plan ning to retir e in a plac e of grac ge in farm ing or if you
ious living, come to San
Ben ito in the Low er Rio Gran de Vall
ey of Texas.

Do bana nas grow in the Valle y?
See for
your self!

THE SAN BENITO BANK & TRUST CO
MP ANY
OLDEST BANK IN CAMERON COU
NTY
Capital Structure Ove r $650,000.00
OFF ICER S
JOE G. BAL LEN GER
Chairman of the Board
W. W. HOU SEW RIGH T
President
K. N. (Jack ) COO K
Exec utive Vice-President
R. B. STE WART
Vice-President
G. E. RON EY
Vice-President
OMA R ROD RIGU EZ
Cashier
D. L. KEL LY
Asst. Vice-President

DIRE CTO RS
W. W. HOU SEW RIGH T
JOE G. BALLE GER
K. N. COOK
A. M. HERVEY
~.;,,. EDW ARD CLARK
JOE DAVIS BAL LE GER
R. B. STEW ART

SAN BEN ITO, TEX AS
Mem ber of 'Federal Depo sit Insu ranc
e Corp orati on and Fede ral Rese rve
Syst em
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Rio Grande City is probably the oldest
city in the U. S. A. to have had no
railroad until recently. There are many
scenic attractions. The Grotto of Our
Lady of the Lourdes is a replica of the
famous Grotto of the same name in
France. Well worth visiting-one marvels at its artistic construction.

Airview of Rio Grande City, a typical western town with
a bit of Old Mexico.

Rio Grande City

STARR COUNTY
TEXAS

Gateivay to Falcon Dam

BIEN
VENIDOS

When In Rio Grande City Stay at

Rio Grande City was created out of San Patricio County and
::ormally instituted in 1848 with Rio Grande City as its first County
3eat.
The old town has figured prominently in the life of Southwest
fexas and today is the center of one of the richest areas in Texas
in oil and agricultural development.
The county's agricultural area has bloomed in the last ten
years from a scanty acreage of irrigated lands to over 45,000 acres
of highly developed and well managed fruit and h·uck farms. Its
lands, under irrigation, produce the best cantaloupes in the United
States, corn as good as the best and in plenty; cotton, cane and
every vegetable known to human kind.

HOTEL RINGGOLD
with its
Historic Atmosphere
Modern Comfort
Friendly Service

WELCOME TO RIO GRANDE CITYI
THE HUB OF STARR COUNTY

PATRONS - TOURISTS - VISITORS
Visit Our New, Modern and Beautiful Home . . • One of The Finest •.•

First State Bank & Trust Co.
MEMBER FDIC

"A BANK OF rERSONAL SERVICE"

There is a place for you in Starr County if you
are looking for a new location in an old setting. If you
want a spot where water is always available and climate matches both soil and water, you had best see
Starr County before settling down. Starr County has
everything to make a man happy-not only climate,
water, labor, good schools, but above all it has fine
people who welcome you to the future empire county
of Texas whose destiny is written in the stars.
29
Left: Falcon Dam miles west, contains over
two million acre feel of
water.
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For Pro gres s!

City of San Juan shows a steady healthy growth which is being noted by those who are in uniTHEsonBUSY
with "Progress." There have been Sor 10 new businesses opened during the last six months, som of
which are shown i!). pictures on this page. Beautiful homes, good schools, churches, paved streets, water plugs
and well-lighted streets. All of this has not changed the idea on which this City was built, that is '' city free of
debt."
San Juan is one of the most delightful towns in the Valley in which to live and rear your family. Here are a
few of the reasons WHYFirst-San Juan is the Valley's only city that is absolutely FREE OF DEBT.
Second-San Juan has fine schools and churches and many beautiful parks.
Third-San Juan has its own deep water well assuring a supply of pure water at all times-and San Juan
owns her own water-system and sewerage system. San Juan boasts of 13 miles of paved streets, 17 miles of
water lines, 7 miles of sewer lines, 1156 water-meter ed customers, 28 fire plus, three fire trucks with 28 firemen.
Fourth-San Juan has the lowest tax values used to make the lowest net taxes possible.
A view of ihe easi side of Main Sireei in San Juan, ihe debi-free ciiy, and a lovely place in which io live
or own a home.

The Pharr-San Juan-Alamo Senior High School,
is the first all year air-condition ed high school in
South Texas.
Allan Y. Taniguchi & Associates, architects who
had the interesting job of planning this million dollar
high school, to accomm?da te 1200 students with special facilities for expansion to accommoda te 1500 students have used many individual ideas not only new
to So~th Texas but to the nation as well.
Highlights of the design will be the auditoril~m
and gymnasium buildings, which will be round with
dome roofs.

New Pharr - San
Juan - Alamo High
School building.

This page is sponsore d by Jack
Roe, a friend of San Juan; Bill
Borman, Mayor of San Juan and
owner of Valley Hardware Store
and Quentin Newcomb e, Sr., owner of San Juan Rexall Pharmac y.

A Valley beauty at
the famed Padre
the naIsland tion's newest year'round tourist attraction- only a 30minute drive from
San Benito.

Padre Beach and Old Mexico
Beckon To The Visitor
San Benito is in the center of a great water resort
area. Fresh water fish abound in the beautifu l resaca
flowing through the city, in the 1,000-acre lake, in the
Rio Grande and in the many miles of irrigation canals
which interlace the country-s ide. The thrill of salt
water fishing lies within walking distance in the Arroyo Colorado and just a few miles farther in the Laguna Madre and in the Gulf of Mexico.
Whitewi ngs, doves and thousand s of ducks and
geese provide excellent hunting. Deer and turkey are
found on the ranches north and west of the Valley.

Above is pictured a beautiful resaca scene near San
Benito. Intensive plans are underwa y by the San Benito
Chamber of Commerc e to beautify it.

Old Mexico abounds with quail, turkeys, deer and
·
bigger game.
Fabulou s Padre Island is only thirty minutes from
San Benito. Throngs of tourists cross the mile-long,
2½ million dollar causewa y to this magnific ent new
playgrou nd to bathe and swim or just to picnic on
its sand beaches.
Only twenty miles away over the new Expressway is Old Mexico, a land of Old World enchantm ent.
Atb·activ e night clubs, restauran ts, famed matadors ,
and magnific ent cathedra ls make a delightfu l visit.

ELECTRIC GIN CO.
Cott on Buy ers
and Gin ners
328 W. Stenger St.,
SAN BENITO, TEXAS

OWNERS
Bryan Long

Ware McCall

and approved by the American Medical Assn.
Dolly Vinsant Hospital at San Benito has 42 beds, is communi ty owned,

Shuffl eboar d courts are all over the Valley and
Touris t
Clubs and Cham bers of Comm erce provid e a
variet y of
fun and amuse ment for tourist s.

~ ~n J uan !s the only debt-f ree city in the Valley
and 1t s growm g by leaps and bound s." Thirty-eight
new hom_es were built in San Juan last year, and many
new busmesses have locate d h ere.
It is a city of beaut iful homes with the lowes t
tax rate in the Valley and the best schools.
S~n Juan h as everything to make living better.
Investigate b efore you decid e to live elsew here.

Dra pes
Wa llpa per
Pot tery
Cer ami cs
Uph olst ery
Lan ips

Flowers For All Occas ions

San Juan Flower Shop

Drop in and meet Edith M. Stoller in her beautiful store. She will help you with your decor ative problems.

Mrs. L. L. Parker
Express Your Lo-ve With Flowers
Box 82
Phone ST 7-1535

Car pets
Fur nitu re

614 San Anton io St.
San Juan, Texas

P.O. Box 828
Sixth & Nebra ska

Phone
ST 7-3373

SAN JUAN , TEXA S

Box 813
708 San Anton io
SAN JUAN , TEXA S

BETTYE M. KOLBERG

~orm a be 1fieon

Owner

l 05 E. 6th Stree t

STerli ng 7-1296

San Juan, Texas

Phone : ST 7-464 1

MANU FACT URER
of Lamp s & Decor ative Access ories

Dallas & Chicago Trade Marts

Open Eveni ngs By Appo intme nt

IMPORTS

Locat ed in the heart of San Juan.

e

POTTERY

Conv enien t to every thing.

SAN JUAN HOTEL and MOTEL

127 West 5th St.

Fronts on Highw ay

SAN JUAN, TEXAS
Mod ern and com £orta ble • Reas onab le
rates • a love ly Pati o, made beau tiful
with nati ve flow ers and shru bs, pave d
with step ping ston es.
VANCE BRYAN, Owne r
IONE ROBINSON, Mana ger
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Plenty of Parki ng Space

San Juan's beautiful bank-the San Juan State Bank

SAN JUAN INVITES YOU
San Juan, one of the most delightful towns in the
Valley in which to live and rear a family, invites you
to come on down and investigat e for yourself the many
opportuni ties San Juan and the Valley offer you for
a well rounded life-Yes, before your Northern cities
are full of "slush" from snow, ice, or sleet and the
wintry blasts numb your ankles-co me on down to
our flower-fill ed Valley, where Christmas parties are
held on patios, and fiestas are staged in summer sunlight during winter days, where it's "June in January."
The people of San Juan and the Valley came here
from many states to find a better living. They were
fascinated by the fertility of the soil, the healthful climate, the mild winters and cool summer breezes, flowers blooming in January. They built a great agricultural empire, extensive irrigation systems, modern
highways and paved rural roads, thriving cities,
schools, churches, hospitals, libraries, recreation al facilities and nice homes.
Many people are still coming to this land where
living is better. If you are looking for an ideal spot to
raise a family, to establish a business or industry, to

Jewelry

Appliances

Furniture

New and Used

IN MAN'S
Box 172

•

engage in farming or if you are planning to retired in
a place of gracious living, come to San Juan in the
Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas.
Once you have smelled the heavenly scent of
cib·us in bloom and enjoyed the many delights our
Valley offers, YOU WILL RETURN -Why not move
here and become a Valleyite right now? And don't
forget to investigat e San Juan, the only city in the
Valley that is free from debt.

Y ou.r Friendl y

BEN FRANl(LIN
STORES
SAN JUAN, TEXAS
513 Nebraska Ave.

and
MISSION. TEXAS

VALLEY
IRON WORKS
GENERAL FOUNDRY &
MACHINE WORK

517 Nebraska

SAN JUAN, TEXAS

ELECTRIC & ACETYLENE WELDING

ST 7-4381

SAN JUAN

GLICK BROTHERS
e

e

TENTS
TRUCKS
102
Page
SAN JUAN, TEXAS-E ast Highway

HARLAN E. GLICK, Owner
TOOLS e ARMY SURPLUS

e

*
SHOES

e

TWO STORES
TO SERVE YOU
BLANKETS

MISSION, TEXAS-3 Miles North on Conway
Open Every Evening Until 9 O'Clock

WESLACO
"HEADQUARTERS CITY"

MA RK PIE PGR ASS
Manager of Wes laco
Cha mbe r of Com mer ce

V. C. THO MPS ON
City Manager of Weslaco

Publicity in Wes laco Section
Fur nish ed by
Wes laco Cha mbe r of Com mer ce
BUD HOR N, May or

Engravings in the Wesla co
Section Furnished by
the City of Weslaco

W-E-L-C-0-M-E

The City Offi cial s and the Cha
mbe r of Com mer ce invi te all
with them . The y say once you
to pay them a visi t and feel
hav e exp erie nced a win ter vaca
"at hom e"
an d agai n. You will find our
tion in Wes laco
ter sojourn . . . You 'll be in City a goo d plac e to esta blis h "He adq uar ters "-fo,r you 'll com e back agai n
you
the mid dle of thin gs for the
r vaca tion or win fine st time you've ever had
.

,~?,'

. \-,

~

ESL AC O . . . "He adq uar ters
City" of the
Low_er Rio Gra nde Val~ey of Tex
as gai? ed
"' · :·" ~ its title, not only
for its cen tral locat10n ,
· · but thro ugh the tireles seff
orts of
~ ~
neers and its progressive citizens, its pioby civic prid e to bui ld and maiinsp ired
ntai n a
bea utif ul and mo dem city for
all
mire. Car eful ly laid plan s, effectiv to adely engine ered and exp edit ed by civi
hav e pro duc ed a resu lt tha t reflc-m inde d lead ersh ip,
ects Weslaco's zealous ly gua rde d rep utat ion for
indi vidu ality , frie ndly
and gen uine hos pita lity .
We slac o's rep utat ion as a hea
ceiv ed a trem end ous boo st dur ing dqu arte rs city re1957 whe n fou r impor tant gro ups cho se We slac o
as
the h?m e site for
thei r end eav ors. The larg est of
thes
Mid -Va lley Hos pita l whi ch will e pro1ects was the
be loca ted on Mile
(Co ntin ued on Page 106)

F ir st N at io n al B an k o f Wesl~co
'

SERVING THE WESLACO CO
MMUNITY SINCE 19 25
Member: Federal Res erve Sys tem

Federal Deposit Ins. Corp.
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~t. JnQn' s ctCatQnlir QEI,urrQ
Father Joseph Azpiazu, O.M.1., Pastor
San Juan, Texas

216 West First Street
Phone ST?-2532

Holy days of Obligation:
6:30- 8:00- 11 :00 a.m.

Sunday Masses:
6:30 - 8:00 - 9:30 - 11 :00 - 12:30
6:00 p.m.

Confessions:
Saturdays and eve of first
Fridays: 4:00 to 6:00 and 7:00
to 9:00 p.m.

During the week Masses:
6:30-7:00-1 l: 15

We welcome the pilgrims to The Shrine of Our Lady of San Juan, to
this Pilgrim's House with modern air conditioned accommodations
and T.V. in every room. We serve in our dining room the finest food,
and specialize in Mexican and steak dinners.

f';,fgrim ~ fiowe
l

Mile North San Juan Road
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San Juan, Texas

SAULSBURY, Inc.
SALES and SERVICE
One of the numero us lakes south of Weslaco .

YOUR

MASSEY-FERGUSON
DEALE R

Wes laco , Texa s
P. 0. Box 137

Dial WO 8-3174

Herber t M. Pike, former Mayor of Weslaco ,
is County Commi ssioner from Precinc t One.
The precinc t covers the
cities of Donna, Weslaco, Merced es, Progreso, Edcouc h, La Villa
and Stockho lm. Mr.
Pike is owner of the
Pike Lumber Co. of
Weslaco .

1961 Yearbook s may be purchase d from Butt's Walgreen
Drug
Store, 337 S. Texas Blvd., and the Weslaco Drug, 434
S . Texas
Blvd. Send one to a friend. Help publicize our Valley.

Weslac o is also the acknow ledged agricul tural
process ing center of the entire Lower Rio Grande
Valley of Texas.
Because of its central location, Weslac o is the site
of the Federa l and State Experi ment Stations and also
the home of numero us other Federa l and State Agricultura l Agency Offices. The headqu arters of the Texas Citrus Mutua l is also located in Weslaco. The Texsun Corpor ation, one of the nation's largest citrus
juice cannin g firms, occupies a 40-acre site in Weslaco and operate s from Decem ber throug h April. The
many vegeta ble packin g sheds operate from Octobe r
throug h May, the Cotton gins and compresses are
usually in full swing from July throug h Septem ber.
This continu ing year-ro und agri-business activity plays an import ant part in the overall economy of
the City of Weslaco.

GENTRY PLUMBING COMPANY
W. STATE HIGHWAY ·

Plum bing Rep airs

-WE SLA CO-

PHONE WO 8-2343

A Spec ialty By Master Plumbers
"Workmanship and Materials Considered,
We Are Never Underbid!"

CARL GENTRY
Owner - Manager
A Good Man To Remem ber
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The pride of :the community is :the Weslaco Community Cen:ter, Library, Chamber of Commerce and Tourist Headquarters. Center of many in:teres:ting ac:tivi:ties; Tourist Club meetings, dances, dinners, games, exhibits, lectures, e:tc. ·

Outstanding Valley Fiesta
One of the outstanding celebrations is the
W eslaco Birthday Party, held in early December. This year's marks the 40th anniversary of
the city's founding by the W. E. Stewart
Land Co. from which its name was derived.
A feature is "Tourist Day"
when special attractions are featured to appeal to Winter Visitors
in the Valley. Highlight of the day
however is the annual float parade
when more than $1,000 in cash
prizes are awarded.
Yes, Weslaco celebrates her
f birthday-and what a
Birthday
, Party! Everybody gets into the act.

......

MID VALLEY STATE BANK
Weslaco, Texas

.

~

Opened For Business May I 0, 1960

(Continued from Page 105)
4, just east of the Weslaco city limits. The Golden Age
Home Retirement Project of the McAllen district of
the Methodist Church and the Methodist Retreat
Center on Mile 3, south of Weslaco are two other
groups establishing Weslaco · and the Mid-Valley as
headquarters. In addition to these three, the U. S. Department of Agriculture added a $325,000.00 research
center on a site furnished by the Texas A&M Experiment Station.
These added to the following organizations which
have established headquarters adjacent to Weslaco:
Texsun Citrus Exchange, Rio Grande Valley Chamber of Commerce, Texas A&M Experiment Station,
Texas A&I Citrus & Vegetable Training Center, KRGV
Radio and TV, Mid-Valley Airport, Texas Canners Association, U. S. Department of Agriculture: Pink Bollworm Division, Fruits & Vegetables Products Lab.,
Mexican Fruit Fly Project, Fruit and Vegetable Branch
Processed Food Div., Market News Service, Bureau
of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, make Weslaco
the center of business, industrial and agricultural activities for the Rio Grande Valley.

A. S. PIKE

Resources - $1,197,176.27
OFFICERS
Garland F. Smith ____________Chairman of the Board
V. C. Thompson ______________ President
George S. Potts ________________Executive Vice President
& Cashier
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DffiECTORS
W. H. Drawe
Eleno Garza
Lorne Hamme
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V. C. Thompson
Garland F. Smith
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H. M. PIKE

A. S. PIKE, JR.

PIKE LUMBER COMPANY
Complete Building Supplies
PHONE WO 8-3102

WESLACO, TEXAS

P. 0. BOX 367

l½ Miles
West Highway
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New Pharr Convalescent Home
Now Ope n In Pharr, Texas
A dream becam e a reality and a very definit e need of
the Valley was filled when Mr. and Mrs. Ray Shiffle tt and
Mr. Walte r Hayes opene d the new Pharr Conva lescen
t
Home on Januar y 1961. Before even startin g constr uction
these th~ee people visited and studie d the plans of every
outsta ndmg new conval escent home in Texas. They evolved such_ a perfec tly planne d buildi ng and such ultra modern ~~mpm ent that the State Boa1:d of Health gives the new
Phan Conva les~en t home the highes t rating of any convalesc ent home m Texas.
PLAY ROOM

The P h a r r Conva lescent
Home is located at 204 South
Casa Road.
Every need and require ment
for patien t conval escing from
variou s operati ons and ailments will be provid ed in a
new, 41-bed conval escent home.
The cost of the constru ction,
includ ing equipm ent, is about
$180,00 0. It is approv ed and
license d by the State Health
Depart ment.

One of the outstan d feature s
is a hand rail that runs the entire length of the "L" shaped
corrido r to assist patient s in
their exercis e. A spaciou s recreatio n room with TV and
other enterta inment s is provided.
The modern stainle ss steel
kitchen with trained person nel,
provid e food under the supervision of the superin tenden t of
nurses, Mrs. Ray Shiffle tt. Registered nurses are in attenda nce
on a 24-hou r basis.

The nurses station is equipp ed with signal lights from
each
of the rooms. A telepho ne outlet in each room provid
es telephone service if needed or require d.
Each room is individ ually air conditi oned, and electric
ally
heated for the comfor t of the patient . All rooms
are equipp ed
with baths.
For the conven ience of the patient a hydrau
lift is provided for transfe r from ambula nce or cars tolicthe
patient 's
rooms. Walke rs and wheel chairs are also availab le.
The entire
parkin g area is black-t opped.

KITCHE N

• 41 Beds-I ndivid ual
heatin g and cooling
-no gas
• Highly approv ed by
Staie Board of
Health
• Regist ered Nurses
24 hours
• Specia l Diets
• A-1 Firepr oof
• Loung e

The Pharr Conval escent Home is operate d by
Homes ,
Inc. Ray Shiffle tt is preside nt and Walter HaysValley
is execut ive
vice preside nt and genera l manag er. Hays is a 15-yea
r resident of Pharr.

• Private and semiprivate rooms with
tub baths and
shower s
• Soft Water Baths
• Whirlp ool Baths
• Room Teleph one
Service
• Recrea tion Room
TV

Inquire for rates at 204 South Casa Road, Pharr, Texas
P. 0. Box l 061 - Phone ST 7-273 5 or ST 7-273 6
Ray Shifflett, President
Walte r Hays, Vice President
Mrs. Ray Shifflett, R. N., Superintendent
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Our deep and sincere thanks to our advertisers-without their cooperation there would not be a
Yearbook! Give them your co-operation by trading with them.
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